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FOREWORD

For 2001, the Antique Wireless Association is proud to present Volume
14 of the AWA Review. It contains five articles and over 200 photographs
documenting the history of early wireless and radio.These articles have
been prepared and researched by noted scholars of the history of
communications and will serve as important sources of information for
other scholars and collectors. It also contains the first cumulative table
of contents covering all previous volumes of the Review.
The first article on the role of spark keys in the history of wireless
telegraphy has been thoroughly researched by historians Russ Kleinman,
James Kreuzer, Karen Blisard, and Felicia Kreuzer who traveled to the
AWA museum with a professional photographer to document items in the
museum’s collection. They also traveled to Washington to locate and obtain
photographs of important historical items buried in the archives of the
Smithsonian Institution. Their research has revealed a vast amount of information
about early wireless companies and their products.
The second article is a summary of a project being conducted by
Russ Kleinman and Karen Blisard in which they are attempting to chronicle
and list all known manufacturers of spark keys. This is an ongoing project
and it is updated frequently on the internet as explained in the article.
The third article on the history of the Canadian Marconi Company
was written by historians Roger Hart and Robert Murray. Roger was the
manager of marketing services for Canadian Marconi for many years
during which he worked on documenting the history of the company.
With Roger’s access to the records and archives of the company and
their diligent research, they have put together a trememdous amount of
information and some wonderful pictures which fill in the gaps in our
knowledge of the evolution of the company.
The fourth article which focuses on the work of de Forest and Johnson
at the American Wireless Telegraph Company was written by historian
Glenn Trischan. Glenn has worked for Johnson Controls for many years
and has had access to a vast storehouse of information from their archives.
He has organized it into a time-flow picture of the history of the company
and the individuals who played such an important role in its past.
The fifth article is a bit different from the other articles in the Review.
It was written by art-historian Barbara Havranek. She has combined her
love of radios with her knowledge and expertise in industrial design to
tell us of the artistic and technical origins of some of the Bakelite radio
cabinet designs.
The cumulative table of contents allows you to see the title of every
article in every volume of the AWA Review since it began publication in
1986. This should allow historians and collectors to search for relevant
articles and order copies of the back issues from AWA.
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Since some of the back issues are out of print, I have asked Mark
Ellis who produced the wonderful OTB CDs to help me digitize the Review
volumes and transfer them to a CD which I hope to have completed by
September 2001. Only the out-of-print issues will be available on the CD
but future plans call for all volumes to be made available in this format.
Storage of the early volumes is a problem for AWA and CDs are much
easier to store and ship. Future plans call for allowing the printed volumes
to gradually become exhausted and replacing them with the CDs.
Special thanks go to Bill Fizette who somehow found time to edit and
produce the last five volumes of the AWA Review. Every one of them is
an outstanding achievement combining his skilled editing and layout with
his choice of excellent authors.
Thanks also to all of the authors who worked with me to try to make
their papers as complete and accurate as possible. We have jointly tried
to present the material in a logical and readable format and your comments
are welcome.
Tom Perera: Editor
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SPARK KEYS:
THE INTERPLAY OF WIRELESS HISTORY
AND TECHNOLOGY
Russ Kleinman, Jim Kreuzer, Karen Blisard, and Felicia Kreuzer
Silver City, NM and Elma, NY
Copyright © 2001
Introduction
In the short span of under 30 years, the world witnessed the evolution
of wireless communications from spark telegraphy into everyday broadcast
radio. Guglielmo Marconi, who received the Nobel Prize in Physics
along with Carl Ferdinand Braun in 1909, is generally credited with
starting this communications revolution. Using a spark gap and an induction
coil, he discovered that high voltage could break down the gap and cause
a train of damped waves to form.1 This created a problem for Marconi
and those who followed. The same high voltage and current necessary
for the transmitter to function would melt and fuse the contacts when a
landline telegraph key was used to control the circuit. This problem was
overcome by manufacturing keys of heavier construction fitted with much
larger contacts that could handle the higher current load. These keys are
referred to as “spark keys.”
The history of the spark era has been told and retold many times.
Credit for the invention of wireless has been hotly contested and the
legal disputes over patent rights probably slowed the progress of radio
considerably. 2 The technical aspects of early wireless telegraphy have
been described, detailing the exact workings of each of the components
of the spark transmitter.3 One component has received little attention—
the spark key. In modern works as well as in textbooks from the first
and second decades of this century, relatively little has been written
about the spark key. Spark keys played an important role in the history
of wireless communication and were made by more than 80 different
manufacturers.
The early history of the spark key parallels the history of wireless
communication itself. The spark key, though in reality just a simple
switch, was made in quite a surprising number of shapes and forms.
Many manufacturers developed spark keys using either their own designs
7

or Navy specifications. These various spark key designs were influenced
by the conditions of their use as well as by other inventions and world
events. This article will discuss spark keys and their relationship to history
before, during, and after World War I.
Ultimately, transmitters using vacuum tubes replaced both the spark
transmitter and the arc transmitter,4 which was a competing form of wireless
developed to a high degree in the United States by Reginald Fessenden.
Spark Keys and the Events Prior to World War I
On August 14, 1894 Professor Oliver Lodge presented a demonstration
of Hertzian waves at a meeting of the British Association for the Advancement
of Science at Oxford. Dr. Alexander Muirhead, an eminent telegraph
engineer, supplied Lodge with telegraphic equipment including a Kelvin
galvanometer, a Morse inker, and a telegraph key. When the key in the
primary circuit was depressed for a short time, a small deflection of the
galvanometer took place in the lecture theater. If the key was held down
longer, a larger deflection was produced. Lodge was thus able to transmit
“dot and dash” signals, demonstrating for the first time the possibility of
sending messages by Hertzian waves. There were still a few telegraph
engineers alive in 1931 that were present at Lodge’s original demonstration.
They recalled copying the Morse signals. What Lodge’s spark key looked
like, however, is unknown.5, 6
In December, 1894 Guglielmo Marconi successfully demonstrated
for his mother the workings of his wireless apparatus while in the attic
laboratory of his family’s estate in Italy. He depressed a telegraph key
and made a doorbell ring 30 feet away in an adjoining room using wireless
transmission.
Marconi’s earliest experiments were conducted with a tall-handled
key. Rare photographs and drawings of this key exist. They show it to
be a relatively small key, in many respects similar to landline keys of the
time (Figure 1).7, 8 Two binding posts stood at the opposite end of the
key from the tall straight handle that had a flared knob at the top. The
base appears to have been about an inch thick. The operator grasped the
flared knob at the top rather than grasping the entire length of the handle
(Figure 2). 9
A key with a thicker wooden base but missing the tall handle, also
known only from photographs, was probably Marconi’s second wireless
key (Figure 3).10 This key was the first to be specifically designed for
wireless work. It had a thick lever arm and the standard landline knob
with the pieces assembled on the base. This key is of somewhat heavier
construction than the earliest model but still is not particularly heavily
8

Figure 1. Marconi’s
first key, used in the
earliest Marconi
wireless experiments.
Notice the tall handle.

Figure 2. Sketch showing
George Kemp transmitting
with Marconi’s first
wireless key. Notice the
method by which he
grasps the handle.

Figure 3. Marconi’s
second wireless key.
The tall handle is gone.
The frame is similar to
that of many later
Marconi keys.
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built. The frame style of this key became the pattern for the more
familiar Marconi keys of later years.
In Marconi’s early experiments, communications were carried out
in one direction only. Since the receiver was located at some distance
from the transmitter it could not be damaged when the transmitter was
keyed. But when two-way communications began, a mechanism was
needed to prevent inadvertent operation of the transmitter while the receiver
was connected to the aerial. The Grasshopper key was an odd-looking
affair designed to fulfill this requirement (Figure 4). This key was included
as part of United States patent No. 650,109 in the year 1900.11 Sewall
described the Grasshopper key in 1903:
“The arm of the key is prolonged beyond its pivot, and carries an
insulated contact which is permanently connected to the aerial conductor.
Below this contact on the base of the instrument is the terminal of the
receiver. The arm is so arranged that immediately after its release by
the operator, subsequent to the sending of a message, it turns about
upon its pivot, bringing the above mentioned contact and terminal together,
so connecting the receiver with the aerial conductor.”12

Figure 4. The Marconi Grasshopper key. There was no spring. The weight
of the lever arm pulled the key down.
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Just exactly who coined the name “Grasshopper key” is not known,
but the term was already in use in 1925.13 Gravity pulled the lever back
down to connect to the receiver terminal so that no spring was necessary.
Marconi himself used a Grasshopper key during demonstrations as late
as 1901. 14 Unfortunately, very few of the original Grasshopper keys are
known to exist. A reproduction has been on display at the Marconi
Museum in Chelmsford, England.
The first recorded attempt to use wireless telegraphy during war
took place during the Anglo-Boer War of 1899-1902. 15 The British forces
in South Africa did not succeed in making useful communications with
their Marconi equipment, presumably due to poor ground conditions
and lack of a matching system for the antennas. The Heliograph, a
mirror-based light signaling device, achieved much better results.16 No
photographs of the spark keys from the sets supplied to the British forces
in South Africa are known to exist. At this same time Marconi radio
equipment was also being installed on the U.S.S. Massachusetts for Navy
tests in 1899. 17 A diagrammatic sketch of this equipment clearly shows
a Grasshopper key in place as well as its connections. It seems plausible
therefore that Grasshopper keys were supplied with the transmitting sets
to the troops in South Africa.
The Boer Republic placed an order for six wireless telegraphy sets
from the German firm Siemens and Halske on August 24, 1899.18 Some
of this original equipment is currently on display at the Military Museum
in Bloemfontain, South Africa. These sets were never used, as they
were confiscated by customs on arrival. However, Marconi clearly already
had commercial competition from other companies developing wireless
equipment. The German equipment had a guaranteed range of 15 kilometers
and used antennas 36 meters high. Two German firms, Braun-SiemensHalske and Slaby-Arco, supplied sets to the United States Navy in 1902
for comparative tests. None of the keys from these original sets are
known to have survived.
Wireless quickly proved its value on the high seas. On Christmas
Eve, 1898, George Kemp reported damage to the East Goodwin lightship
from 12 miles offshore.19 Changes were necessary as wireless moved
from land to sea. A new key was made presumably because a key which
was less awkward than the Grasshopper key and capable of higher sending
speed was desired. It was the fourth Marconi design. Use of the springless Grasshopper key resulted in slow transmission, but this was just
what was necessary at the time as the coherer in the receiving circuit
functioned sluggishly. The new key incorporated a side lever whose
purpose was to open the primary circuit in emergencies.
This key was widely used in marine installations. It has become
known as the “Guillotine” key (Figure 5) because of the appearance of
11

Figure 5. Marconi’s fourth key
design, the Guillotine Key. The
lever on the side is essentially
a safety switch.

the long-levered safety switch,
though it is unlikely that it was
known by this name during its own
time.
The Guillotine key was
commonly employed in tandem
with the Gray Magnetic Relay Key.20
The Gray Magnetic Relay Key
controlled sparking at the contacts
of the Guillotine key, which then
was called the “manipulating key.”
The best description of the Guillotine key as well as the use of a magnetic
key in association with it to reduce sparking is given by Hawkhead and
Dowsett in 1915. 21 According to Hawkhead and Dowsett, the magnetic
key allowed the circuit to break only at current minimums of the wave
cycle. This permitted the operator to send much more quickly. The
Guillotine key can be seen on many wireless operating desks in photographs
from 1900-1915. It is likely that this key was used on the lightship
Tongue in 1900.22 A pair of Guillotine keys is in obvious view at the
operating position of the S.S. Mauritania in 1913 (Figure 6). 23

Figure 6. Marconi Guillotine keys in position in 1913 on the Mauritania.
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Figure 7. Standard large Marconi wireless key on wooden base,
without safety switch or connections for a magnetic relay.

Marconi also made keys similar to the Guillotine key, but with neither
the switch on the side nor connections for the magnetic relay key (Figure
7). These keys were also in use by 1913 and were used on Atlantic
liners, as were the Guillotine keys. In response to maritime disasters the
United States Department of Commerce, which at the time regulated
wireless installations, had enacted laws in 1910 and amended them in
1912 “to require wireless apparatus and operators for radio communications
on certain ocean steamers.”24 Most major vessels, including the Titanic,
were outfitted with Marconi installations which included Marconi spark
keys.
Marconi companies eventually made spark keys not only in Chelmsford,
England but also in Canada and in the United States. The three different
companies made different styles of keys. The British Marconi Company
made keys that were usually on a wooden base. An example appears in
a very early British Marconi catalog from 1905 (Figures 8 and 9). The
wooden base of this key was by necessity quite tall because it concealed
a fixed condenser which was connected across the contacts. This would
become a common strategy to reduce sparking. Marconi marketed his
apparatus through his original company, The Wireless Telegraph and
Signal Company, while he was at the Haven Hotel in Poole, England.
The British patent for the Grasshopper key was granted to him on March
5, 1899 (No. 5,657). The name of the British Marconi company was
changed to “Marconi’s Wireless Telegraph Company” in 1900. This
company designed many different types of keys (Figures 10, 11, and
12). Most of them have no model numbers and their dates of manufacture
are in question. Not seeming to follow any given pattern, they were
probably made for specific applications by the British engineers.
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Figure 8. Marconi’s
Wireless Telegraph
Company, Ltd.,
smaller key on a
thick wooden base
containing a
condenser to reduce
sparking at the
contacts. Probably
considerably later
than the 1905
model, though
similar.

Figure 9.
Marconi’s
Wireless
Telegraph
Company, Ltd.,
same key as
Figure 8 but
with bottom
cover open and
condenser
exposed.

Figure 10. Marconi spark key on wooden base. Note distinctive
lever style.
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Figure 11. Marconi, Chelmsford, England. Oil break type
key on wooden base.

The American Marconi Company was organized in 1899 in New
Jersey and appears to have used British Marconi keys until the construction
of the Aldene, New Jersey factory in 1912. The Preston-Lamson Terry
key (Figure 13) seems to have been an exception. This key was probably
made in 1910 in New York. One of the earliest keys made in the United
States by the American Marconi Company was a cross-shaped key. This
style was acquired as a result of the merger of the American Marconi
Wireless Telegraph Company with United Wireless in 1912. A Marconi
company report from December 1913 surprisingly lists only 3 workmen
assigned to the manufacture of wireless telegraph keys at the Aldene
plant. American Marconi made keys for the Signal Corps (Figure 14),
the Navy (Figure 15), and for amateur use (Figure 16).

Figure 12. Marconi key with flat spring. Note slate on wooden base.
England.
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Figure 13. Marconi’s
Wireless Telegraph
Company, Preston –
Lamson Terry key,
1910. Tested by the
U.S. Navy. Too early
to have been made at
the Aldene, New
Jersey plant, this key
was probably made in
New York.

Figure 14. Marconi’s
Wireless Telegraph
Company of America,
Relay and Hand Sending
key, Signal Corps design.
Improved by R.A. Weagant.
Note the upright handle for
hand sending in case of
breakdown of the
relay. About 1912.

Figure 15. Marconi’s Wireless Telelegraph Company of
America, Relay Key Type CM 858.
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Figure 16. Marconi’s Wireless Telegraph Company of
America, Type 205 key. Rated at 2- kW, it cost $2.00 by
catalog.

The Canadian Marconi Company was registered in Ontario in 1902
and also used British Marconi keys until around 1910 when the Glace
Bay Station upgraded its machine shop to manufacture equipment. The
Type 701, 702 (Figure 17), and 705 keys (Figure 18) were designed and
manufactured in Canada for use exclusively at Canadian Marconi stations.
They are unusual in that they have two nameplates. One nameplate displays
a beautifully scrolled “Canadian Marconi Company” and the other lists
the key type and serial number. In addition to the fancy nameplates,
Canadian Marconi keys have a distinctive lever which angles sharply
down to the knob. 25 No examples or mention of Type 703 or 704 keys
appear in the literature or blueprints.

Figure 17. Canadian Marconi Type 702 key on wooden base.
Note distinctive drop of lever toward knob.
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Figure 18. Canadian Marconi, the Type 705 key. Notice the fancy
labels and the four binding posts in a row.

Marconi was negotiating with the U.S. Navy over lease agreements
for his equipment around 1902, allowing other companies to gain a foothold
in the American wireless market.26 One such company was the Clark
Wireless Telegraph Company, established by Thomas E. Clark. Clark,
who began the study of electrical engineering at age 15, started manufacturing
wireless telegraph instruments in 1898.27 Clark boasted that he made
the first saleable wireless apparatus in the U.S, and he sold wireless
apparatus to Japan in 1903. The spark keys used with the Clark wireless
system were mounted on a glass or marble base and used a step lever
somewhat reminiscent of the Partrick and Carter landline key lever (Figure
19).

Figure 19:
View of Detroit
Laboratory of
Clark Wireless
Telegraph
Company.
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Meanwhile, Ferdinand Braun was developing wireless apparatus in
Germany. Funkentelegraphie GmbH of Koeln was formed in December
1898. The company became Prof. Braun’s Telegraphie GmbH, then
Telebraun. After joining forces with Siemens and Halske AG, the company
became Braun-Siemens. Finally, after merging with AEG-Slaby-Arco,
a new company was formed in 1903 that was named Gesellschaft fuer
drahtlose Telegraphie mbH. The word Telefunken was born, being
derived from Braun’s TELEbraun and Slaby’s original use of the term
FUNKENtelegraphie in 1897. 28
The Slaby-Arco key of 1902 had a tall insulated handle made of
wood. It was very similar to Marconi’s first experimental key (Figure
Figure 21. Left
Slaby-Arco type key, notice
the tall wooden handle. This
later example, probably after
the formation of Telefunken,
does not have the blow-out
magnets. The large contacts
are oval in shape. This key is
light and small for the size of
the contacts. It is seen in
many field sets where a light
key would be important.
Similar keys probably also
saw service in Zeppelins.

Figure 20. right
Early Slaby-Arco key,
with blow-out magnets
surrounding the contact
point.
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Figure 22. Wireless key, Telefunken System, from the
U.S.S. Nebraska , 1907. Type TK.

20 and 21), but it operated by placing the entire hand around the handle.
The various parts of the key were assembled on a wooden base, and a spring
return was used. Two poles of a magnet were placed perpendicular to the
contacts to magnetically “blow out” the arc that formed at breaking of the
contact. The windings of the magnet were in series with the main circuit
and were energized when a signal was sent.29 It is likely that the design
reflected the anticipated use in airships and stationary balloons. This key
can be seen as part of a Slaby-Arco set in a picture taken in 1904.30
Another Slaby-Arco key was enclosed with a Ruhmkorff coil in a
box with only the knob allowed to protrude.31 This field set used a kite
to lift the aerial.

Figure 23. Pack set with Slaby-Arco type key.
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Later Telefunken keys were bulky and solid, but otherwise similar
to their Slaby-Arco predecessors. Telefunken manufactured complete
ship stations and portable sets (Figure 22).32 Many of the pack sets
retained the original Slaby-Arco tall handled key (Figure 23). 33
Beginning in 1901, Lee de Forest’s Wireless Telegraph Company of
America made spark equipment for the U.S. Navy.34 Mack Horton,
de Forest’s assistant, designed some if not all the wireless keys. 35 The
de Forest key on the U.S.S. Iowa is one of the earliest known examples
of the “cross” design (Figure 24). The supporting frame of this form of
key looks like a cross.
De Forest’s company installed a large solenoid relay key at Guantanamo,
Cuba in 1905 (Figure 25). This huge device was capable of keying the
large 35-kW transmitter. One contact was brass, the other copper. Horton
found that the combination lasted much longer than if both contacts were
brass or copper. The upper contact was solid, but the lower had a cup
shaped cavity. Oil was placed in the cavity. When the key was operated,
the lower contact came up, carrying a small cupful of oil with it. The oil
splashed over the contacts and lengthened greatly the life of the key.
Without oil, the key contacts would not last 5 minutes. With oil, the
contacts lasted 3 or 4 hours.
De Forest exhibited the “Wireless Auto No.1” in 1904 at the St.
Louis Exposition (Figure 26). This was one of the world’s first automobiles
equipped with wireless.
De Forest’s “cross” shape for the supporting structure of the key
was adopted later by the United Wireless Company, successor to the
early de Forest company. United Wireless was formed in 1906 and was
a very prolific manufacturer of cross-shaped keys (Figures 27, 28, and
29) even though it did not survive long due to fraudulent stock offerings

Figure 24. Cross-shaped early de Forest key and antenna
switch made for the U.S.S. Iowa made by the de Forest Co.
United Wireless made this same type of key.
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Figure 25. Solenoid Relay Key,
35-kW from American de Forest
Co. used at Guantanamo, Cuba,
circa 1905. Designed by Mack
Horton for the U.S. Navy.

and the resultant legal entanglements.
The cross-shaped United Wireless key
can easily be recognized in a photograph
of a “modern” wireless station (Figure
30). 36
United Wireless made at least two
different kinds of relay keys (Figures
31 and 32). A relay key is a combination
telegraph key and relay with large
contacts. The coils of the relay can
be used to close the heavy-duty spark
contacts and these coils can be operated
by small, light, fast hand telegraph keys.
If the coils failed on the relay, the
integrated hand key could still be used
to complete the message. United Wireless
also made a portable outfit that was
suitcase-sized and included a lightweight key. This company was based
in New York and Seattle and was eventually succeeded by the Marconi
Wireless Telegraph Company.
Walter Wentworth Massie made
high quality spark equipment that was
solidly built. Born in 1874, Massie
studied mechanical engineering and
became interested in wireless. The
Massie Wireless Telegraph Company
produced commercial equipment as well
as equipment for the Navy and coastal
vessels beginning about 1903.37 In 1908
he co-authored a book in which three
different Massie keys are illustrated.38
The smallest of the three is a slate
based key (Figure 33). This key is a
Figure 26. De Forest Wireless
Auto No. 1, as exhibited at the
St. Louis Exposition, 1904.
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Figure 27. Hand
sending key by
United Wireless
Telegraph Co., 1907.
Cross-shaped leg
key on marble base.

Figure 28.
United Wireless
Telegraph Co.
leg key on
marble base,
1908.

Figure 29.
Detail of a
cross-shaped key,
possibly United
Wireless. Many
different companies
produced this kind
of key, making it
difficult to reliably
identify the
manufacturer.
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Figure 30. “Modern” wireless station with United
Wireless cross-shaped key in use. Notice early
United Wireless antenna switch in foreground.

bit of an enigma. It appears for sale in the Sears catalog of 1916,
well after the Massie company had been absorbed by Marconi. 39
Perhaps Marconi was selling the remaining stock of Massie equipment.
Another key pictured in Massie’s book is a very large pump handle
key operated by gripping the entire handle (Figure 34). This key weighed
in at eighteen pounds! The base and main body of this key were made
of hard rubber and the top parts were brass. The contacts were brass
and ½” in diameter. Due to the oxidizing qualities of brass, it was
necessary to clean the contacts frequently. The operator stood at the
side of the key to operate it, rather than sitting. Copies of this key have
been made in the past few years. There are likely more reproductions
in collections today than original keys. The label and other details of
the reproductions are not exactly correct and it is possible to distinguish
them from the original keys.
The third key pictured in Massie’s book is a key mounted on a
wooden base with a 5-kW solenoid switch (Figure 35). The key itself

Figure 31. United Wireless Telegraph Co., relay key
for Puget Sound station, 1909.
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Figure 32.
United Wireless
Telegraph Co.,
combined hand
and relay key,
1910.

had relatively small contacts since the solenoid acted as a relay. This
key and solenoid switch was made as early as 1906. A Continental
Wireless Telephone and Telegraph Company catalog describes this key
as an “oil brake [sic] transmitting key.”40 It is therefore likely that the
contacts operated by the solenoid were immersed in oil. Massie made
pack sets and portable outfits that were equipped with the key and solenoid
switch. The same key that operated with the solenoid switch was offered
separately as a leg key for wireless use in 1906. (Figure 36) A leg key
is a key with long legs that projected down through the operating table
and to which the electrical connections were made.

Figure 33. Massie key on slate base with long slender lever,
ca. 1908.
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Figure 34. Large Massie pump-handle key operated by
grasping the entire handle with the hand and standing next
to the key.

Figure 35.
Massie System 5kW Solenoid
Switch and Key,
ca. 1906.

Figure 36. Massie System wireless telegraph key,
ca. 1906.
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Figure 37. S hoemaker System, 1906. High potential
relay telegraph key for U.S.S. Connecticut.

Another type of Massie key was a true oil break key. Oil break
keys have a cup in which the contacts are immersed in oil. The intention
was to prevent sparking which could have been disastrous in the flammable
environments of early airplanes and submarines. The Massie oil break
key was part of a table, with the both the oil chamber and the contacts
located beneath the surface. 41
Harry Shoemaker was an outstanding engineer who began his career
with de Forest and later worked for the Consolidated Wireless Company.
He developed a system of wireless telegraphy as early as 1901.42 The
Shoemaker system used at least two kinds of keys.43 One of these keys
was an unusual relay key with a marble base (Figure 37 and 38). On top
of the base was a relatively standard de Forest cross-shaped spark key.
A metallic bar underneath the knob pulled the key closed when it was
attracted to two contacts that protruded up through the marble base from
solenoids mounted underneath.
Another version of this key had solenoids on the top and the bottom
(Figure 39). The other Shoemaker system key was nothing more than a
modified Greeley Victor key (Figures 40 and 41). Both keys were used
on board the U.S.S. Connecticut in 1906.
Reginald Fessenden became widely known for his work with arc
transmitters. But he and one of his companies, the National Electric Signaling
Company, did make spark equipment as well. Fessenden made the 10kW rotary spark gap system for the U.S.S. Connecticut in 1909. The
spark keys used with the NESCO systems were sturdy but not large (Figure
42). The keys made for the Fessenden arc system can be difficult to
distinguish from the spark keys.
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Figure 38. New York Navy Yard blueprint drawing for
the Shoemaker System relay key, 1906.

Most of the early wireless companies owed their success to one
or two gifted individuals. Marconi, Clark, Braun, de Forest, Massie,
Shoemaker and Fessenden all were catalysts for the early development
of wireless. John Stone Stone, a mathematician, inventor, and physicist,
also belongs to this elite group.44 Stone is known best for his contributions
to tuning and loose coupling. The Stone Telegraph and Telephone
Company was incorporated in Maine in 1902.

Figure 39.
Shoemaker
System, relay key
with solenoids on
top and bottom of
base.
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Figure 40.
Shoemaker System,
Victor key modified
for wireless for
U.S.S. Connecticut ,
1906.

Figure 41.
Shoemaker
System, blueprints for Victor
Key to be used
for wireless
telegraphy, 1906.

Figure 42.
Fessenden Sending
Key, National Electric
Signaling Co., for the
U.S.S. Florida. This
key was available in
2-kW and 5-kW
models.
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Figure 43.
Early oil break
key, designed by
G.H. Clark for the
Stone Telegraph
and Telephone
Company, 1903.
The contacts are
within the square
hard rubber jar
underneath the
key and wooden
table.

Stone produced at least three types of spark keys. One of these
was a very early oil break key designed by George H. Clark in 1903
(Figure 43). The contacts were immersed in oil contained in a hard
rubber jar. Oil break keys would remain popular for some time,
especially in Europe. One of the largest of the oil break keys, probably
designed and made by an unknown French manufacturer, was used
on the S.S. Santa Marta in 1915 (Figure 44). Clark also devised the
first relay key for the Stone Company in the fall of 1902. For reasons
known only to Clark, this key was called the “Automatic Cram.”45

Figure 44.
Large oil break
key used on the
S.S. Santa Marta
in 1915. Probably
of French origin.
Shown next to
SE-68 for
comparison.
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Figure 45. ACME Wireless Construction Company transmitting key, 1909.
The catalog states “Our keys are the regular Morse keys, fitted with a
special contact to carry the heavy currents.”

The third type of key made by Stone was a very lightweight key
on an oval base with ½” silver power contacts at the end of the key
away from the knob. The key was manufactured with the minimum
amount of metal consistent with carrying the required current. Stone
installed this key at the Boston Navy Yard around 1905. Eventually
other manufacturers also picked up this design. The ACME Wireless
Construction Company of Cambridge, Massachusetts sold them for
$2.00 and up in 1909 (Figure 45). 46
In 1903 G.H. Clark made an automatic transmitter to control the
sending key for the Stone Telegraph and Telephone Company (Figure
46). This device was used to send regular test signals. A clockwork

Figure 46.
Automatic transmitter to
control sending key. The
key is in a brass case
under water pressure.
Built by G.H. Clark for
Stone Telegraph and
Telephone Co., 1903.
The brass case with the
key inside is the vertical
tube in the center of the
photograph.
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Figure 47.
Wireless Telegraph
Relay Key,
Massachusetts
Wireless Equipment
Company, made for
Sitka Alaska, 1908.

Figure 48. Above
Massachusetts Wireless Equipment Co.,
Mercury vacuum key for the wireless
telegraph, for Sitka Alaska, 1908.

Figure 49. Right
Wireless Telegraph Back Stroke Key,
Massachusetts Wireless Equipment
Co., for Sitka, Alaska, 1908.
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device controlled the mechanism. The key was in a brass case, under
water pressure.
Very little has been written about the Massachusetts Wireless Equipment
Company even though this company manufactured some unique telegraph
keys. Keys made by this company were in use in Sitka, Alaska, in 1908.
One was a large relay key, with a single coil mounted on top of a wooden
box (Figure 47). The large power contacts were contained within the
box. Another of these keys was called the Mercury Vacuum key (Figure
48). This was a very strange key that looked more like a piece of
laboratory gear than a telegraph key. In an attempt to reduce sparking,
the contacts were sealed in a glass chamber filled with mercury vapor.
Ducretet in France had also experimented with keys using the Mercury
Vacuum design. The most normal appearing key made by the Massachusetts
Wireless Equipment Company was called the “Back Stroke” key. It resembled
a standard oval brass landline key with half the oval base cut off and the
remainder mounted on a slate base (Figure 49).47
The Wireless Specialty Apparatus Company (WSA Co.) was formed
by an alliance of some of the most colorful characters of early wireless.
Greenleaf Whittier Pickard, who had already succeeded in improving
early detector technology, joined in1906 with a patent attorney named
Philip Farnsworth. With the addition of Colonel John Firth in 1907, the
WSA Co. was born. Firth was the marketing genius needed by the
company to complement Pickard’s engineering ability and Farnsworth’s
legal skills.
Pickard’s detector designs contributed significantly to the company’s
early success. When the company began producing the IP76 crystal
detector receiver, the Navy bought them in large quantities. Although
the WSA Co. did not initially make transmitters because of patent difficulties,
it did make spark keys. Hand key Type Q-S-5004 (Figure 50) was a
very large spark key made by WSA Co. for use with transmitters up to

Figure 50. Wireless Specialty Apparatus Company, Hand
Key Type Q-S-5004. For use with transmitters up to 5-kW.
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Figure 51.
Wireless Specialty
Apparatus Co., IP 108—
combined key and
antenna switch on a
beautiful marble base.

5-kW. It could handle up to 40 amperes without arcing. Some of these
keys sported heat-radiating flanges on the contacts. The Q-S-5004, also
known as the Type IP 109, was 9 inches long and weighed 1½ pounds.48
This key was part of the QSF 2150 control panel, and was also part of the
IP 108. The IP 108 was a beautiful combination unit on a marble base
consisting of the large spark key and an antenna switch (Figure 51).
WSA Co. made a wide variety of spark keys. The Flame-Proof Type
Q-S-505 was made for use in submarines and aircraft (Figure 52). The
main parts of this key are contained within an enclosure to prevent explosions
or fire. 49 The Q-S-505 was really a Navy design. It was designed by W.
Chadbourne, the radio aide at the Boston Navy Yard. The Navy number
for the Q-S-505 was SE-1443. The Boston Navy Yard was designated
by the Bureau of Steam Engineering to conduct research and to design
sending keys, because Chadbourne was a specialist on this form of apparatus.
After World War I, WSA Co. appropriated the design of the SE-1443,

Figure 52. Wireless Specialty Apparatus Co., Type Q-S-505 for
use in submarines and aircraft. Rated for 10-amps at 300-volts.
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Figure 53. Wireless Specialty Apparatus Co., drawing plans for
SE-68A, 2- and 5-kW Auxiliary Hand Key. 1918.

gave it a type number of their own, and offered it to the world, with
no reference to its Navy origin.
WSA Co. was one of many companies to make the SE-68A (Figure
53) for the Navy. Other spark keys made by WSA Co. include the SE653 (Figure 54), the Flame-Proof Type NS 1917, the CP-675, and the
Q-S-504 (Figure 55). WSA Co. also produced several relay keys (Figures
56 and 57) including the Q-S-5003. This key, which was designed by
W. Chadbourne, could handle up to 60 amperes while the operator
maintained a safe distance.

Figure 54. Wireless Specialty Apparatus Co., Type SE-653 for
use with airplane sets. Rated at 4.5-amps at 150-volts.
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Figure 55. Wireless Specialty Apparatus Co., Light Hand Key,
Type Q-S-504. Rated up to 6-amps. Mounted on a heavy
“bakelite dilecto” base. Shown with large WSA Co. relay key.

WSA Co. is not known to have made an oil break key, but they did
make a diaphragm key (Figure 58). This type of key moves the contacts
underneath a hard rubber diaphragm, shielding the surroundings from
the spark. The Washington Navy Yard also made a diaphragm key in
1914 (Figure 59).
Interestingly, WSA Co. manufactured a key nearly identical to the
Clapp-Eastham Boston Key (Figure 60). The WSA Co. model is easy to
differentiate from the Clapp-Eastham key by a large tag attached to the
base in one corner, and contacts that were larger than those provided by
Clapp-Eastham.

Figure 56. Wireless Specialty Apparatus Co., SE-137. 2and 5-kW relay key, style similar to Lowenstein design.
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Figure 57.
Wireless Specialty
Apparatus Co.,
5-kW relay key.
ca 1914.

The main office of the Burlingame Telegraphing Typewriter
Company, under Elmer Burlingame, was located in San Francisco,
California.50 The company began in 1906 as The United States Wireless
Printing Telegraph Company before changing its name in 1908. Like
Marconi, Burlingame preferred to lease his equipment. With the
Burlingame device attached, messages were sent directly from an ordinary
typewriter keyboard to steamships by wireless telegraphy (Figure 61).
The mechanism is displayed prominently on the beautiful stock certificates
sold by the company (Figure 62). The device used by this company
was similar to a landline device called the Yetman typewriter. The
advantage of the device was that the operator did not need to know
Morse code. As the company brochure stated, “A boy or girl can
send messages. No expert operator required.”51 Neither the Yetman
typewriter nor the Burlingame device enjoyed widespread acceptance.

Figure 58. Wireless Specialty Apparatus Co., diaphragm
type Hand Sending Key.
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Figure 59.
Washington Navy Yard, Hand
Sending Key and Spark Control,
1914. The key is of the
diaphragm type.

Figure 60. Wireless Specialty Apparatus Co., Boston Pattern
Key. Note the huge contacts and the label that was attached
with small screws.

Figure 61.
Burlingame Telegraphing
Typewriter Company,
apparatus attached to an
L.C. Smith Typewriter. ca
1908.
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Figure 62. Picture from stock certificate of the United States
Wireless Printing Telegraph Company, later the Burlingame
Telegraphing Typewriter Company. Note the mechanism shown,
with the tall antenna beaming directly to steamships.

No Burlingame Telegraphing Typewriters are known to have survived
and it is doubtful that many were produced. There are no known
descriptions of how the mechanism functioned.
Edward Corliss Kilbourne founded Kilbourne & Clark around 1901.
Kilbourne was a Seattle dentist who lived to be over 100 years old. He
was a business genius who made his fortune in real estate. He also
obtained Seattle’s electric power franchise in 1889 after a fire destroyed
portions of the city.52 Walter G. Clark was Vice President and Manager

Figure 63.
Kilbourne & Clark,
cross-shaped key,
no model number.
This basic design
was the same as
de Forest and
United Wireless.
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Figure 64. A.C. Gilbert Company, the Gilbert Wireless
Telegraph Outfit. ca 1917.

of the company. 53 No model numbers accompany many of the spark
keys made by Kilbourne & Clark (Figure 63). The company did make
versions of the SE-68 and the SE-1865 for the Navy. The company
also made marine spark transmitters, receivers, detectors, junior radio
sets, and kits. In 1920, Kilbourne & Clark was able to fend off a
lawsuit brought by the Marconi Company alleging infringement on
the Marconi patent of 1900. The company went out of business in
1926 or 1927. The Kilbourne & Clark factory still stood in 1978, but
had been turned into a restaurant. 54
Wireless experienced a remarkable boom in growth between 1900

Figure 65. Plans for an elaborate homemade spark key.
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and 1915. In 1900, the U.S. Navy was testing wireless equipment.
In 1907, the Navy declared in the annual report that “Wireless is now
considered an essential part of the equipment of every naval vessel.”55
The public also contributed to the growth of wireless. Many amateur
experimenters produced spark sets at home. As early as 1898, articles
were written encouraging the rise of a corps of amateur wireless
experimenters.56 Before the World War, A.C. Gilbert made a functional
toy wireless set in a box for youngsters (Figure 64). The very low power
buzzer transmitter was operated by a strap key.
Designs for homebrew transmitters and receivers were easy to find,
as were plans for building spark keys. Plans described crude strap keys
as well as more sophisticated keys that resembled those made commercially
(Figure 65). It was probably recognized fairly early that a spark key
could be fashioned by modifying a landline Morse key. All that was
needed was to add a current strap or heavy piece of wire and a set of
larger contacts (Figure 66). This is the so-called “Dime Key” that many
amateurs used. Keys made by J.H. Bunnell and the Manhattan Electric
Supply Company were commonly modified in this way and this probably
led to the manufacture of keys by these companies specifically for spark.

Figure 66. J.H. Bunnell key modified for heavier current capacity by
adding large contacts. This key was used by station 2BY in Schenectady,
NY, operating with 990-Watts on spark in 1922.

Figure 67. Bunnell spark keys were generally small, for low power sets.
Brass key on base with cutout corners; notice current carrying strap.
This style was manufactured as early as 1912.
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Figure 68.
Marconi Roadmap key,
Aldene, N.J. about 1912.

Figure 69.
Different variation of
the Marconi Roadmap key.
Notice the different style
lever. The attachment
above the upper contact
is also seen in early
photographs of the
Roadmap key.

The Bunnell (Figure 67) and MESCO keys were small and sometimes
difficult to tell from their landline counterparts without looking carefully
for the current strap, larger contacts, and other modifications. In the
1950s, Bunnell made a key with the current strap but on a plastic base
that was similar to the Bunnell wireless key of 1912. This version was
intended for use on landline Morse circuits.
With the boom in radio and the growth of the amateur market some
companies began marketing spark keys specifically aimed toward the amateur
experimenter. The Marconi Roadmap key (Figures 68 and 69) was produced
in at least two variations. It was one of the first keys made at the Aldene,
New Jersey factory in 1912 and was intended for both amateur and military
use. 57 The Roadmap key, so named because of the unique flat-metal
wiring on top of the base, was depicted in the company’s initial 1912
catalog. Although Marconi keys certainly are engineering works of art,
not all were aesthetically pleasing. The Marconi Roadmap key, though
very sturdy and compact, was quite plain in appearance (Figure 70).
The Electro Importing Company, established in 1904 in New York
and known by most as EICo, was another company that catered to the
amateur experimenter. 58 EICo claimed that 90% of their customers were
experimenters. Hugo Gernsback was the president of EICo and editor of
“The Electrical Experimenter.” He fought against restrictive laws that
would have limited experimenters. The company bragged, “The first
wireless outfit in America was made and sold by us.” The “Telimco,” a
contraction of The Electro Importing Company, was offered in 1905 and
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Figure 70.
Marconi Wireless Telegraph
Co. of America, drawing for
the Roadmap key. This
version was called the “Type
C” key, and was made for 2kW radio sets in 1915.
Marconi’s price to the Signal
Corps for this key in 1917
was $4.41.

may have been the first
complete wireless outfit
offered for sale to the
general public. The Telimco
had a guaranteed range of
one mile and was supplied
with a strap key.59
The “Electro” Wireless
Key (Figure 71) was
illustrated in the 1914 EICo
catalog. The “Electro” was rated at 30 amperes and sold for $1.75.
The key was made with an “opal glass base” and had 3/8” contacts
that the catalog stated “can be changed in less than two minutes.”
EICo also sold a heavy black strap key (Figure 72). They sold virtually
anything that the experimenter might need related to wireless.
The William B. Duck Company of Toledo, Ohio also targeted the

Figure 71. Electro Importing Company, New York. The
EICo Electro, on an unusual glass base.
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Figure 72. EICo, New York. Heavy black strap key.

amateur experimenter. The Overland Wireless Key was a cross-shaped
key on a marble base (Figure 73). It was furnished with one of three
contact sizes: 5, 10, or 20 amperes. The base was marked with the
current rating of the contacts. The Overland Wireless key sold for $4.75
to $6.75 depending on the contact size. The William B. Duck Company
produced catalogs nearly every year from 1909 to 1920. The early catalogs
also carried the name “J.J. Duck.” This company advertised heavily in
QST, the magazine of the American Radio Relay League. The William
B. Duck Company survived the war years to continue supplying the
experimenter in the 1920s.60
The William J. Murdock Company of Chelsea, Massachusetts was
founded in 1896 and continued making radio equipment until about 1980.
Murdock made a medium-sized spark key with a marble base (Figure
74). The marble base was available in a selection of colors. It was covered
underneath by a hard rubber pad with a lip to hold the marble steady.
This key sold for $8.00. 61 A small key identical to landline telegraph

Figure 73. Wm. B. Duck Overland Wireless Key. This key was rated
at 5-amps, but also was available with 10- and 20-amp ratings.
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Figure 74. Wm. J. Murdock 2-kW key on marble base with
heavy nickel-plated lever. The price was $8.00 in 1910.

keys was also offered for use with small wireless sets for $1.75.62
Both these two keys were available by catalog from Murdock in 1910.
Later catalogs also list transmitting key No. 285 (Figure 75), a strap
key for use with practice buzzer sets or low-power induction coil
transmitting sets.63 The strap key was inexpensive at 70 cents each,
and available as early as 1914.
The Clapp-Eastham Company of Cambridge, Massachusetts
advertised in “The Electrical Experimenter.”64 Though perhaps best
known today for its wonderful wireless receivers and transmitters
(Figure 76), Clapp-Eastham also made one of the most aesthetically
pleasing and sought after of the spark keys marketed to the wireless
amateur. Advertised in 1916, the “Boston Key” sold for $6.50 and
was supplied on a marble (Figure 77) or Bakelite (Figure 78) base
with silver contacts and nickel-plated brass parts. The Boston Keys

Figure 75. Wm. J. Murdock transmitting key No. 285,
an inexpensive strap key for low power sets.
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Figure 76. Clapp-Eastham, straight spark gap transmitter.

Figure 77. Clapp-Eastham Boston Key on marble base, ca 1916.

Figure 78. Clapp-Eastham Boston Key on Bakelite
base, ca 1916.
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made by Clapp-Eastham were marked on the lever arm with the name
of the company in small lettering.
Many
keys
identical to the Boston Key but missing the lettering on the lever arm
are in collections today. At least two other companies made “Boston
Pattern” keys, virtually identical to the Clapp-Eastham product. Central
Scientific Company made a Boston Pattern key in 1917.65 Its key was
not marked. The Boston Key made by Wireless Specialty Apparatus
Company carried a large identifying label. One company, the Radio
Engineering Company (RECO) of Baltimore, made a slightly different
key that was nonetheless similar to the Boston Pattern key (Figure
79).
In 1910 Joseph and Shuler Doron of Hamilton, Ohio pioneered a
radio apparatus business that sold tuners, crystal detectors, wireless telegraph
and telephone equipment, oscillation transformers and spark gaps.66 They
made a spark key with an oval frame and a thick lever arm, mounted on
a marble base (Figure 80). The company operated the wireless station
Figure 79.
Radio Engineering
Company,
Baltimore, MD.
The RECO key
was very similar to
the Boston Pattern
keys.

Figure 80.
Doron Brothers of
Hamilton, Ohio.
Spark key on
marble base, ca
1910. Notice the
tab from the oval
brass base to the
contact post and
the accommodation
made for the large
contacts.
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Figure 81.
The Electro-Set
Special Wireless
Key, by the
Electro-Set
Company of
Cleveland, Ohio,
ca 1916.

8ZU with a 5-kW spark transmitter, and also experimented with a
Poulsen-type arc transmitter. Nine different complete wireless outfits
were sold for $350 to $3,500. In 1916, the Doron Brothers started a
mail order business of wireless parts and sets under the name
“Dependable.” During the 1920’s they also marketed a vacuum tube
receiver called the “Equidyne.” 67 The Doron Brothers Electric Company
came to an end in the 1930’s because of competition, legal problems
with patent rights, and the Great Depression.
The Electro-Set Company of Cleveland, Ohio made the “ElectroSet Special” wireless key (Figure 81).68 The Electro-Set Special sold
for $3.00 and boasted a “genuine marble base.” It was rated at 1-kW
and was six inches in length. The Electro-Set Company made a children’s
toy practice Morse set around 1915. 69 This was nothing more than an

Figure 82. F.B. Chambers of Philadelphia, 1913. Spark key
on marble base. Notice the intricate label and the leaf
spring. Chambers claimed that the use of the leaf rather
than a coil spring made the key handle easier.
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Figure 83. A.W. Bowman key. This key was advertised
by Sears & Roebuck Co. as the “Meteor Key.” It was
also sold by Montgomery Ward Co. The Meteor Key
was sold before and after the war.

electromagnet and a strap key on a small wooden base. Electro-Set
also manufactured condensers, detectors, spark coils, loose couplers,
and storage batteries.
The number of companies offering wireless keys exploded in the
years immediately preceding World War I. The “Etheric” key and a
strap key were made by the Etheric Wireless Manufacturing Company of
New York in 1911.70 The International Wireless Signal Company of New
Jersey made the “Inwesco Universal Sending Key” in 1912.71 It had a
long 7-inch lever on a marble base and sold for $6.50. F.B. Chambers
manufactured a lovely key on a marble base in Philadelphia in 1913
(Figure 82).72 The Sears and Roebuck Company advertised both the Meteor
Key on a thick marble base (Figure 83) that was probably made by A.W.
Bowman, and a small brass spark key made by Signal Electric before the
war.73 The Nichols Electric Company of New York advertised the “Nichols
Low Price Wireless Key” on a solid mahogany base for 70 cents in
1914. 74 In London, A.W. Gamage Ltd. sold the Type 1914 wireless
key. 75 The Adams-Morgan Company of Upper Montclair, New Jersey,
made the AMCO Junior Wireless Key and the AMCO “Simplex” Wireless
Key76 that was similar to a smaller key made by A.W. Bowman. Many
other smaller companies also joined in the business of selling keys and
wireless equipment to amateur experimenters.
In 1914, the Wireless Improvement Company made a 5-kW Relay
Key that the Navy tested against similar keys made by the Wireless Specialty
Apparatus Company and the Lowenstein Radio Company. In the Navy
tests, all three keys performed well at 120 amperes with the sending
speed of 20 words per minute. At 200 amperes, the Lowenstein relay
key stuck after a few seconds of testing. The Wireless Improvement key
survived for five minutes and then stuck. The WSA Co. key was still
operating at twenty minutes when the test was discontinued!77
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During the boom years for wireless radio, 1900-1915, other forms
of technology were also being developed. These included the dirigible,
the airplane, the automobile, and more practical and deadly improvements
in submarine warfare. Each of these incorporated wireless radio in
their development.
The U.S. Navy had used wireless radio in airplanes by 1912.78 It
was generally expected that communication with airplanes would radically
alter the conduct of war, but realization of this potential did not come
quickly. There were several problems that had to be solved. First, the
weight of the wireless installation was significant compared to the payload
capacity of the aircraft. The wireless system had to be made as light as
possible, but still had to be capable of operating at the required distance
from the receiving station. Airplanes were usually loaded to near capacity
with just the pilot, an observer and the fuel supply.
Another problem was that the noise and vibration of the aircraft
could make it impossible for the pilot and the observer to hear their own
wireless transmissions. An electric lamp was added with the airmen copying
the code by sight rather than by sound.
Yet another problem was the question of how to deploy an aerial.
Initially, trailing wires of 300-700 feet, which were reeled out after
takeoff and reeled in before landing, provided the most satisfactory design.
Incorporation of the aerial into the wing of the aircraft was another
strategy. 79 Power for airplane spark rigs usually came from either the
propeller shaft or a separate wing-mounted propeller-driven generator.
If it took ingenuity to fit an airplane with a wireless outfit in 1912,
it was truly formidable to operate spark rigs in dirigibles. The British
were experimenting with wireless in both captive and free-flying balloons
by 1908. 80 British “Blimps” would be heavily involved in submarine
spotting during World War I. At least one photograph exists of the telegraph
key used in the British “War Balloons” in 1915. It shows a very simple
key with a low power set.81
By the time the United States was placing radios in airplanes, Germany
was long past the experimental radio stage with dirigibles. A spark transmitter
could be considered the most dangerous piece of equipment carried by a
dirigible. The rigidity of Count Zeppelin’s airships was provided by an
aluminum frame, which conducted electricity very well. When charged
by friction with the surrounding air the frame could arc to ground structures
and explode the envelope even without an internal source of a spark. At
least one Zeppelin exploded after arcing in this way. By 1915 it was
noted that “the danger of operating the wireless is obvious, and it is
generally believed in technical circles that the majority of the Zeppelin
disasters from fire have been directly attributable to this [wireless].”82
Essentially a Zeppelin was an airborne piece of metal filled with flammable
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Figure 84. Ducretet and Roger of Paris, France. Oil
break key made for aircraft use.

hydrogen, carrying 800-1500 gallons of gasoline, and operating spark
telegraphy. The Zeppelin was a bomb, carrying its own detonator, which
was continually at risk of exploding.
Another consideration was that airborne wireless rigs were of limited
range and could easily be tracked by ground stations making the aircraft
vulnerable to attack. In addition, radio signals could be read by friend
and foe alike, and could be jammed quite easily.
Despite all of these problems, wireless slowly took hold in aircraft.
Slaby-Arco and Telefunken probably made the German Zeppelin keys.
Ducretet and Roger of Paris manufactured a brass key on a wooden base
in 1914 made specifically for aircraft use (Figure 84).83 This was an oil
break key, to reduce the risk of sparking in the explosive airplane environment.
The lever arm was brass with large diameter holes in it. The holes are
conjectured to have lightened the key for aircraft use,84 but could also
have been a response to a shortage of brass during wartime.
Eugene Ducretet did in France what few were able to accomplish in
the U.S. He was very successful as both an early manufacturer of landline
telegraph instruments and a manufacturer of wireless equipment later.
The elder Ducretet had been experimenting with wireless instruments
before 1899, and after his death in 1915 he left the business to his son
Fernand and his business partner Ernst Roger.
In the United States, a number of manufacturers produced wireless
equipment for use in the air. The Sperry Gyroscope Company made a
relay key for use with a ½-kW airplane set with trailing wire.85 This
company was established in 1916 in New York, and still exists today as
Sperry Marine. When America entered World War I, L.S. Brach made a
combination set called the J-7 consisting of a covered key and electric
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Figure 85. The International Radio and Telegraph
Company made the C.Q. 1140, for use in aircraft. The
blinker light was intended to allow the airmen to copy
transmissions over the noise of the wind and airplane.

Figure 86. General Radio Co., 1918. Flame Key Type
J-5, made for use in aircraft. Also made by L.S. Brach

Figure 87. L.S. Brach J-6 ca 1918. Note the unusual shape
to the base. For use in aircraft.
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Figure 88.
The BC-15A aircraft transmitter
made by Connecticut Tel. and
Elec. Co.

light winker on a single base for
aircraft use. The International
Radio and Telegraph Company
made a unit almost identical to the
J-7, called the C.Q. 1140 (Figure
85). The J-5 and J-6 (Figures 86
and 87) were also made for use
with the BC-15 airborne spark
transmitter (Figure 88). 86 The
J-5 was made by L.S. Brach,
Connecticut Tel. and Electric Co., General Radio, and probably others.
General Radio, formed in 1915 after Melville Eastham left Clapp-Eastham,
made the Type No. 151 key (Figure 89), which was similar to the J-5.
General Radio also made the heavy 1-kW relay key called the Type
CAG 457 (Figure 90). The CAG 457 was not for airborne use, but
was part of the SE-1075 1-kW Panel type transmitter made in 1918 by
the International Radio Telegraph Co. of Pittsburgh, PA.87
The S.G. Brown Company was organized in London, England, in
1915 and began making a key for use in aircraft (Figure 91). This key
has a cover with a mica viewing port. Under the viewing port is a small
auxiliary spark gap that was probably supposed to prevent the received
signal from reaching an inductance in the circuit. Some of these Brown

Figure 89. General Radio Type No. 151 key, ca 1918. For
use in aircraft.
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Figure 90. General Radio Co., Type CAG 457, 1-kW
relay key with 5/8” silver contacts.

aircraft keys are marked “RAF” on the bottom. On April 1, 1918,
the RAF was formed by the union of the RFC (Royal Flying Corps)
and the RNAS (Royal Naval Air Service). No key marked “RAF”
could have been made prior to that date.
S.G. Brown made at least one other spark key model, but not
specifically for use in the air. This was a large key with a triple crystal
detector on the end of the base opposite the key (Figures 92 and 93).
The S.G. Brown Company still exists today as a division of Vosper
Thornycroft, making gyrocompasses. 88
The early use of spark transmitters in submarines is poorly documented.
The environment inside an early submarine was a horrible mixture of

Figure 91. S.G. Brown Company, London, England.
Aircraft key with mica window covering small auxiliary
gap.
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Figure 92. Above
Large spark key with
triple crystal detector
on same base, S.G.
Brown Company,
London.

Figure 93. Right
Detail of the triple
detector on the large
spark key with detector
cover removed. S.G.
Brown Company,
London.

Figure 94. Machinery Division Boston Navy Yard, SE-144,
for use with submarine transmitters 1-2-kW.
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Figure 95. Marconi’s Wireless Telegraph Company of
America, SE-86 for use on submarines. Similar to the
SE-144 by the Boston Yard.

sweat and gasoline fumes. The danger and noise increased dramatically
with the addition of a spark transmitter to the already cramped quarters.
In 1906, the U.S. Navy reported that experiments with wireless telegraphy
were in progress. The report stated, “It is doubtful, however, if the
use of wireless on submarines will be of value.”89 The Wireless Specialty
Apparatus Company made the Q-S-505 for submarine use. The Machinery
Division of the Boston Navy Yard made heavy enclosed keys called the
SE-144 (Figure 94) and the SE-86 specifically for use with submarine
spark transmitters.90 Marconi also made the SE-86 (Figure 95). These
keys were made much later than the early experiments, so that the question
of which keys were used on the earlier submarine transmitters remains
unanswered.
A description of a captured German U-boat Radio including the key
appears in QST for November 1919. 91 This amusing article declares “no
good amateur would have such a set in his station. The material and
workmanship was unexcelled. The hook-up looks like a Chinese puzzle.”
The author of the article, J.A. Crowdus, goes on to describe the transmitting
key: “The transmitting key — well it was a crime. It weighed about 4
lbs. and the lever about 3 lbs. It was characteristically German, for it
would take a big overgrown Dutchman to manipulate it. Anyone wishing
to take a look at said key call around my shack — for there it will be
found on exhibition.” This key would have almost certainly have been
made by Telefunken. A photograph of a different submarine installation
from about 1908 clearly shows the Telefunken Type H.T. 3 spark key at
the operating position (Figure 96). 92
With wireless sets being taken to sea and into the air, it was only to
be expected that they would also be carried by horseback. This was
more convenient than landline during times of war. The poles and wire
that landline required were very vulnerable to enemy fire and sabotage.
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Figure 96.
Telefunken System
key Type H.T. 3, as
used on submarines,
circa 1908. The
same basic key was
used in other
applications as well.

Massie made “pack sets” as early as 1908. 93 The Massie portable
sets were supplied with Massie keys. By 1914 the National Electric
Supply Company produced keys and complete portable Navy outfits
(Figure 97). 94 The first application of wireless on the road was in
1901, on a steam motorbus.95 This Marconi unit had a 20-mile range.
The keys supplied with pack sets in general were small and rather
nondescript. They usually keyed smaller apparatus and they had to
be lightweight. The U.S. wireless Signal Corps pack set was already
functional by the time it was mobilized to the Mexican border in 1911.
A.F. Collins described the pack set in 1913 as follows:
“The wireless field equipment of the United States Army is believed
to be one of the most efficient in the world. As a result of long experiment
in actual field work an ingenious portable outfit was been adopted. The
apparatus necessary for establishing a field station, both for sending

Figure 97.
National Electric
Supply Co.,
drawings for Type D
portable radio set
key for the U.S.
Navy. Dated
Sept. 11, 1914.
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Figure 98.
Wireless Specialty Apparatus
Co. field set. Note quenched
gap at upper right on panel.
The key is on the lower right
of the panel.

and receiving wireless telegrams, with the dynamos for supplying the
power, weighs less than four hundred and fifty pounds. It is designed
to be packed in three packages each weighing one hundred and fifty
pounds. These are usually carried on pack mules which are especially
trained for the work. In a recent test in the Philippines a field station
was unpacked and set up ready for operation in two minutes and ten
seconds.
The entire apparatus for receiving and transmitting messages is packed
in a leatheroid trunk measuring thirty inches in length and seventeen
inches wide and fourteen inches in depth. The power for generating current
is supplied by a hand generator which may be worked by storage batteries
or in remote regions by two soldiers. There is the keenest rivalry between
the various squads of the signal corps for the best time record for setting
up one of these field stations. These stations work effectively over a

Figure 99.
Close-up view
of the key on
the Wireless
Specialty
Apparatus Co.
field set. It is
similar to the
Q-S-504.
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radius of thirty miles.”96
When the United States entered World War I, several companies
produced field sets in addition to the National Electric Supply Company.
Wireless Specialty Apparatus Co. made a quenched gap set which fit
into a suitcase, Model Q-S-A-250 (Figure 98). A light hand key was
built into the panel. The key was essentially a modified version of
the WSA Co. Q-S-504 (Figure 99).
A pack set with a key that folded up into the unit was made in 1918
by the Emil J. Simon Company of New York (Figure 100). This key
design, possibly used both with spark and CW sets, was later copied for
pack sets in Europe as well. When the Institute of Radio Engineers was
formed in 1912, Emil J. Simon was the Secretary. John Stone Stone
was a Manager for the IRE, and Fritz Lowenstein was the organization’s
treasurer. The IRE was one of the predecessors of the Institute of Electrical
and Electronics Engineers (IEEE).
Telefunken in Germany had also devised complete sets for portable
use (Figure 101). A set was generally packaged into a horse-drawn cart,
complete with antenna and mast (Figure 102). Pictures of these sets
clearly show the Slaby-Arco style tall-handled key.97, 98 Slaby-Arco had
experimented with portable sets as early as 1901.
In London, the Dubilier Electrical Syndicate produced a small portable
wireless set around 1912 (Figure 103). The device weighed 17 pounds

Figure 100. Emil Simon, drawing
details for folding key that was
part of pack set in 1918.

Figure 101. Telefunken System
portable military set complete
with mast, ca 1911.
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Figure 102. Early Slaby-Arco horse drawn portable set, ready to go.

and worked from a 200-volt direct current supply. This set was proposed
as a cheaper alternative for those ships that required wireless, but
whose owners were unprepared to pay the prices demanded for
conventional wireless equipment made by the larger wireless companies.
Spark Keys During World War I
The War in Europe had been raging for about three years when the
United States declared war on Germany in 1917. The note from German
Secretary of State Zimmerman to the German Minister to Mexico was
one of the most compelling reasons for the United States to enter the
war. In this telegram, Germany encouraged Mexico to invade the United
States, with Mexico to receive New Mexico, Texas, and Arizona as spoils
of war. The British decoded this
wireless intercept and delivered it to
With the
the United States. 99
declaration of war, amateurs in the
United States were ordered to stop
transmitting and receiving, and all
antennas were disconnected.100 Within
a month, young men were being
encouraged to train for wartime
wireless service. Commander Todd,
Director of Naval Communications,
encouraged men to enroll in wireless
schools. 101

Figure 103.
Dubilier Electrical Syndicate, Ltd.,
London. Portable 200-volt, 100-Watt
transmitter and key. ca 1912.
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Figure 104. Marconi’s Wireless Telegraph Co. of America, SE-68.
The SE-68 was made in large numbers by several companies.

The demand for wireless equipment experienced a second boom
as a result of World War I. With amateurs off the air, equipment was
supplied almost exclusively by contract to the military. Most wireless
communications during the war were made using spark technology.
Even so, vacuum tube technology, which would eventually replace
spark telegraphy, was under experimentation at this time. The de
Forest Audion, the first triode tube, had been under development
since about 1906.102 The National Electric Supply Co., Washington
Navy Yard, de Forest Radio Tel. & Tel. Co., and Western Electric Co.
supplied a selection of tube equipment to the Navy in 1917,103 but the
equipment was of limited availability. It was for this reason that spark
equipment continued to play such an important role in communications
during the war.
The telegraph keys made for World War I were quite different from
the instruments made for amateurs. Instead of shiny brass mounted on
pretty marble bases, the military keys were usually bulky, with parts
painted black, and mounted on black bases. The desirability of beauty
was completely replaced by the need for durability.
The perfect example of this heavy and sturdy design was the SE-68
(Figure 104). Several companies made this durable black key on its
heavy black base. The contacts were replaceable and the parts were not
difficult to manufacture. The SE-68 was originally designed as a leg
key, though amateurs later modified many of them to sit flat on an operating
table. The SE-68 was manufactured by Marconi’s Wireless Telegraph
Company, Wireless Specialty Apparatus Company, Machinery Division
Boston Navy Yard, Liberty Electric Corp., and the Lowenstein Radio
Company. The design came from the Boston Navy Yard and the key
was intended for use with 2-kW and 5-kW sets.104 The SE-68 and the
SE-68A (Figure 105), essentially the same key with minor design modifications,
are two of the most commonly found World War I vintage spark keys
today.
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The Boston Yard also designed the SE-86, 105 a heavy enclosed
key manufactured specifically for submarine transmitters. The “SE”
designation of this and other keys from July 1, 1910 onward reflect
the nomenclature used following the organization of the Bureau of
Steam Engineering within the Department of the Navy. The keys designed
by the Navy begin with “SE.” Each company that designed equipment
for the Navy was given a unique letter code. For instance, National
Electric Supply Co. was given the code “CN.” George H. Clark, an
Type #

Designed By

Description

SE-59

Washington Yard

SE-68
SE-69
SE-86

Boston Yard
Washington Yard
Boston Yard

CN-582

Nat. Elect. Supply

CS-491

Sperry Gyroscope

SE-137
SE-144

Boston Yard
Boston Yard

CM-394
CM-410

Marconi’s WTCo.
Marconi’s WTCo.

CM-420

Marconi’s WTCo.

CL-419

Lowenstein Radio

CM-425

Marconi’s WTCo.
(Figure 106)
Marconi’s WTCo.
(Figure 107)

Combined buzzer and blinker practice
set
2- and 5-kW Auxiliary Hand Key
Buzzer practice set
½-kW Flame Proof Hand Key for
submarine transmitters, part of CM98
½-kW motor boat set with gasoline engine
drive (CM designates Marconi
manufacture.) Also part of CM296(A)
panel set. Superceded by SE-653.
Key, part of CN100 ½-kW motor boat
set
Relay Key, part of CS103 ½-kW motor
boat set and ½-kW airplane set
2- and 5-kW Relay Key
Flame Proof Hand Key for 1,2, and 5kW submarine radio transmitters
Key, part of CM295 airplane set
Key, part of CM297, 278, 279, 301
5-kW transmitting sets
Key, part of CM304 10-kW transmitting
set
Relay key, part of CM304 10-kW
transmitting set
Key, part of CM306, 307 2-kW and 309
1-kW transmitting sets
Relay key, part of CM306, 307, 309 2
kW transmitting sets. Sold by MWT
to Navy for $45 each.
Key, part of CL342 2-kW transmitting
set
Key, part of 10-kW radio transmitter

CM-408

CL-462

Lowenstein Radio

CL-830

Lowenstein Radio
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Figure 105. Liberty Electric Corp., Port Chester, NY. SE-68A.

expert radio aide to the Navy Department in World War I, was instrumental
in devising this system. A partial listing of the letter codes for telegraph
keys of the Department of the Navy, Bureau of Steam Engineering,
follows: 106 Please refer to AWA Review Volume 7, 1992 pg 69 for a
20-page listing of Naval equipment manufacturers.
Many of these keys were made to be part of a particular transmitting
set. Nearly all of the transmitting sets mentioned are of the quenched
gap type. The signal from a quenched gap had a musical quality and
was of much narrower frequency spread than earlier gaps.
One of the keys not mentioned in the table is the Marconi SE-179,
made in 1917. This huge Marconi “rockcrusher” was supplied on a thick
slate base. It had large cooling flanges on both the upper and lower
contacts. This Marconi key was made in a version for the Signal Corps
(Figure 108) in addition to the Navy model.
Fritz Lowenstein was an Austrian immigrant who had worked with
Sir William Crookes studying electrical discharges through gases. After

Figure 106. Marconi’s Wireless Telegraph Company of
America, CM-425, supplied with 1-kW transmitting sets,
ca 1918.
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Figure 107. Marconi’s Wireless Telegraph Company
of America, CM-408 relay key, ca 1918.

Figure 108. Marconi’s Wireless Telegraph Company
of America, 5-kW Auxiliary Hand Sending Key, War
Dept., U.S. Signal Corps, 1917.

Figure 109. Lowenstein Radio Company, SE-923
for ¼- and ½-kW transmitting sets. ca 1919.
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Figure 110.
Fritz Lowenstein,
relay key and
relay, 1914.

coming to the United States, he worked as an assistant to Nikola Tesla,
and then as a consulting engineer for a de Forest company from 1909
to 1911. Lowenstein’s own research later focused on vacuum tubes
and audio amplifiers, and the design of radio transmitters and receivers
for the Navy. He designed the CL-346 complete quenched gap spark
transmitter in 1917. The Lowenstein Radio Company of New York,
N.Y., was incorporated in 1918. Lowenstein is credited with discovering
the use of negative grid bias as well as several other innovations.
The company also made detectors and quenched gaps for the Bureau
of Steam Engineering. 107 The spark keys made by Lowenstein also
included the SE-68, the rear pivot “Type A” key, the SE-923 (Figure
109), and a large relay key (Figure 110).
One very interesting entry in the Navy catalog is the CF-118.

Figure 111.
Radiguet and Massiot,
Paris, France. Type 4
spark set with folding
key. Made in 1917.
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Figure 112. M.A.E.S., Trevoux, Ain, France. Small
spark key made for World War I.

This was a ½-kW dirigible set. It was designed in 1917, and 16 such
sets were made. This rig used a de Forest tube and was therefore a
CW transmitter.108 The United States military apparently did not make
the mistake of putting spark rigs on their dirigibles, as had the Germans,
at least not in 1917.
Radiguet and Massiot of Paris made the Type 4 key and portable
spark set for the war in 1917 (Figure 111). The lever arm folded away
into the wooden box that contained the spark gap and coil. Radiguet and
Massiot also made electrostatic machines, landline equipment, wireless
receivers, and other electronic equipment.
A company known today only by the letters “M.A.E.S.” of Trevoux,
France made a field set nearly identical to the one by Radiguet and
Massiot, as well as stand alone spark keys on a small Bakelite base
(Figure 112). M.A.E.S. was a maker of condensers and small parts for
wireless and high frequency applications. They were called upon to expand
operations during World War I.
Spark Keys Following World War I
World War I ended toward the latter part of 1918, and all restrictions
on amateurs and amateur radio stations in the United States were removed
on October 1, 1919.109 American amateur radio resumed its pre-war
status under the Department of Commerce. The immediate post-war period
in wireless was characterized by a lack of good review articles on wartime
communications, probably because it was still considered secret. It was
also the beginning of the third and last boom in spark key production.
The amateur market was flooded with war surplus wireless apparatus.
The American Sales Company of New York advertised brass wireless
keys on a wooden base for ninety-five cents. These keys look identical
to the J-3 trench telegraph set key used during the war. The Brach J-5,
J-6, and J-7 are still commonly found today.
Many of the companies that had catered to the amateur experimenter
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Figure 113.
Leach Relay
Company, San
Francisco. The
Leach Cootie Key.

before World War I also sold equipment to amateurs after the war.
Such companies included Wm. J. Murdock, A.W. Bowman 110 who
sold keys through Sears and Montgomery Ward, 111 Signal Electric,
and others. The Bowman spark key was available again on a marble
base, a return to the more pleasing aesthetics of the pre-war amateur
design. This key was advertised for use with sets up to 5-kW. Judging
by the number still in existence, it was a popular key and was made in
large numbers. It sold for $4.25 in 1919. Sears called the Meteor
key a “Navy Type Key,” probably more as an advertising ploy than
anything else.
New companies came into existence and prospered after the war.
Val Leach, a radio operator in World War I, founded the Leach Relay
Company in San Francisco in 1919.112 This company based its business
on making relays and switching parts, but they also made a side-to-side
action key, similar to the Bunnell
sideswipers. These were very
popular landline keys and were
supposed to decrease the risk of
telegrapher’s Glass Arm, a repetitive
stress injury common to telegraphers.
The Leach radio sideswiper had large
wireless contacts and was built with
heavier parts on a bulky base. This
kind of key became known as the
“Cootie” key (Figure 113). The
origin of the name “Cootie” is

Figure 114. J.H. Bunnell radio
sideswiper—the “Cootie” key, early
1920s.
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Figure 115. J. Lehmkuhl, Oslo, Norway. Note the cooling
flanges and the long lever, 1920s.

obscure, but the Leach Cootie key was advertised as such in the 1925
edition of “The Radio Trade Directory.” 113
The Leach Relay Company made the Speedoplex line of semiautomatic telegraph keys in the 1920’s and 1930’s. The company
moved to Los Angeles in 1929, and Val Leach died in 1941. Cootie
keys were not exclusively made by Leach, but also by Bunnell (Figure
114) and probably by Tri-City Radio Labs. The Leach Relay Company
still exists as Leach International and continues to make a full line of
relays and switching products.
The Lehmkuhl Company was also founded after World War I.
Joakim Lehmkuhl was born in 1895 and established his own engineering
company, Lehmkuhl Verksteder, in 1926 in Oslo, Norway. Lehmkuhl
made three spark keys (Figure 115). If these keys were manufactured
after Lehmkuhl Verksteder was formed, it would be quite a bit after
the heyday of the spark transmitter. Because the two labeled models
have the “Lehmkuhl” name on the key, but no mention of the company,

Figure 116. McIntosh Electrical Corp., Chicago.
Marble based key with label, ca 1922.
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Figure 117.
McIntosh Electrical
Corp., key or switch
for an unknown
application.

it is possible they were made by Lehmkuhl himself before the company
was founded. These keys are large and have a very long and heavy
lever with cooling fins on the contacts. They are very similar to the
Wireless Specialty Apparatus Q-S-5004 and it is possible that Lehmkuhl
copied that earlier design.
Lehmkuhl also made the Kraftsuper wireless receiver in 1926.
Two triodes served as detector and amplifier in the receiver. By 1926,
vacuum tubes had become much more available and were used in
many commercial receivers. The Lehmkuhl Company was the Norwegian
representative for the German Telefunken company in the 1960’s and
still existed into the late 1980s.114
The McIntosh Electrical Corporation of Chicago, Illinois was a company
with origins before World War I. L.D. McIntosh advertised a quack
medical device called the McIntosh Electrical Belt for $10 and claimed
that it could heal a multitude of medical conditions.115 The McIntosh
Battery and Optical Company was formed around 1890 and seems to
have spun off the McIntosh Electrical Corporation in 1922.116 McIntosh
Electrical made two types of keys with heavy contacts, only one of which
seems clearly to have been a spark key. This key is on a brown marble

Figure 118.
Eastern Precision
Electrical Co.,
Rockville Center,
NY, ca 1921.
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Figure 119. Independent Wireless Telegraph Co., Inc.,
of New York. Type K-1, 2-kW.

base and is labeled with the manufacturer’s name (Figure 116). The
other key made by McIntosh may not be a wireless key at all (Figure
117). The topside parts are similar to the ones on the wireless key,
with the exception of a set of switches on either side of the lever. The
key is not labeled except for “2250-L-4” on the bottom of the base.
Collectors would prefer to think that this was a spark key, but given
the company’s otherwise interesting past, it is equally likely that this
key was part of a quack medical apparatus. 117
There were several other companies that made telegraph keys
during this final period of spark key development. Eastern Precision
Electrical Co. of Rockville Center, New York produced a key on a
marble base in 1921 (Figure 118). This key did not bear a manufacturer’s
label. 118 John H. Robertson designed and manufactured special radio
apparatus to order in Detroit. His company, the Robertson Clock and
Instrument Company, made an oil break key. Robertson advertised

Figure 120. Marconi International Marine Communication
Co. Ltd., London, Type 365A.
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this key in QST in 1921. It was available on a white or blue marble
base. He promoted his CW gear in the same advertisement.119, 120 The
Independent Wireless Telegraph Co., Inc., of New York, made a large
spark key whose basic design seems to have been copied from the
Boston Navy Yard’s SE-68. It was called the “Type K-1” and was
rated at 2-kW (Figure 119). Economic Electric Limited, of London,
made a labeled spark key for amateur use in 1920.121 These companies
and others continued to make spark keys well after the popular acceptance
of the (undamped wave) CW transmitter.
QST ran articles describing homebrew transmitters using Audion
tubes for CW well before amateurs were allowed back on the air after
the war. An article entitled “Building Your Own C.W. Apparatus”
appeared in the October 1919 issue of QST. 122 This same month amateur
transmitting privileges were restored. For quite some time, articles
about CW appeared in the same issue as articles on spark transmitters
with discussions about the advantages of each. H.J. Tyzzer noted in
November, 1919 that: “The tube transmitters, although very effective
for local work, are limited in output and hence cannot be used to any
great advantage for long distance transmission.”123
Almost every issue of QST for a few years after the war contained
both advertisements for spark gear and advertisements for tube equipment.
The Signal Electric Company was a heavy advertiser during this time,
but is likely that many of the keys were being used on CW.
There is no doubt that the lack of availability of tubes resulted in a
prolongation of the spark era. Legislation curtailing the use of spark on
popular frequencies was enacted in 1924. However, the use of auxiliary
or emergency spark transmitters in the maritime service continued until
World War II, as noted by Bob Shrader, a commercial telegrapher:
“…I was an operator on Dollar line ships from 1933, starting with
the SS Pres. Harrison, to 1937, ending by sending SOS when we were
bombed while at anchor on the Yangtze River. The spark transmitters
were the stand-bys on the smaller 502’ around the world ships and the
535’ SF to Manila via Japan and China ships. The spark rigs were old
navy ones, I think, 2- kW quenched gaps.”124
Shrader notes that the Leach relay was used with spark transmitters aboard
most ships in those days, and that “with our spark sets we were handling
traffic at speeds up to at least 30 wpm with no difficulty.” Heavy-duty
contacts on a bug, a high speed semi-automatic key designed for land-line
use, could easily handle the 0.25 ampere keying current of the Leach relay.125
There were wireless keys that were used for both spark and CW
during this transition period. The Marconi International Marine 365A,
which appeared in the 1930s, is one of the most notable of these (Figure
120). The 365A is a huge key that was occasionally used on spark rigs
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in the maritime service well after World War I. Many 365A keys in
collections today are missing the large box-like metal cover. According
to collector Wyn Davies, the reason for this was that the wireless
operator often used the cover as an ashtray.126 The cover became
separated from the key and was subsequently discarded.
Conclusion
The earliest wireless transmitters required heavier keys that could
withstand much higher current than the landline keys of the 19th
century. Spark keys quickly changed in form to match their function.
They were adapted for use in submarines, airplanes, field sets,
automobiles, and dirigibles. Several strategies were devised to reduce
sparking at the contacts including placing a condenser across the
contacts, submersing the contacts in oil, breaking the contacts in
mercury vapor, placing the contacts underneath a diaphragm or within
an enclosure, using blowout magnets to extinguish the arc, and using
magnetic relays to break the contact at the time of minimum current.
During World War I wireless radio played an important role in
communications. Spark keys were made almost exclusively for the military
after amateur experimenters were ordered off the air. In 1919 amateur
operators were again allowed access to the airwaves. By that time the
vacuum tube was well on its way to making spark telegraphy obsolete.
The use of spark telegraphy continued sporadically until the beginning
of World War II.
There is still much to learn. Many spark keys bear no label and
their origins remain unknown. Many companies that produced spark
keys have disappeared with little trace. Photographs from the spark era
need to be examined so that historians may document the type of transmitter
and key at the operating position.
Spark keys and the events surrounding them are fascinating. Each
key has a story, and many of them survived war to become a part of
history.
The Spark Key Project
The Spark Key Project is an ongoing research tool through which
collectors and historians worldwide can contribute information about
the history of spark keys and telegraphy. The Internet has greatly facilitated
this endeavor. The Spark Key Project is presented after this article as
an aid to collectors and historians. The Spark Key Project was published
in its first draft in Lynn Burlingame’s Keyletter, #29, November 29,
1999. It was subsequently included in the Telegraph Collector’s Reference
CD by Tom Perera. You may view the latest updates of the Spark Key
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Project on the internet by searching for it under that name.
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The following represents a summary of known spark telegraph key
manufacturers in alphabetical order. Since we are constantly updating
this information, you may want to visit the internet site for the latest
listings and photographs.
Although we have tried to make this summary as accurate as possible,
it is difficult to differentiate between early key manufacturing companies,
companies that were solely wireless operating concerns and did not
manufacture keys, and companies that only distributed keys. The distinction
is frequently blurred, since some companies functioned as manufacturers,
operating companies and also sometimes as distributors. Many early
manufacturers of complete spark outfits also made the keys that went
with their systems. However, to date, no keys made by Lodge-Muirhead
are known (they probably used magnetic relay keys) and the keys used
by Popov were manufactured by Ducretet (per Waterbury). No Rochefort
keys have surfaced, but it is likely that the Rochefort system did design
a key. Similarly, no de Cervera (Spanish system) or Armstrong & Orling
(British) keys are known to exist. Please e-mail any information you
have to sparks@zianet.com.
Homebrewing of spark keys was a very common practice, and design
drawings were even published in QST. Unfortunately, many commercial
spark keys were not labeled by the manufacturer, and it can be hard to
tell a good job on a homebrew key from a commercially made one.
Hopefully, this list and the updates and photographs on the internet will
help in the identification of unknown commercially made keys.
ACME Wireless Construction Company ca 1909 Cambridge,
MA…Regular Morse keys fitted with a special contact to carry the heavy
currents. Prices $2 and up.
Adams-Morgan 1911 Upper Montclair, NJ…AMCO Junior Wireless
key, Superior and Peerless models, and “United Wireless Type” keys.
Became Paragon Wireless Co. postwar.
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American de Forest Companies ca 1901-1914 New Jersey…operating
company and full line under different names. Business fraud while with
Abraham White. Cross-shaped keys. Large 10-kW key reported by Moreau
as made by de Forest was probably in error and actually Marconi. Succeeded
by United Wireless which then made de Forest cross-shaped keys.
American Sales Co. ca 1925 New York…Brass wireless keys for
95 cents, 3/16” contacts. Looks identical to the J-3 trench telegraph
key, probably surplus being marketed as spark.
Atlantic Radio Co. ca 1921 Mass. and Maine…subsidiary of
Telefunken. Ad for a key called the AJAX. None known in collections.
Also marketed keys by General Radio, Clapp-Eastham, Signal Electric,
Murdock, Wireless Specialty Apparatus Co., and Bunnell. The General
Radio Type 151 is advertised in undated Atlantic catalog as handling 10A.
Bowman, A.W. 1911-1922 Cambridge, MA…marked and unmarked
on marble base. Supplier to Sears and Roebuck, and Montgomery Ward
(Meteor Key).
Brach, L.S. 1918, but mfg. other items as early as 1906 Newark,
NJ…The J-7 was used with Synchronous spark type airplane radio transmitters.
See Robison’s Manual of Radio-Telegraphy and Telephony, 6th Revision,
1924, page 546. Nearly identical to International Radio Telegraph Co.’s
Flame Proof Key and Winker Type C.Q. 1140 which was used in “flying
boat” type aircraft with spark rigs. The J-5, J-6, and J-7 were used with
the BC15 airborne spark transmitter and BC89 ground-based receiver of
WWI vintage. They could also be used with the SCR-134 and SCR-135
CW/AM rigs. Not to be confused with J-5-A and J-7-A, most of which
were produced during the 1940s. Brach also made a retractable aeroplane
antenna during WWI. Patented carborundum lightning arrestor in 1911.
Continued making lightning arrestors and insulators, etc., until as least
1946 as L.S. Brach; in 1951 listed as Division of General Bronze Corp.,
and in 1968 listing in Thomas Register says ‘see JFD Electronics Co.’
See “Old Familiar Strains,” Vol. 2, No. 4/5, August, 1995. Brach also
made the J-4, a spark practice set which looks essentially like a J-6 on a
board.
Braun-Siemens-Halske (Gesellschaft fuer Drahlose Telegraphie)
1901 Berlin, Germany…heavy handled keys. Complete sets to U.S.
Navy. Merged in 1903 with Slaby-Arco to form Telefunken. No labeled
examples.
British Admiralty Pattern ca 1920-1930+ England…late, probably
after CW, perhaps as backup to main CW rig. Several variations.
British Air Ministry ca 1918 England…late, probably after CW.
RAF No.1 Morse Key for Wireless. This key has a small bulb probably
intended to allow the observer seated behind the pilot to copy transmissions.
RCAF key no. 10A/556.
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Brown, S.G. 1915- London, England…Flameproof key used in
aeroplanes, with the mica disc on top under which sits a spark gap of
sorts. Also made a very large 13” heavy spark key with triple crystal
detector in rotary holder. Company still exists as gyro compass division
of Vosper Thornycroft. Some keys marked “RAF” underneath. On
April 1, 1918, the RAF was formed by union of the RFC (Royal Flying
Corps) and the RNAS (Royal Naval Air Service). So no key marked
“RAF” can have been made prior to that date.
Bunnell, J.H. older landline co., but spark keys ~1915-1926+
New York…at least 7 different spark key models, including a “Cootie”
type key. Small brass key with cutout corners. Small key on composite
base. Similar key, but with push posts instead of screw down posts,
different size contacts, and metal strips to posts on top of key. Key
advertised as the “Jove Wireless Key.” Straight Line Radio Key advertised
1919. Bunnell landline keys were extensively modified, some by adding
contacts made out of dimes—these keys were nicknamed “dime keys.”
Other keys, such as Mascot Wireless Key with bronze lever arm and
auxiliary copper strap, had larger silver contacts added to handle higher
power. Heaviest of the Bunnell spark keys was on a long composite base.
Burlingame Telegraphing Typewriter Co. 1906 (as Wireless Printing
Telegraph Co). San Francisco…wireless messages sent directly from
typewriter keyboard to steamships. In business until at least 1910. See
company stock certificates for picture.
Central Scientific Co. ca 1917 company by same name now in
Franklin Park, IL selling scientific equipment ‘for over 100 yrs’…Boston
pattern key shown in Hawkins Electrical Guide, USA 1917, with 1050A capacity. See inside back cover MM47.
Chambers, F.B. 1912-1920s Philadelphia, PA…nickel-plated
brass spark key, rotary gap, loose coupler. The Chambers key was a
cross-shaped key on a marble base, and interestingly had a leaf spring
and an intricate label.
Clapp-Eastham maybe as early as ca 1910 Cambridge MA…The
Boston Key and receivers, including early ¼-kW transmitter with beautiful
wooden cabinet and external spark gap. Boston Key made on marble or
composite base, range of contact sizes. Blitzen key (see Keyletter page
260), a smaller key on oval base and nearly identical to keys marketed
also by Wallace and Bunnell. Repro of Boston Key by Indux Corp (K.
Vanslette), Ormond Beach, FL.
Clark Wireless Telegraph Co. 1902 Detroit, MI…step lever
wireless key, known only from photographs. Marble base.
Connecticut Tel. and Elect. Co. 1918 CT…See info under J.S.
Brach. The J-5 was made for the low power BC15 aircraft spark rig,
which was also made be Connecticut Tel. and Elect. Co.
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“Cootie” Key ca 1920 —…distributed by Young & McCombs of
Rock Island, IL (incorporated 1910, sold general merchandise). But
made by Bunnell, Tri-City and probably others also. The “Cootie” key
is essentially a spark sideswiper, but what is the origin of the word
“Cootie”?
Doron Brothers 1910-1915 Hamilton, OH…marble based spark
key with heavy lever. Also built tuners, crystal detectors, wireless telegraph
and telephone equipment, oscillation transformers, and spark gaps.
Experimented with a Poulsen type arc transmitter. Operated 8ZU 5-kW
spark transmitter. Made 100 wireless outfits for a large Chicago firm.
Licensed in 1916 by Marconi Wireless Telegraph Co. to build and sell
equipment under Marconi patents.
Dubilier 1912 London…small portable wireless set with large integral
key. Wooden enclosure. Entire set weighed about 17 pounds. Also
made electro-medical set.
Duck, Wm. B. and J.J. 1909- about 1920 Toledo, OH…small
cross-shaped marble based key. Possible ties with RECO? Duck Overland
Key available in 5-, 10-, and 20-ampere models. Fourteen different
catalogs exist from J.J. and Wm. B. Duck from 1909 to 1920. No other
Duck spark key models known.
Ducretet and Roger 1901-1919 Paris, France…both oil break
flameproof keys for aircraft use and regular models. A drawing exists
of the aircraft key with the spark transmitter from a 1914 French Army
manual. See an excellent monograph by Neal McEwen. The very wide
original knob skirt was dull reddish in color in rumored to have been
made from ox blood. The lever has large holes along it, to decrease
weight or to save brass. Also made an early mercury vacuum key known
only from illustrations.
Eastern Precision Electric Company 1921 New York…advertised
a key in QST in 1921. This key has bulky parts in a marble base. Wide
lever arm, square blocky posts. Base is narrow in comparison to other
marble base keys.
Economic Electric Limited ca 1920 London, England…labeled
‘manipulating key,’ pictured in Economic catalogue circa 1920 pg. w-3.
Electrical Specialty Co 1921 Columbus, OH…1-kW Triumph
style key. The station of the Electrical Specialty Company, call letters
8BYV, broadcast music, football scores, and other news at 7:30PM
CST on 200 meters in Columbus as listed in Radio News March 1922
article by Armstrong Perry.
Electro Importing Co. (EICO) 1904-1915+ New York………Electro
Wireless Key on glass base. The Electro was advertised in the 1914
EICO catalog. The Electro was made in telegraph (No. 1117) and Wireless
(No. 9212) versions. The wireless Electro was rated to 30-amperes and
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sported 3/8” solid silver contacts and had an Opal Glass Base: cost in
1914 was $1.75. An EICO strap key also was made. Hugo Gernsback
President.
Elliott Electric Company (Radio Dept.)
1917
Shreveport,
LA………known only from ad in QST. Bakelite and brass, $5. This
company was the licensee in June, 1922 for radio station WAAG in
Shreveport.
Electro-Set Co. 1916 Cleveland, OH…Advertised in The Electrical
Experimenter. The Electro-Set Special Wireless Key. Cross-shaped key.
It is similar to Wm. B. Duck and United Wireless cross-shaped keys,
but is the only marble based spark key advertised with lantern style
binding posts and cross frame.
Emilio Caimi ? Italy…One heavy key labeled with this name and
‘tasto manipolatore’ currently known. Size and shape reminiscent of Marconi
365A.
Erickson ? Stockholm,Sweden…..keys used aboard ship. Appearance
similar to landline instruments by same manufacturer.
Etheric Wireless Mfg. Co. ca 1911 New York…the Etheric Key
and strap keys. Possibly succeeded by Independent Wireless.
Federal Tel. Co. 1909-1920 Palo Alto, CA…mostly arc sets and
keys, but also a few spark keys. It is common to mistake keys used
with arc transmitters as spark keys. Type 496, with San Francisco label.
CT-1576 key with circuit switch. Federal made a flameproof similar to
SE-86 and SE-144.
French Army (supplied by ?) ? France…French army spark key
with 8mm contacts.
A.W. Gamage Ltd. 1913 London, England…Wireless Key Type
1914. Also a G.P.O. pattern wireless key.
General Radio Co. 1915 Cambridge, MA…heavy duty combination
spark key and relay called CAG 457 which was part of the CL342 (Lowenstein,
150-1000kc. 8 frequency rig used on naval vessels) 2-kW set and CL344
2-kW Quenched gap set (1918). Type No. 151 flameproof aircraft key
(10-amp) that looks like J-5 but isn’t. Also model with cooling fins on
both upper and lower contacts. CAG 468 combined hand and relay key
that along with CL462 was part of CL345 (1917). Unusual asymmetric
designed key also, with lever off to one side.
Gilbert, A.C. ca 1917 New Haven, CT…Gilbert Wireless Telegraph
Outfit, a youngsters teaching outfit that probably had a range of no more
than a hundred feet or so. Integral strap key.
Gray 1910 England…Gray Magnetic Relay Key, really a spark
arrestor of sorts. Used with Guillotine key to decrease sparking. Part
of typical Marconi setup ca. 1910. See W.W. Bradfield.
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Halcun Radio Co., Inc. 1919 San Francisco, CA…Halcun Commercial
Type Transmitting Key, rated at 50-amperes. Cross-shaped leg key. Standard
finish, polished copper. Also available on marble base.
Independent Wireless Telegraph Co., Inc. ca 1926 New York…Type
K-1 2-kW Hand Key, 120V, 10A, 500 cycles. Labeled keys on slate
base with heavy contacts and parts. Also made Panel Radio Transmitter
type B-1 (300-600 meters). Logbook ‘Instructions to Operators’ by same
company. Also was an operating company. An Independent Wireless
lawsuit against RCA is still cited as a precedent in patent law cases—
Independent Wireless Telegraph Co. v. RCA, 269 U.S. 459, 466-67
(1926). Possibly succeeded Etheric.
International Radio Telegraph Co. ca 1920 Pittsburgh, PA…succeeded
NESCO, see below, and eventually bought by Westinghouse. Flame Proof
Key and Winker Type C.Q. 1140 probably made for use with the CQ 1115
200-Watt and the CQ 1111 500-Watt transmitters (also known as SE-1300
and SE-1310 when assembled as complete outfits) that were used in flying
boats—naval aircraft. Keyed synchronous spark type equipment powered
by a wind driven generator mounted on the wing of a plane. C.Q. 1115
also supplied to the Army Signal Corps. Two keys were used, with the
second key referred to as the ‘observer’s key’ presumably mounted in
front of the observer seated behind the pilot. See Robison’s Manual of
Radio-Telegraphy and Telephony, 6th Revision, 1924, page 546.
International Wireless Signal Co. 1912 NJ…The ‘Inwesco Universal
Sending Key.’ On a marble base and has a seven inch lever. Sold for
$6.50.
Kilbourne & Clark 1901-1920+ Seattle, WA…SE-68. Another
maker of cross-shaped keys. Another that looks like the Lowenstein
Radio SE-923. A bakelite based key with a slender lever, and a brass
key with a strongly downturned lever. A smaller key, the SE-1865.
Edward Corliss Kilbourne lived to be over 100 years old.
Leach Relay Co. 1919- San Francisco, CA…Made a “Cootie”
key, see The Radio Trade Directory, May 1925. Made spark relays.
Later made the Speedoplex bugs in the 1920s or 1930s. Company still
exists as Leach International and makes a full line of relays and switching
products. Val Leach, who was a radio operator in WWI and founded the
company, died in 1941. The company moved to Los Angeles in 1929.
Lehmkuhl 1926 Oslo, Norway…Large key labeled with ‘Lehmkuhl’
and a log ‘L’. Finned contacts. One has complete nameplate reading:
“ingenior j. lehmkuhl, nr 962 oslo.” Still existed as part of Lehmkuhl
Radio Systemer in Norway as recently as 1986. Also made a model
identical to the one without the nameplate, but completely without
identifying markings. Lehmkuhl also made tube radio receivers in 1926.
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Liberty Electric Corp. 1916 Port Chester, NY…Made at least
two models for BuSE, the SE-68A and SE-988. Also made a triumph
style key, possibly for landline.
Lowenstein Radio Co. 1918 Brooklyn, NY…SE-923. SE-68.
Fritz Lowenstein, an Austrian immigrant is credited with the wave changer,
a tubular quenched gap, and the ‘C’ battery. Hand Key CL462 was part
of the CL342 2-kW set (along with CAG 457). Hand Key CL830 along
with relay key CL419 was part of CL343 10-kW Quenched gap set (1917)
and CL344 2-kW Quenched gap set. Lowenstein Type A key, with rear
pivot, see CQ, Mar. ’99, p. 43. See The AWA Review, Vol. 9, 1995, p.
205.
M.A.E.S. ca 1915? Trevoux, Ain, France…Ebonite base, heavy
levered key with large contacts and French style wide knob skirt. See
MM56 February 1998, p. 32.
Mach’y Div. Boston Navy Yard before 1915 Boston, MA…SE68A, one of the most common of the larger spark keys found today. SE144 Flameproof Hand Key for 1-, 2-, and 5-kW submarine radio transmitters.
SE-86 (superceded by the SE-653) ½-kW Flameproof Hand Key made
for submarine transmitters. SE-137 2- and 5-kW relay keys.
Marconi’s Wireless Telegraph Company of America 1899-1919,
Aldene NJ plant starts 1912 NY and NY…Many models. CM425 along
with CM408 and CM428 relay keys was part of a 2-kW quenched gap
set (CM306 used in air stations, CM307 used in battleships, destroyers,
tenders, and auxiliaries, CM309); 5-kW Signal Corps 1917 like the SE179; 5-kW Navy Dept. SE-179 Navy Dept.; SE-482; Roadmap keys.
The Roadmap key was probably made at the Aldene, NJ plant and is
shown in a 1912 catalog. It was designed as an inexpensive key for the
experimenter, in 15-amp and 30-amp ratings. There are at least 2 different
variations on the Roadmap key, so named for the copper straps on top
connecting to the binding posts. SE-68. Type A No. 217 (like United
Wireless, 4-kW); No. 205 2-kW key that cost $2.00 by catalog; other
models without ID exist. At least 2 Weingarten repros. Succeeded by
RCA. SE-86 which was part of the CM98 ½-kW Motor Boat Set with
gasoline engine drive, and part of CM296A ½-kW quenched gap panel
set. The CM86 key was used in the CM296 ½-kW quenched gap panel
set. ‘Aeroplane’ set key CM394 to go in CM295. Relay key CM409
and hand key CM410 to go in 5-kW set CM297, CM298, CM299 and
CM301. Hand key CM420 which was part of 10-kW set CM304 (95400 kc rig on eight frequencies for use in battleships). Lots of related
ephemera, e.g. catalog, Service News booklet, Marconigrams, etc. See
AWA Review, Vol. 9, 1995, p. 7.
Marconi’s Wireless Telegraph Co., Limited, London
1897
Chelmsford, England…many models, most with no label or ID. Grasshopper
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key, which is U.S. patent no. 650,109 filed Oct 12, 1899. Guillotine key.
See Hawkhead and Dowsett, Handbook of Technical Instruction for Wireless
Telegraphists, Wireless Press Limited (Marconi House, Strand, W.C.),
London, 1915, pp. 145-147. Type 365A key was probably made after the
spark era, and was likely intended for use on CW. However, it is commonly
seen in vintage photographs in the operating position in front of quenched
gap transmitters and was probably used to key auxiliary spark rigs aboard
ship in the 1930s. Type 100 key, a smaller key on wood base. A rear pivot
key was also made with provisions for normally open or closed contacts.
Keys with recessed upper surface of the lever. A model with captive
round ball to complete the contact. The ball was self-centering.
Marconi Wireless Telegraph Co. of Canada, Limited 19021920 Montreal, Quebec…Operating company only until 1912. Type
705 key. Type 702 key with fancy label. Type 701, probably others.
Massachusetts Wireless Equipment Company 1908 MA…Odd
looking ‘mercury vacuum key;’ a relay key; and the ‘back stroke’ key
that looks like about half of a landline key.
Massie 1905-1909
Providence, RI…Operating company and
manufacturer. Large pump handle key, one of the largest of the large.
Unfortunately, probably more Weingarten repros than originals. An
oil break key on a table with the contacts located underneath. Slate
based key with long slender lever arm. Key and solenoid on wooden
base. Also a wireless key that is similar to landline keys in most respects.
See nice picture of three Massie keys in Wireless Telegraphy and Telephony
by Massie and Underhill, 1908.
McIntosh Electrical Corp. probably about 1922 for keys Chicago,
IL…Bent trunnion on a brown marble base with label. Others, made by
McIntosh but possibly later and not necessarily even wireless, with
similar construction on an ugly composite base, with mounting screws
and obviously belong to a larger piece of equipment, unlabeled except
for ‘2250-L-4’ on the bottom. Also made quack medical equipment
such as the Electrical Belt and the Sinustat, a device to treat sinus problems
with small electric jolts. Apparently split from parent company McIntosh
Battery and Optical Corp. The McIntosh Electrical Belt was advertised
for $10 by its designer Dr. L.D. McIntosh.
Manhattan Electric Supply Co. ca 1910 for spark keys, probably
New York…Mesco Hand Radio Key with replaceable contacts, rated at
½-kW (a fancy triumph key look alike). Mesco Jr. Wireless key and the
#51 key, all small keys. The “Heavy Wireless Key” List No. 442, 1-kW
to 3-kW capacity listed in the 1912 Mesco catalog. CAM-805 and
CAM-1189 which were part of the SE-1075 1-kW 500-cycle transmitter
(315-1000 kc six frequency rig for use in submarine chasers) made by
International Radio Tel.Co. An off-centered heavy sending key in
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1916, 15-amps 100-volts for $10. No reason given for why the lever
is off-center.
Murdock, Wm. J. founded 1896, keys ca 1910 Chelsea, MA…only
one model of key, on marble base with ¼” contacts. Base in at least
gray and green. Also a strap key for spark use. This company produced
headphones and other radio gear up to the 1980s.
Nanao Musen Denki ? Japan…probably other Japanese manufacturers
also. Glass based key with heavy British style influence. Distinctive binding
posts.
National Electric Signaling Co. 1902 Philadelphia, PA…A Fessenden
company. The Fessenden heavy radio key. Also arc keys. aka NESCO.
National Electric Supply Co. 1899 Washington D.C…supplied
keys to signal corps mainly as part of airplane and field sets. See AWA
Review No. 8, pg. 117. Unfortunately, sometimes also referred to as
NESCO and confused with Signaling Co.
Nichols Electric Co. 1914 New York…the “Nichols Low Price
Wireless Key.” Sold for 70 cents by catalog. Looks like a Beeko key
on base. Key just above it in catalog is clearly a Bunnell key. The “Nichols
Low Price Wireless Key” may have been made by Bunnell and marketed
by Nichols under its own name.
Pericaud, G. ca 1915 Paris, France…wooden based key with
brass parts. Company also made receivers, detectors, etc.
Radiguet and Massiot 1918 Paris, France…Type 4A, the key
from the French portable set Model RM 1918. Like U.S. Signal Corps
J-3, the front portion of the key is hinged and can be turned around at
right angles so as to be out of the way when cover of box is closed.
Radio Engineering Co. (RECO) probably before 1920 Baltimore,
MD…at least two models of spark key. Boston pattern key.
Robertson Clock and Instrument Co. 1921 Detroit, MI…oil
break key. John H. Robertson, manufacturer of “special radio apparatus,”
died October 15, 1946 at age 46.
Russell and Stoll ca 1920s New York…one model with thick
black base and topside parts reminiscent of Bunnell.
Rouzet 1912 France…key used in airplanes with Rouzet spark
transmitter system. Unlabeled key with chrome plated parts on composite
base. In 1912, Lucien Rouzet produce a lightweight transmitter which
was purchased by Naval and Military services. See MM28, June 1993.
Shoemaker, Harry 1901 while working at de Forest, Consolidated
Wireless Co., and others…relay keys, modified Greeley Victor key. Designed
radio controlled torpedo.
Signal Electric Mfg. Co. ca 1916 to postwar Menominee, MI…
common small brass keys with mica (Isinglass) underneath. Distributed
by numerous companies. Heavily advertised in QST.
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Simon, Emil J. 1918 New York…pack set and collapsible key.
Could be CW.
Slaby-Arco (Allgemeine Electrizitats-Gesellschaft) ca 1900 Berlin,
Germany…early competitor for U.S. Navy contracts. Key with distinctive
vertical handle, similar to drawing in Robison. Also made Ruhmkorff
coil with key enclosed in same box and attached. Many field station/
portable designs mostly using same key with tall handle.
Sperry Gyroscope Company 1916 New York…CS491 relay key
for CS103 ½-kW Motor Boat Set and ½-kW aeroplane set with aerial
and reel (1916).
Stone Telegraph and Telephone Co. 1902 Maine…early oil
break designed by G.H. Clark; relay key; modification of landline key
for wireless.
Telefunken 1903 Germany…name only occasionally appears on
spark keys. One model, the H.T.3 known to have been used on submarines.
Company continued to make keys into the 1960s. In Australia, Telefunken
and Marconi interests consolidated into Amalgamated Wireless Australasia
(AWA) about 1913. AWA made keys, but a clear example of an AWA
spark key has yet to surface.
Tower Scientific ? Boston, MA…A huge key. One example at
NE Steam and Wireless Museum. Also made economy headsets as late
as 1927.
Tri-City Radio Labs ca 1915-1921 Rock Island, IL…Cootie key.
Managed by R.K. Karlowa of Davenport, IA.
United Wireless 1906-1912 NY, and Seattle, WA…succeeded by
Marconi. Inherited cross-shaped key design from de Forest, whom they
succeeded. Very large operating company. Most keys not labeled. Many
leg keys, others on marble base. Relay keys.
V.L. ? France…French Navy oil break key on wooden base.
Only markings are “V.L.” and sparks.
Washington Navy Yard 1914 diaphragm key made by Radio
Test Shop (Bu.S.E.). Navy Yard also made the SE-59 combined buzzer
and blinker practice set, and the SE-69 buzzer practice set.
Wireless Improvement Co. 1914 combined relay and hand key,
5-kW rating. In Navy testing, this key beat the Lowenstein version, but
was bested by WSA Co.
Wireless Specialty Apparatus Company 1907-1919 Boston,
MA…succeeded by United Fruit Co. Q-S-5004, Q-S-505, SE-68A, SE653. 2 -kW Aux. Hand Sending Key, 1-kW Flameproof Type NS 1917,
CP-675 designed by Cutting and Washington. Relay key Q-S-5003 and
others. Light hand key type Q-S-504 for up to 6-amps. SE 137B relay
key. See Old Timer’s Bulletin, May, 2000, p. 52. Pack sets. Boston
pattern key.
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THE FIRST THIRTY YEARS OF THE
CANADIAN MARCONI COMPANY
Roger Hart and Robert Murray
This year, 2001, is the 100th anniversary of Guglielmo Marconi’s
report of reception of a wireless signal in Newfoundland from a transmitter
in Poldu, England. This event had, among its many consequences, the
establishment of the Marconi Company in Canada. It seems particularly
appropriate now to document the development of wireless telegraphy
from the perspective of Marconi’s Canadian company.
The early years of the Canadian company were documented by D.R.P.
(Darby) Coats, among others. Coats was an employee who began his
career by training in a wireless operator’s school in his native England,
and then being assigned as a ship’s wireless operator under the direction
of the Marconi office in Montreal. Later, in the 1920s he worked as
public relations officer for the Canadian Marconi Company (CMC) in
Montreal, and later was assigned (or perhaps took it upon himself) to
write the history of the company (see box 1). Roger Hart was Manager,
Marketing Services with CMC from 1981 to 1996. Some years ago,
Roger came across a draft history at CMC, and this was to have been the
starting point for a book on CMC history. The book was never published,
however, and in 1995 Roger sent a draft of his manuscript to Robert
Murray. This article is the product of that draft and subsequent discussions.
1. The Early History
By January 1901, Guglielmo Marconi had succeeded in establishing
wireless communication over a distance of 200 miles, a great advance
over the 1½ miles that he had first achieved shortly after his arrival in
England five years earlier. Despite scientific opinion to the contrary,
Marconi was convinced that the curvature of the earth would not prove
to be a barrier to the transmission of radio signals over longer distances,
and he decided to attempt to establish two-way wireless communication
across the Atlantic Ocean. As a result, work was started in 1900 on
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Darby Coats was born in Gravesend,
some 20 miles south of London. In
1910 Darby went to a school in
Stockwell to learn to be a wireless
operator. His contemporaries at the
school included Harold “Judy” Bride,
later assistant wireless operator on
the Titanic, and Cyril “Corp” Evans,
destined to be wireless operator on
the Californian. Upon graduation,
Darby was assigned to the Marconi
Company office in Montreal from which
he was dispatched on ships sailing
from that city (Figure 1). Coats moved
into the CMC offices in 1919, so he
did some announcing in the early days
of experimental station XWA. He also
had some public relations duties with
Figure 1. D.R.P. Coats as a
the firm. In early 1923 Coats had
moved to CKY, a government owned
Marine Wireless Operator in 1915.
broadcast station in Winnipeg, as
Source: Manitoba Calling, Vol. III,
an announcer and later as public
No.10,1939
relations director. He appears to have
spent most of his career with CKY in Winnipeg, except for his service in the
Air Force during WW II, and a brief assignment with the YMCA after the war.
While at CKY in the late 1930s and 1940s, he published a listener’s newsletter
entitled Manitoba Calling, which contained first hand accounts of the early
days at CMC. It is not clear whether any of his early writing was left at CMC
and survived.

stations at Poldhu in Cornwall, England, and at Cape Cod in Massachusetts,
and testing began in early 1901.
As is often the case, fate, rather than planning, played a large part
in the location of the receiving station for the first trans-Atlantic wireless
transmission. In September 1901, a severe gale wrecked the massive
Poldhu aerial system and at about the same time, another storm wrecked
the antenna system at Cape Cod. A simpler antenna system was quickly
erected at Poldhu, but Marconi decided not to wait for completion of
the reconstruction at Cape Cod, as he feared that rivals such as de
Forest and Fessenden might gain the lead. Marconi therefore modified
his original objective, and decided to attempt only a one-way transmission
across the Atlantic, from the transmitter in Poldhu to a receiving site
he was to establish in Newfoundland. On September 17, Marconi and
his assistants, Kemp and Paget, duly set sail for Newfoundland.
Marconi’s hypothesis about the long-distance transmission of wireless
waves was finally proven to be correct when, on December 12th, 1901,
at the site near St. John’s, Newfoundland, he received the letter “S” in
Morse code transmitted from Poldhu.
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Figure 2.
Marconi (centre),
Kemp and Paget
on the steps of
the tower at
Signal Hill,
St. Johns,
Newfoundland,
on December 12,
1901.
Source: Public
Archives of
Canada, Ottawa,
Canada.

Spurred on by the success of the Poldhu-to-Newfoundland tests, Marconi
decided to set up a permanent sending and receiving station in Newfoundland.
Unfortunately, on December 16, 1901, he was informed that his activities
constituted an infringement upon Anglo-American Telegraph Company
rights in Newfoundland and he was threatened with legal proceedings.
He therefore decided to return to England to await the completion of the
station on Cape Cod. However, four days later, on December 20, 1901,
the Canadian Minister of Finance, W.S. Fielding, wrote to Marconi
expressing his pleasure at the suggestion that the experiments might be
continued in Nova Scotia. Fielding assured him of a cordial welcome
and the co-operation of Government officials and of the absence of difficulties
that might get in the way of his operations.
When Marconi arrived at North Sydney in Cape Breton, Nova Scotia,
on December 26, he was met by a reception committee that included the
Hon. G.H. Murray, Premier of Nova Scotia; Cornelius Shields, General
Manager of the Dominion Coal Company; and Alex Johnston, owner
and editor of the Sydney Record and a local Member of Parliament. As
a reporter, Johnston was naturally interested in meeting Marconi, but he
was also there for another reason. Johnston realized the tremendous
potential of wireless communication and, being aware of the legal difficulties
Marconi had encountered in Newfoundland, he intended to persuade the
inventor that Cape Breton would be equally suitable for his purpose.
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While Marconi was in North Sydney, Johnston managed to convince
him that he had a site that was worth serious consideration, and Shields
arranged for a special train to take Marconi, Kemp, and Paget to Table
Head near Glace Bay. Despite several other offers of land, (including
one from Alexander Graham Bell), Marconi quickly decided that the
Glace Bay site was the most suitable, and set about raising the capital to
build a trans-Atlantic wireless station. In this endeavour he was again
greatly helped by Johnston and by A.S. Kendall, another Member of
Parliament, who accompanied him to Ottawa to discuss the project with
Johnston’s personal friend and political colleague, the Hon. W.S. Fielding,
Minister of Finance. Through Fielding, the group was able to confer
with the Prime Minister, Sir Wilfred Laurier, and the Postmaster General,
Sir William Mulock. As a result, an agreement was entered into on
March 17, 1902 between Marconi’s Wireless Telegraph Company Limited
(MWT), the Marconi International Marine Communications Company
Limited (MIMCo), and His Majesty, King Edward VII, represented by
the Prime Minister, the Rt. Hon. Sir Wilfred Laurier, President of the
King’s Privy Council for Canada.
By this Agreement, MWT and MIMCo were to erect two wireless
stations, one in the United Kingdom and the other in Nova Scotia, with
the object of carrying on commercial communications between Canada
and the United Kingdom and Europe. The Canadian Government undertook
to defray the costs of the erection of the Canadian station up to a limit of
approximately Cdn$80,000. Any excess costs were to be borne by MWT
and MIMCo. The companies also agreed that if the undertaking was
successful the charge for ordinary messages would be not more than ten
cents per word (versus the 25 cents per word then charged for cables),
with Government and Press messages to be handled for only five cents
per word.
In addition, the Agreement gave the Canadian Government the right
to erect stations as it saw fit, using the Marconi system of wireless
telegraphy “for communication with any of its lighthouses or life-saving
stations on the Coast, or between the Mainland and any island within
the jurisdiction of Canada, or with any ships passing to and fro, or in
any way to assist in its operations for the protection of life and property
on the seacoast or inland waters of Canada, or for the improvement or
assistance of navigation.” For their part, the companies agreed to furnish
all equipment necessary at “fair and reasonable prices free from any
charge for patent rights or royalties thereon.” In addition, the companies
acquired the option, whenever the Government expressed its intention
to erect a wireless station, of installing and operating it themselves and
retaining for their own use “all tolls collected at such stations for messages
transmitted therefrom to passing ships.” Marconi and his associates saw
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this Agreement with the Canadian Government as the essential ingredient
in ensuring the successful and profitable promotion of a new company
in Canada. Accordingly, on July 30, 1902, Marconi’s Wireless Telegraph
Company entered into an agreement with Willard Reed Green of New
York, acting both for himself and as agent for a Canadian company he
was to form. Within 14 days after the practicability of reception in
Canada of the transmission of messages transmitted by the Marconi
system from England had been established, Green was to make application
for the incorporation of a new company to be called “The Marconi
Wireless Telegraph Company of Canada” (MWTC). The company was
registered as of November 1, 1902.
The new company was to have a nominal capital of $4,999,500, in
the form of 999,900 shares of $5 each, and five Directors, three to be
nominated by Marconi’s Wireless Telegraph Company and two by Green.
For its part, MWT agreed to sell to MWTC:
1. all rights existing in Canada and Newfoundland to all inventions
in wireless telegraphy and all letters patent thereon which
MWT then owned or might at any time thereafter possess;
2. the benefit of all contracts entered into by MWT connected
with the use of the Marconi system in Canada and Newfoundland;
and
3. all other property, rights, privileges, etc., of MWT in that
territory.
In return, the new company was to allot to MWT 660,000 fully paid
shares at a par value of $5 each. One hundred thousand shares were
allotted to Green for his services, and he also received an allotment of
40,000 shares to dispose of as he saw fit to “defray the costs of advertising
and his expenses in selling shares.” The remaining 200,000 shares
were allocated to provide working capital for MWTC. Green had the
sole privilege of selling up to 440,000 shares at any time up to three
months after the incorporation of MWTC, 100,000 of which were to be
provided by Marconi’s Wireless Telegraph Company, 200,000 by MWTC,
and 140,000 by himself. The only restriction placed upon Green was
that the shares should not be sold at less than $2.50; it appears that any
amounts received in excess of that price would belong to him.
The first test transmission from Glace Bay was made on November
19, 1902, but reception at Poldhu was poor. Several modifications to
the equipment and antennas were made over the next two weeks, and on
December 5 the receiving station at Poldhu reported the first readable
signals from West to East. Reception continued to be sporadic, however,
and it was not until December 21 that Marconi sent a formal message to
England from the new station, saying that he had established trans-Atlantic
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wireless telegraphic communication “with complete success.” On January
3rd, 1903, the first CMC Directors’ meeting was held, attended by J.N.
Greenshields, W. Barwick, H.C. Osborne, J. Payne, and Willard R.
Green, who became the first president of the Company. At the meeting,
By-Law 23 was passed, authorizing the stock issue and arrangements
with MWT. This agreement was to govern the relationship between the
two companies for nearly 50 years. It re-stated the relationship between
the Canadian assets of MWT that were to be transferred to CMC, in
accordance with the original agreement with Willard Green, and then
went on to make further provisions, including:
1. Marconi’s International Marine Company (MIMCo), which
by an agreement with MWT dated April 30, 1902, had acquired
all rights to the Marconi system in the marine field, assigned
to CMC all its rights in Canada and Newfoundland.
2. MWT and MIMCo transferred to CMC the benefit of the contract
of March 17, 1902 with the Canadian Government concerning
the establishment of a station at Table Head.
3. All gross tolls from communications between the United Kingdom
and Canada were to be divided equally between MWT and
CMC.
4. All tolls for communications between any vessels at sea and
any shore stations, or between two or more vessels at sea,
were to accrue to the benefit of the company owning the rights
for the country to which the vessel or shore station dispatching
the message belonged.
5. If a Canadian ship were fitted in the U.K. by MIMCo with the
Marconi system, half the net profit from the manufacture and
installation of the equipment was to be paid to CMC. There
was a similar arrangement regarding U.K. ships fitted by CMC.
6. If CMC acquired any invention in the field of wireless telegraphy,
it would assign all rights thereunder, other than the Canadian
ones, to MWT.
It should be noted that this agreement implies that the principal, and
perhaps only, sources of revenue contemplated for CMC were trans-Atlantic
and marine communications; there is no evidence that anyone at that
time envisaged any other use for wireless telegraphy. It is also worth
noting that the physical assets transferred by MWT to CMC under the
1903 agreement were nominally valued at $100,000, so that the payment
to MWT for patents and other rights amounted to $3,200,000 in the
form of stock and seem, therefore, to have been regarded as the principal
asset of the new company. However, although these were a wasting
asset, no action was taken to write them down on the books until 1919.
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Over the next few days, Mssrs. Payne, Osborne, Barwick and Greenshields
resigned, and were replaced by Mssrs. J.D.Oppe, A. Allen, R. Forget,
and Col. F.C. Henshaw. In addition, J.D. Oppe was appointed General
Manager. At a General Meeting of Shareholders on January 10, 1903,
900,000 shares were represented, as follows: 560,000 MWT, England;
339,920 W.R. Green; and the balance by the Directors. At the meeting,
Guglielmo Marconi was appointed Vice-President, and his salary established
at $2,500 per annum. Two days later, the Company’s offices were established
at 1724 Notre Dame Street East in Montreal.
For a number of years, MWT had been in a dominant position in
wireless telegraphy and hoped to establish a world-wide monopoly. Marconi’s
first patent had been issued in 1896 and he had obtained a number of
others during the next three or four years. All of these now seem very
primitive indeed, for in none of them is there any evidence that Marconi
was aware of the principle of resonance, which is fundamental to the
whole radio art. In fact it was not until the publication of his famous
patent number 7777 in April 1900 that the use of this principle was disclosed.
This patent, however, greatly strengthened Marconi’s position and must
have encouraged him and his associates in their ambitions for world monopoly.
They had set up the American Marconi Company in 1899 and other subsidiaries
in Belgium, France, Russia, Spain, and several other countries before
1910. They had acquired by contract with Lloyd’s the right to set up
wireless stations, for communications with ships, in any of the signal
stations of Lloyd’s world-wide network and pursued a vigorous policy of
constructing coastal stations, at the same time that they were equipping
ships. During the early years they discouraged competition, particularly
from Germany, by forbidding their coast stations to communicate with
ships not equipped with Marconi equipment. The first real obstacle in
this march towards monopoly occurred in 1906 when the Berlin Convention
was ratified, requiring free interchange of wireless messages irrespective
of the systems employed.
By a special act of Parliament, The Marconi Wireless Telegraph Company
of Canada, Limited was granted a Dominion Charter on August 13, 1903,
without any change in name. The books were closed for the first time as
at January 31st, 1904, showing a deficit of $33,125. This represented
expenses incurred at Montreal and Glace Bay, as no revenue was earned
during that period. Annual financial results from this time forward until
1947 are shown below in Table 1.
2. The Beginning of the Commercial Era
On May 13th, 1904, the first contract for construction and operation
of coast stations was entered into with the Canadian Government. This
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Table 1. Canadian Marconi Company - Financial Statements

Cal
Year
1903
1904
1905
1906
1907
1908
1909
1910
1911
1912
1913
1914
1915
1916
1917
1918
1919
1920
1921
1922
1923
1924
1925
1926
1927
1928
1929
1930
1931
1932
1933
1934
1935
1936
1937
1938
1939
1940
1941
1942
1943
1944
1945
1946
1947

NetProfit
Fisc Yr End
(Loss)
Jan311904
($33,125.26)
Jan311905
($36,199.26)
Jan311906
($3,195.69)
Jan311907
($55,583.23)
Jan311908 ($117,023.86)
Jan311909
($73,968.75)
Jan311910
($42,833.38)
Jan311911
($45,076.61)
Jan311912
($5,467.33)
Jan311913
$62.11
Jan311914
$7,158.62
Jan311915
$50,020.11
Jan311916
$110,226.06
Jan311917
$104,929.45
Dec311917
$114,953.09
Dec311918
$138,647.98
Dec311919
$102,130.84
Dec311920
$69,906.38
Dec311921
$12,253.31
Dec311922
$22,251.36
Dec311923
($39,144.73)
Dec311924
($42,510.70)
Dec311925
$37,984.20
Dec311926
$24,362.71
Dec311927
$46,555.55
Dec311928
$181,590.97
Dec311929
$162,806.53
Dec311930
$13,441.00
Dec311931
($98,651.29)
Dec311932 ($188,085.96)
Dec311933 ($173,523.98)
Dec311934
$60,386.78
Dec311935
$96,159.98
Dec311936
$189,316.15
Dec311937
$268,376.96
Dec311938
$335,914.92
Dec311939
$278,030.17
Dec311940
$493,763.06
Dec311941
$572,209.40
Dec311942
$329,959.35
Dec311943
$180,639.02
Dec311944
$198,709.66
Dec311945
$197,605.26
Dec311946
($25,947.41)
Dec311947
$67,872.12

“Net Worth”
$5,030,292.87
$5,137,256.63
$5,274,122.70
$5,398,260.76
$5,536,968.05
$5,622,824.48
$5,733,183.60
$5,838,272.94
$5,441,681.00
$5,573,959.50
$5,707,753.95
$5,743,866.63
$5,808,083.63
?
$5,947,019.92
$6,024,336.94
$3,817,621.17
$6,394,727.36
$6,424,737.64
$6,841,044.31
$7,112,959.59
$3,579,939.51
$4,224,876.23
$4,338,089.59
$4,888,692.34
$5,062,135.76
$5,212,987.28
$5,281,582.52
$5,148,492.24
$5,083,972.80
$4,955,957.14
$4,794,809.69
$4,830,929.76
$5,004,606.21
$5,379,282.56
$5,508,104.49
$5,815,337.24
$6,229,730.70
$7,602,464.37
$10,964,593.04
$12,276,602.58
$10,938,781.54
$8,389,846.99
$8,459,697.10
$9,105,812.73
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No.
Auth
5000000
5000000
5000000
5000000
5000000
5000000
5000000
5000000
5000000
5000000
5000000
5000000
5000000
5000000
5000000
5000000
1500000
3000000
3000000
3000000
3000000
7500000
7500000
7500000
7500000
7500000
7500000
7500000
7500000
7500000
7500000
7500000
7500000
7500000
7500000
7500000
7500000
7500000
7500000
7500000
7500000
7500000
7500000
7500000
7500000

Capital Stock
Par Total Value
Value
Auth
$1.00 $5,000,000
$1.00 $5,000,000
$1.00 $5,000,000
$1.00 $5,000,000
$1.00 $5,000,000
$1.00 $5,000,000
$1.00 $5,000,000
$1.00 $5,000,000
$1.00 $5,000,000
$1.00 $5,000,000
$1.00 $5,000,000
$1.00 $5,000,000
$1.00 $5,000,000
$1.00 $5,000,000
$1.00 $5,000,000
$1.00 $5,000,000
$2.50 $3,750,000
$2.50 $7,500,000
$2.50 $7,500,000
$2.50 $7,500,000
$2.50 $7,500,000
$1.00 $7,500,000
$1.00 $7,500,000
$1.00 $7,500,000
$1.00 $7,500,000
$1.00 $7,500,000
$1.00 $7,500,000
$1.00 $7,500,000
$1.00 $7,500,000
$1.00 $7,500,000
$1.00 $7,500,000
$1.00 $7,500,000
$1.00 $7,500,000
$1.00 $7,500,000
$1.00 $7,500,000
$1.00 $7,500,000
$1.00 $7,500,000
$1.00 $7,500,000
$1.00 $7,500,000
$1.00 $7,500,000
$1.00 $7,500,000
$1.00 $7,500,000
$1.00 $7,500,000
$1.00 $7,500,000
$1.00 $7,500,000

Issued
$5,000,000
$5,000,000
$5,000,000
$5,000,000
$5,000,000
$5,000,000
$5,000,000
$5,000,000
$5,000,000
$5,000,000
$5,000,000
$5,000,000
$5,000,000
$5,000,000
$5,000,000
$5,000,000
$2,500,000
$5,500,000
$5,525,000
$6,000,000
$6,300,000
$2,520,000
$3,380,642
$3,380,642
$4,504,682
$4,554,682
$4,554,682
$4,554,682
$4,554,682
$4,554,682
$4,554,682
$4,554,682
$4,554,682
$4,554,682
$4,554,682
$4,554,682
$4,554,682
$4,554,682
$4,554,682
$4,554,682
$4,554,682
$4,554,682
$4,554,682
$4,554,682
$4,554,682

called for stations to be erected at Belle Isle, Point Amour, Heath Point,
Fame Point, and Cape Race, these stations to be owned by the Canadian
Government but operated and maintained by CMC. In addition, CMC
agreed to erect, at its own expense, a station on Sable Island and one on
the mainland; on August 12, Cape Ray was added to the Government
stations.
In an attempt to produce more consistent reception, the power of the
Glace Bay station was increased to 150-kilowatts and the wavelength
was changed to 3660 meters. In addition, 24 lattice towers were erected,
(at a cost of over $62,000) to support a “square cone” of 400 copper
wires, so constructed that all or part of the complete system could be
utilized at any one time (Figures 3, 4 and 5). Great difficulties were still
experienced, however, in establishing a reliable trans-Atlantic radio service,
and it was soon realized that mere increases in power and antenna size
would not overcome these problems. Attempts to establish the service
were therefore curtailed until the technology was equal to the task. A
new site for the Glace Bay station was purchased for $7,386 at Port
Morien, six miles from the original site at Table Head, as the latter
could not accommodate the larger antenna system required for trans-Atlantic
communication. This new site (still referred to as Glace Bay) had an
area of over 600 acres, or approximately one square mile, allowing the
construction of an antenna consisting of 200 wires stretched out in an
umbrella shape and anchored to supports forming a circle with a diameter
of almost half a mile. By 1906, the station had cost some $150,000;
since revenues for the year were a mere $150, these funds were borrowed
from MWT in England.

Figure 3.
Erecting
lattice
towers at
Glace Bay.
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Figure 4. Glace Bay tower construction.

Figure 5. Marconi Wireless Station, Glace Bay, before the move to Port
Morien.
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During 1905, additional coast stations were constructed, operated
and maintained on behalf of the Canadian Government. Stations were
built by the Company at Sable Island and Halifax at a total cost of
approximately $15,500. There was also a temporary (summer) station at
Whittle Rocks on the north coast of the St Lawrence River, which formed
part of a chain to Flame Point. Ships tolls revenues for the year were
some $1,403.55.
During the period 1906-1908, the history of the Company is one of
continual improvement of the facilities at Glace Bay and the construction
of additional stations on the East Coast on behalf of the Canadian Government.
An increasing number of vessels were being fitted with the Marconi
system at this time, many of which were in communication with the
stations that had been established on the East Coast. Ships tolls revenues
for 1906 were $7,339.82.
The Marconi Company in Canada, 1906
When I arrived at the station in Glace Bay I was told that the manager, Mr.
Vyvyan, had not yet arrived and I was advised to proceed down the drive to
his residence. About half way I met a young man in tennis flannels and asked
him if I was going in the right direction to see Mr. Vyvyan. He told me that Mr.
Vyvyan was on his way to the station and I would meet him on his way. I also
asked if there was any likelihood of a vacancy at the station. He was most
polite and helpful and then went on his way. In about fifteen minutes I met Mr.
Vyvyan and told him the reason for my visit. Mr Vyvyan surprised me by saying,
“I see you have already met our Mr. Marconi.” I was really staggered to hear
this and on giving Mr. Vyvyan a brief outline of my studies and working life to
date he promised to send me notice as soon as he had a suitable vacancy.
Several months later I received a message requiring me to report at the station.
This I did and was employed to assist Mr. A. Warren in the machine shop.
This was a few weeks before the news was received at the station of the
death of Edward VII in England.
From unpublished recollections of William Appleton, MBE, former CMC
employee.

In 1907, a new station was built by MWT at Clifden in Ireland,
operating on a wavelength of 6,666 meters, and by February, 1908 an
unlimited service between Clifden and Glace Bay had been established
(Figure 6). At year’s end, the Company owned stations at Cape Sable,
North Sydney, Pictou, Three Rivers, Sable Island, and Halifax, in addition
to the Glace Bay station. For the first time, Glace Bay is shown as
making a contribution to the income side of the ledger, with revenues for
the year of $2,012 for trans-Atlantic traffic and $433 from manufacturing.
In 1908, these revenues rose to a total of $7,875, including $5,846 for
trans-Atlantic tolls and $1,700 for ship tolls.
In 1909, CMC opened its first Montreal workshop, on Delorimier
Street, for the manufacture of apparatus used on low-power stations and
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Figure 6. Glace Bay, October 1907, L.R. Johnston is the operator.

as a repair depot (Figure 7). In August, the operating house at Glace Bay
was destroyed by fire, necessitating the cancellation of the trans-Atlantic
service until April 23, 1910. However, this disaster gave the Company
an opportunity to re-design the station building and to introduce modern
equipment for long-distance wireless telegraphy, including the replacement
of the alternating current supply with a direct current supply derived
from a massive storage battery and a huge air condenser.
By the end of the year, CMC was operating 26 coast stations, 15 of
which were owned by the Canadian Government, five by the Newfoundland
Government, and the remaining six by the Company. On all
Government-owned stations, CMC received a yearly subsidy and also
retained the traffic tolls, which amounted to $36,100 for the year ended
January 31, 1910.
By the end of 1910, 29 stations in Canada and Newfoundland were
owned or controlled by CMC, including the one at Camperdown, Nova
Scotia, pictured here (Figure 8). At year end, the Marconi system had
been installed on 536 vessels, of which 223 were large passenger steamers
regularly plying the North Atlantic route and communicating with stations
controlled by the Company “for up to three days before arriving at and
after leaving port.” Traffic receipts for fiscal 1910 amounted to $42,630.
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Figure 7. CMC first factory on Delorimier Street in Montreal.

One morning I was awakened by the sound of falling buildings and I saw
that the transmitting house was fiercely ablaze. All hands including the staff
were quickly on the spot but the water supply and extinguishers were unable
to cope. In the spark room were several tanks containing hundreds of gallons
of insulating oil, in addition to oil filled transformers. All that was left of the
station was the power house and machine shop, which were about 200 yards
from the fire. Practically nothing was salvaged.
After this there was nothing to be done except get busy with ordering new
machines and making new transmitting apparatus. The engineering staff together
with Warren and myself were kept busy almost 20 hours a day seven days a
week for several months. I often managed to get a couple of hours sleep upon
a 20” wide engine belt in the power house. A new system of producing high
frequency energy was adopted which included 6,600 large accumulators in
series which were charged from a group of 5,000 volt DC generators at 15amps initial rate.
It was on one Good Friday that forty labourers plus all the staff including
Mr. Marconi himself were assembled early to begin the filling of the cells. Every
available acid proof utensil was commandeered and work commenced. About
20,000 gallons of acid were used up and many were spilled over our clothing
and shoes by the end of the day. Most of the clothing had to be scrapped.
During these operations, all suffered intensely from the irritation caused by
the acid and the fumes. The language of most would have caused another fire
but Mr. Marconi was able and did express his feelings in his native Italian.
From unpublished recollections of William Appleton, MBE, former CMC employee.
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Figure 8. Camperdown, Nova Scotia, Marconi Wireless Station.

The development of the Marconi System through the Great Lakes
was started in 1910 with the establishment of a station at Port Arthur,
Ontario, and the equipping of three vessels.
On February 21, 1911 a sweeping decision entirely in favour of
MWT was given in the High Court of Justice, London, England. In the
case of MWT versus the British Radio Telegraph and Telephone Company
Limited, the latter were adjudged infringers upon the Marconi’s famous
patent 7777, which covered the principle of resonance, essential to the
efficient operation of any wireless telegraph station. This decision was
very important, as it greatly strengthened the position of the Marconi
companies throughout the world and enabled them to retain a virtual
monopoly on wireless telegraphy.
Another important event in 1911 was the signing of an agreement,
dated April 5th, between the Company and the Canadian Government,
which superseded and replaced all previous agreements and contracts and
established the basis of operation for all Coast Stations operated by CMC.
This agreement provided that CMC would be paid specified fixed subsidies,
and in addition, would be entitled to retain all Coastal Station traffic tolls.
The contract also provided that, in consideration of the payment which
had been made by the Government under the 1902 agreement with MWT,
CMC would not charge more than ten cents per word for commercial
traffic and five cents per word for Press traffic handled through the Glace
Bay station. In addition, no charge was to be made to the Government for
messages handled through any of the Coast Stations operated by CMC.
The contract was to remain in force for 20 years and provided for payment
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of full subsidies for the first 10 years and for a reduction in subsidies at
the rate of 10% per annum over the second 10 years.
By the end of 1911, the Company was involved in the operation of
some 33 shore stations. It was in 1911 that the plan to erect a chain of
long-distance wireless telegraph stations “to girdle the earth” was first
announced. Under a contract between the British Government and Marconi’s
Wireless Telegraph Company, the latter was to receive $300,000 for
each station, exclusive of sites, foundations, and buildings, plus 10% of
the gross receipts for all stations for a term of 28 years. As it turned
out, however, it was to be a considerable period of time before the plan
was actually realized. Also in 1911, the Marconi Wireless Telegraph
Company of America absorbed the United Wireless Telegraph Company,
which had been a fierce competitor in certain areas. A number of steamers
of Canadian register, formerly operated by United, consequently came
under the control of the Company.
Over the previous few years, the trans-Atlantic business of the Company
had been subject to very strong competition from the land telegraph
companies of Canada and the US, all of which were affiliated with various
cable companies. An agreement with the Western Union and Great
North Western Telegraph companies, signed in 1911, provided for their
handling trans-Atlantic Marconigrams, and for the acceptance and delivery
by the telegraph companies lines, offices, and messengers on the same
terms as those enjoyed by the cable companies. This agreement, together
with an anticipated increase in capacity, was expected to greatly augment
revenues from trans-Atlantic traffic.
Early in 1911, the Company, to some extent as a result of Government
urging, announced its intention to establish a chain of stations along the
Great Lakes to link the existing stations at Montreal and Port Arthur. A
draft agreement was prepared, under which the Company was to equip
and operate four stations, receiving from the Government the sum of
$3,500 per year per station, in addition to retaining 85% of the traffic
receipts. A further five stations were identified as being required to
complete the chain, and these were to be operated under the same terms
after they were completed. On September 7th, 1912, the agreement was
signed under which the Company agreed to maintain and operate eight
stations on the Great Lakes on behalf of the Canadian Government,
including those at Midland and Point Edward shown here in Figures 9
and 10.
At the end of the year, the Company had contracts for the installation
of Marconi apparatus on a total of 44 vessels, including 12 Great Lakes
vessels, ten steamers on the Atlantic coast, 11 on the Pacific coast under
Company control, three trans-Pacific steamers controlled on behalf of
the Marconi International Marine Co., and a further four operated on
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Figure 9. Operating room, Marconi Station at Port Edward, Ontario.

Figure 10. Marconi Station at Midland, Ontario, showing switchboard in
foreground.
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behalf of affiliated companies. A standard contract at that time was for
a period of five years. A small CMC marine set of the time is shown in
Figures 11 and 12.
Traffic receipts for ship-to-shore and inter-station business continued
to increase, and the total for the year amounted to $52,322. The capacity
of the Glace Bay station was increased, and it was decided to erect a
duplex receiving station at that location. The total receipts for the year
for trans-Atlantic traffic amounted to $44,950.

Figure11. 1/4-kW
marine set, front
view.

Figure 12. 1/4-kW
marine set, side view.
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The contract providing for the erection of a chain of long-distance
wireless telegraph stations to girdle the earth was ratified in 1913, sites
were selected, and construction began. Then came World War I, with
strict Government control of all communications, and work on the project
was suspended.
Early on Sunday morning, April 14th, 1912, normal communication
was established by the CMC station at Cape Race with the S.S. Titanic,
which was then 800 miles to the east. All was normal until 12:25 a.m.
on April 15th, when a distress signal was received from the Titanic
indicating that she had struck an iceberg and was in serious danger.
Messages were immediately sent from Cape Race to other ships within
range, several of which indicated that they were altering course and
proceeding to the scene. The station also telegraphed the ship’s owners
at New York, Liverpool, and Southampton and within half an hour telegrams
began pouring in from many distant points requesting more information.
Indeed, Cape Race was the only Coast Station that handled ship-to-shore
communications in the
early stages of the
disaster. This disaster
brought to the attention
of the world the great
advantage of wireless
communication and
provided a marked
impetus
for
its
development over the
next few years.
The CMC annual
report for the period
ended January 31, 1914
states that the business
done under contract with
the Canadian and

Figure 13. Condenser
house, Glace Bay,
May, 1912.
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Figure 14. Operating table, Glace Bay.

Newfoundland Governments had expanded “satisfactorily,” but that ship
traffic receipts had been seriously interfered with by the destruction of
the operating house at the Cape Ray Station by fire on May 5. Despite the
establishment of a temporary station within two days of the fire, it was
not until September 30 that a full commercial service was resumed. Inside
views of the Glace Bay station of the period are shown in Figures 13 and
14.
Until 1913, both Glace Bay and Clifden trans-Atlantic stations had
operated on a simplex basis, that is, neither station could send and receive
at the same time. In the latter part of that year, duplex systems allowing
simultaneous reception and transmission were instituted, but the proximity
of the receiving and transmitting stations caused insurmountable problems
due to interference. This was a serious drawback, as introduction of the

Figure 15. Marconi Receiving Station at Louisbourg, Nova Scotia.
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duplex system would have doubled the capacity of each station, and thus
allowed much greater revenues. By early 1914, both Clifden and Glace
Bay had solved this problem by the simple expedient of moving their
receiver sites 25 miles from the transmitting stations, the Clifden receiver
station being located in Letterfrack, and the Glace Bay receiver station
at Louisbourg (Figure 15). The extra space also permitted the installation
of directive aerials that gave optimum reception in the direction of the
distant station and reduced interference from the local station to a minimum.
In November 1913, a great blizzard occurred and the eight coastal
stations then established on the Great Lakes, including the Sarnia station
that had been opened in February of that year, played a major role in
providing assistance to navigation. In recognition of the efforts of the
CMC employees on these stations, several of the Officers-in-Charge
received medals from United States ship owners.
Under a contract with the Department of Railways awarded in 1912,
communication was established in 1913 between two new high-power
stations at La Pas, Manitoba, and Hudson’s Bay. However, completion
of these stations was delayed due to lack of transportation facilities,
and they were not finished until the following year. Figure 16 shows a
station building at Port Nelson, Hudson’s Bay, and Figure 17 a more
detailed view of one of the 350
ft. steel towers. Figure 18 shows
the receiving room.
As a result of the aftermath
of the Titanic disaster in 1912, the
Maritime nations of the world
passed regulations requiring all ships
of certain classes to carry wireless
equipment. This led to a period
of expansion, and by 1913 MIMCo
had secured or was negotiating for
concessions in more than 20 foreign
countries. In addition, Government
statistics for 1912 show that fully
90 of a total of 93 vessels of
Canadian registry were equipped
with the Marconi system.

Figure 16. Marconi Station, Port
Nelson, Hudson’s Bay.
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Figure 17. One of the 350’ steel
aerial masts at Port Nelson.

World War I brought all normal
commercial wireless development
to a halt, but it also greatly stimulated
the development of the vacuum tube,
whose use and further development
after the war was to transform the
world of wireless into the world
of radio. It seems, however, from
the events that occurred shortly after
the war, that the minds of the leading
men in the wireless business were
still pre-occupied with its principal
function of trans-oceanic and
maritime communications.
The war also created a
demand for new ships, and
large numbers of vessels were
constructed in Canada for both the
British and Canadian Governments.
Government regulations required all
these vessels to be equipped with wireless apparatus, with the result that
the Company had to substantially increase production in order to meet
the higher demand.

Figure 18. Receiving Room, Port Nelson.
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There was a net profit of $50,020 for 1914. In addition, claims
were submitted to the naval authorities to compensate for the loss of
revenues from the coastal stations. Branch offices and stores were opened
in Toronto and Vancouver, and a well-equipped, three-story factory with
excellent shipping facilities was established in Montreal on Rodney Street
(Figures 19 and 20). The office facilities were moved at about the same
time to Room 507 of the Shaughnessy Building at 137 McGill Street.

Figure 19. Works Department, Rodney St., Montreal, 1914, showing
a Tuner type 843 at the left side in the foreground

Figure 20.
Marconi staff,
Rodney St.
Works, early
1915.
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Coastal stations at Port Burwell, Toronto, and Kingston were formally
commissioned in February, 1914. The Kingston station was fairly typical
of these, having a “standard” 5.5-kilowatt disc transmitter built by CMC,
an earthing network of some 2000 feet of copper netting, and three-section
antenna masts 185 feet high. The system had a nominal wavelength of
600 meters, but transmissions varied from 600 to 1600 meters, and reception
from 300 to 3000 meters. Receiving equipment included both a Marconi
“Maggie” magnetic detector and a carborundum crystal detector (Figures
21, 22 and 23). At the Cape Race station, the 160-ft. wooden spar
masts were replaced with 250-ft. steel ones, greatly increasing the range
of the station.
During the war years, traffic to and from ships was adversely affected
by the severe censorship which was imposed, the general dislocation of
passenger traffic, and the placing of important stations at the disposal of
the Government. There were, however, important gains in the volume
of trans-Atlantic traffic, and the over-all result of operations for these
years showed considerable improvement with profits being earned each
year from 1914 to 1918 inclusive.

Figure 22. Operating Table, Marconi
Figure 21. Transmitting Room,
Marconi Station, Kingston, Ontario. Station, Kingston.
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Figure 23. Close-up of Tuner type 843, Marconi Station, Kingston.

In 1915, a school of instruction for operators was established in
Montreal under the direct control of the Company, and equipped with
the latest apparatus (Figure 24). In this year a Marine Depot was also
established in St. John’s, Newfoundland.
In 1917, there was an increase in the number of vessels of the Canadian
Mercantile Marine equipped with Marconi apparatus. This increased
the revenues from rental contracts and also from ship tolls. During this

Figure 24. Darby Coats instructing at the school for operators in
Montreal.
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year, also, the Company purchased the building that it partially occupied
at 173 William Street, Montreal, and equipped it with modern apparatus
(Figure 25). Later, the factory on Rodney Street was closed and all
operations were transferred to the William Street premises.
On August 4th, 1917, the Company’s trans-Atlantic stations at Glace
Bay and Louisbourg were closed to public service by order of the British
Admiralty. Claims were rendered against the British Government for
loss of revenue incurred by this suspension of service. In the same year,
a basis of settlement for the two-year period ending 31 July, 1917, was
arrived at with the Canadian Government in compensation for the closing
down of certain East Coast stations. Following the signing of the armistice
in 1918, these restrictions were gradually lifted and, as of December 2,
1918, the stations were allowed to re-open and handle Press and Government
traffic; authority from the Admiralty to accept commercial messages,
however, was not received until March 10, 1919.
During 1917, 122 vessels were fitted, despite difficulty in obtaining
some parts (notably motor-generators which had previously been imported
and which the Company then decided to manufacture itself).

Figure 25. William St. Factory. Experimental broadcast station XWA was
later installed in the top left corner.
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I first became interested in radio only after I had been given a job by Marconi’s
Wireless Telegraph Company of Canada Limited, which began on January
13, 1919. It has to be appreciated that at that time there was no radio broadcasting,
and hence amateur work was limited to a relatively small group who were
concerned with radio-telegraphy. However, very soon after I joined the company,
broadcasting commenced and my interest, and that of most other technically
minded people began at that stage; confined of course to the various forms of
crystal receiving sets at the beginning.
I joined the company as an engineering apprentice for a 5 year term. The
idea being that during that term the apprentice would be trained in very nearly
all, if not all, of the technical sides of the business. I started in the shop and
spent the better part of two years there. During that time we were given courses
in radio telegraph operating, in rigging of masts and aerials, splicing of ropes
and a number of other things of that kind. Later we were introduced to test
work now called quality control, and of course there was a very great deal of
installation work to be done on ships and on coast stations. I applied to the
company for a leave of absence to attend university beginning in the Fall of
1920. The university program and the apprenticeship worked very well together,
and thus I spent four Winters at the university and was more or less guaranteed
a summer job. I know of no other apprentices in this company who at the
same time studied engineering at the university.
I might say that at the very beginning the rate for an apprentice was $30.00
a month with no fringe benefits except a two week vacation and a 60 hour
week. Later this was changed to a 55 hour week, and we felt a very great
sense of progress indeed having Saturday afternoon off.
Unpublished recollections of S.M. Finlayson, CMC President from 1951 to
1964.

3. The Broadcasting Era
CMC’s earliest experiments with radio-telephony were conducted
by Mr. Arthur Runciman in 1919. A 500-volt battery was set up on a
truck and a “Captain Round” type transmitter tube (Tyne, 1977, Chapter
11) was connected to an antenna on the roof. Tests indicated a range of
3 or 4 miles, but in later experiments, with the transmitter set up on
Tarte Pier, wireless operator Harris aboard the ice-breaker “Lady Grey”
30 miles down river from Montreal reported very good reception.
These tests were preliminary to the installation of a 500-Watt transmitter
imported from the MWT factory in the United Kingdom, and designed
to permit continuous-wave wireless telegraphy, buzzer-modulated wireless
telegraphy, or radio-telegraphy (Figure 26). Using this equipment, Canadian
Marconi initiated broadcasting of the human voice and music in Canada.
Test programs were carried out by the Company from its premises on
William Street in Montreal on a wave length of 1200 meters, using the
call sign XWA. The first programs were quite amateur affairs, consisting
of gramophone records, news items, and weather reports, with the announcing
done by CMC employees. There was no schedule at this time, and no
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proper studio. In fact, the very first broadcasts were made from a laboratory.
It is difficult to say just how large the audiences were for these transmissions,
though they certainly grew rapidly as the new ‘fad’ of radio caught on.
Certainly the first listeners were radio amateurs rather than the general
public, for the latter had not yet been seized by the new medium and had
no idea of how to operate the complicated apparatus.
Much has been written about which station should receive credit for
being the one to initiate broadcasting in North America, with KDKA in
Pittsburgh usually being given the distinction by American sources and
XWA being quoted by Canadian historians. The matter is unlikely to be
solved definitively, however, since it hinges on a definition of what
could be considered “broadcasting” at that time. Both the Canadian,
Reginald Fessenden (in 1906), and the American, Lee de Forest made
“broadcasts” that far predated any formal station. These are generally
discounted, however, since they were experimental and unscheduled.
By 1919-1920, both XWA and KDKA were making test transmissions,
but it does appear that XWA was the first to broadcast regular, scheduled
programs.
This commencement of broadcasting created a great deal of interest
and opened up a new era in the field of advertising, although the full
significance of this new medium was not realized at the time. It also

Figure 26. 500-Watt
cabinet set imported
from MWT factory at
Chelmsford, England,
and used at the
experimental station
XWA in Montreal.
Source: Manitoba
Calling, 1940, Vol. IV,
No. 9, Page 8)
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created new fields of activity for CMC in the manufacture of both
receiving and transmitting apparatus. Most of the early stations - including
XWA - were owned by manufacturers of radio equipment, who developed
test transmissions into scheduled programming so that purchasers of
their products would have something to listen to! Later, when the idea
of sponsorship - and therefore of advertising - caught on, it produced
revenue that could be used for the production of better programs than
individual apparatus manufacturing companies could afford.
The first days of station XWA
Coats delivered a series of his reminiscences as broadcasts in Winnipeg.
They were later reprinted in Manitoba Calling, the station bulletin. One such
broadcast included the following:The transmitter had been shipped early in 1919 from Marconi’s works in
Chelmsford, Essex, England. In Montreal the radio studio was a whitewashed
room on the top floor of a radio factory building on William Street. The radio
set was in a vertical teak box that looked something like a piano. An engineer
came up the stairs from the main floor where he had started a motor-generator
which was to supply current to the wireless telephone. He entered this bare
room which was the first Canadian radio studio and threw a switch. Three
tubes lit up, not glowing dimly but shining with the brilliance of electric light.
There was a pause of a few minutes to allow the tubes to become thoroughly
warmed and ready for action. Then the engineer picked up the microphone,
which looked much like a common telephone mouthpiece of that time. He
held it close to his lips and spoke—thus: “Hello! Hello! This is wireless telephone
station XWA at Montreal. Hello! Hello! How are you getting this? Is it clear? Is
the modulation O.K.? XWA at Montreal is changing over”.
The expression “changing over” meant he was ready to receive. There
would have been maybe a few dozen people in Montreal at the time who
were equipped to hear the transmission and understand it. The engineer was
communicating with some other station operator with whom he was conducting
his experiments. These first tests were on 1,200 metres (250 KHz.). Most
radio traffic in 1919 was in c.w. so that the early days of voice transmissions
were welcomed as a novelty. Soon the company inaugurated hour-long daily
broadcasts, some of which were conducted by Coats. Some of the earliest
broadcasts had been conducted by Jack Argyle, radio engineer, and J.O.G.
Cann, chief engineer of CMC.
Radio programs began with the addition of music to speech at the microphone.
In the beginning, the terse sentences of the engineers, thrilling as they were
to experimenters, had little to interest the public, to whom they were trying to
sell receiving sets. The engineers too, ran out of breath and grew tired of
repeating the alphabet and saying “ninety-nine”. Probably personal convenience
persuaded them to do less talking and fill the intervals of testing by playing
phonograph records. In the interests of economy, the company refrained from
buying a phonograph. Instead they asked the proprietor of a music store on
Ste. Catherine West to lend them an instrument and records in return for
suitable acknowledgements on the air. Thus the first “sponsored” programs
from Canada went into the hitherto undefiled ether around Montreal.
Adapted from Coats, D.R.P. Adventures in Radio – 14 & 15. In D.R.P. Coats
(Ed.) Manitoba Calling , Vol. IV, Nos. 10 & 11, 1940.
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Figure 27. Front
page of Scientific
Experimenter
Limited catalog
dated March 1,
1921.

During the Fall of 1919, CMC decided to sell wireless apparatus to
amateurs, and a separate company, Scientific Experimenter Limited, was
formed for that purpose. Its headquarters were first located at CMC
headquarters at 11 St. Sacrament St., and then, in 1922, at 33 McGill
College Avenue in Montreal (Figure 27).
In parallel with their experimental broadcasting, CMC engineers were
designing prototype receivers that were meant for the amateur market.
One of these was a receiver using type V24 valves, made in England.
The basic design was the same as the “C” set introduced later (in 1921),
consisting of a detector and amplifier. A passive tuner would have preceded
the detector (see Figures 28 and 29).
Another apparent prototype was the “Arcon Junior”. The name was
formed by leaving the letters M and I off the name “Marconi”. (For
many years, the cable code for the company was also “Arcon.”) This
receiver was possibly offered for public sale, although only one example
is known to exist. It is located in the Canada Science and Technology
Museum in Ottawa (Figure 30).
Still in the prototype stage of amateur receiver development, CMC
produced the Type 55A consisting of 6 stages of radio-frequency amplification
(V-24 valves) followed by a detector (Q valve), shown in Figure 31.
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Figure 28. Early prototype detector
using a Marconi V24 valve.

Figure 29. Early prototype amplifier
using two V24 valves.

Figure 30. “Arcon Junior” prototype receiving set.

The next photo shows a Type 55A amplifier and an unknown device,
probably an amplifier, the combination driving a Magnavox R-1 loudspeaker
(Figure 32). The equipment is displayed in someone’s garden, and the
photo is dated 1920.
The first commercially produced amateur receiver was identified as
the “C” set, and was first offered in 1921. It consisted of three separate
boxes, a passive tuner, a detector, and a 2-tube amplifier (Figure 33). A
separate power amplifier was also available. This set used the more readily
available (in North America at least) UV-200 and UV-201 tubes. In March
of 1921, Scientific Experimenter Limited offered only the British Marconi
Q and V24 receiving valves. By the following year they listed UV-200
and UV-201 receiving tubes and not Q and V24 types. They also listed
UV-202 and UV-203 transmitting tubes.
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Figure 31.
Type 55A amplifier.

Figure 32.
Experimental
combination of type
55A amplifier/
detector, a
presumed audio
amplifier of unknown
type, and a
Magnavox model
R-1 horn speaker.

Figure 33. Marconi “C” set.
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In 1922 they also offered two crystal sets, one had a vertically mounted
coil with 3 sliders and the detector on top (Figure 34), and the other was
a receiving set with variometer tuning that was intended to be coupled to
the “C” set detector and amplifier (Figure 35). It also bears a striking
resemblance to the AMRAD model 2575. As a result of objections from
dealers and distributors, presumably because they paid less than wholesale
prices and were seen as unfair competition, the operation of Scientific
Experimenter Limited was discontinued in 1924.

Figure 34. Marconi crystal
receiver, catalog #139,
Scientific Experimenter
Limited.

Figure 35. Marconi crystal
receiver, catalog #138,
Scientific Experimenter
Limited (replica by Robert
Murray).
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At about this time, G. Marconi came to America to negotiate with
General Electric for the exclusive world-wide rights to the new high-frequency
alternator developed by Alexanderson. The negotiations were progressing
favourably when the U.S. Navy intervened and blocked them. The Navy
had come to believe that it was not in the best interests of the United States
to permit a foreign-controlled corporation to control all its external
communications by wireless and, in October 1919, they were able to bring
about the formation of the Radio Corporation of America (RCA).
RCA was formed through the co-operation of a number of American
companies that had interests in wireless, the principal ones being General
Electric, AT&T, Westinghouse, and Western Electric. All these companies
agreed to pool their wireless patents for the purpose of licensing each
one to operate within its own exclusive area of activity. General Electric
was the principal shareholder in the new company and entered into an
agreement with it which ran until January 1, 1945. This agreement transferred
to RCA an exclusive world-wide license, except for Canada, for all inventions
and patents for radio purposes which General Electric then owned or
might acquire during the term of the agreement.
In the meantime, negotiations were underway between General Electric
and MWT regarding the takeover of American Marconi Company and its
incorporation into RCA. MWT’s position was primarily aimed at protecting
its interests in the British Empire and certain concerns in South America.
Negotiators for General Electric, on behalf of the as then unregistered
RCA, were attempting to widen as much as possible their control to give
them a world-wide marketing base. Canada was a special problem in
these negotiations, as neither side wished to allow the other control in an
area that was at the same time part of the British Empire and in such
close proximity to the United States. At one point during these discussions,
it was proposed that RCA take an equity position in CMC, but this was
not pursued.
On November 21st, 1919, an agreement was finally concluded between
RCA and MWT, running until January 1st, 1945. (RCA had, in the
meantime, become duly registered in the state of Delaware.) British Marconi
was to retain exclusive rights in countries of the British Empire, except
for Canada where a special agreement was to be drawn up under which
Canadian radio stations would be restricted to Canadian business. This
agreement gave RCA an opportunity to acquire a substantial interest in
CMC should it so desire. RCA was to hold similar rights for most countries
in the Western hemisphere, and the rest of the world was to be treated on
a competitive basis. At the same time, the parties to the agreement expressed
their intention that RCA would execute an agreement with CMC concerning
traffic arrangements and patents, but no evidence has been found that
this agreement was ever completed.
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Perhaps I should intervene at this point to make quite clear that in those
days one of the most serious problems that design engineers and people in
the factory had to contend with, was the lack of materials. When I refer to
lack of materials I am of course thinking of the fact that we had as insulators
really only four things: One was fiberboard which is very hydroscopic and
hence unreliable as an insulator and it develops all sorts of warps and twists
which is very bad from a mechanical point of view. The second was hard
rubber which flows under pressure and hence, if you for example tightened
up some terminal tonight, tomorrow it will be quite loose again. The third
was slate, which was certainly firm, durable and that sort of thing but also
very heavy and somewhat awkward to handle. And then finally we had various
forms of porcelain insulators which were used in aerial work and the like
where very high voltages were concerned. Nowadays we can turn to a wide
variety of materials each of which has been designed to serve a specific
purpose and which in general, whether they be insulators or otherwise, are
stable under all sorts of temperature, humidity and other conditions. So I
plead with you not to think that when the so called wireless designer of 50
or more years ago worked out some of the relatively crude devices that you
may see in museums and the like, that he was necessarily off base. On the
contrary, he had fewer tools to work with and the results of his work were
very severely limited by this factor.
Unpublished recollections of S.M. Finlayson, CMC President from 1951 to
1964.

In the period immediately following WW I, there was a marked increase
in Marine activities in Canada. Many new ships - in some cases whole
new fleets - were built; for example, the Canadian Government Merchant
Fleet was established with approximately 70 vessels, all of which were
fitted by CMC with equipment of its own manufacture.
At the end of 1919, the Company purchased the building at 11 St.
Sacrement Street in Montreal, and all general administrative and clerical
activities were transferred to that location.
During the early part of April, 1920, new Marconi wireless telephone
equipment became available, and Mr. Barrow was assigned to give the
first wireless telephone demonstration in Toronto, from the Canadian
Marconi Company’s office in that city, to the residence of Senator Nicholls
in the same city. Guests present at the latter location included members
of the Cabinet and the House of Commons. On May 20, Mr. Barrow
went to Winnipeg to conduct two-way wireless telephone demonstrations
for the first time in that city, and in Portage-la-Prairie, some 66 miles to
the west. The tests were held between May 25 and June 25, 1920. Mr.
Reginald Scantlebury and Mr. Barrow set up two stations, one in Kelvin
High School, Winnipeg, and the other three miles away in the supply
department of Manitoba Government Telephones. Several Provincial and
Civic officials and representatives of the Press were among the onlookers.
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Figure 36. Original XWA station, Montreal, 1921.

A second Winnipeg demonstration was conducted between the Technical
High School and Portage-la-Prairie. Mayor Metcalfe of Portage, President
Wood of the Portage Board of Trade and the Editor of the Daily Graphic
spoke with Mr. G.A. Grierson, Minister of Public Works, and other
officials in Winnipeg. Tests were also made for the Winnipeg Power
Company with Chief Engineer Caton attending, the stations being set up
in the power plant and at Pointe-du-Bois, Manitoba. Mr. George A.
Watson, Commissioner of Manitoba Government Telephones, was a constant
observer throughout all the tests. Further demonstrations of the “Wireless
Telephone” were also carried out in Toronto and Montreal.
An interesting point to notice with regard to these tests is that they
were for the purpose of promoting the use of wireless telephony for
point-to-point communication rather than for broadcasting entertainment
programs to the general public. Music columnists of the Manitoba Free
Press and the Winnipeg Tribune do not appear to have attended the tests.
Nearly two years were to pass before the two newspapers installed broadcasting
equipment and went on the air. The CMC, however, was still conducting
tests with its experimental station, XWA (Figure 36).
On September 10th, 1920, an important agreement was concluded
between MWT and Canadian General Electric Company Limited, which
included the following provisions:
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1. The holdings of CGE and MWT in CMC were to be equalized
at 800,000 shares each.
2. Until December 31st, 1944, CGE were to be entitled to name
a majority of the Directors of CMC.
3. CGE would grant to CMC an exclusive licence in Canada
until December 31, 1944, covering all inventions and patent
rights of CGE in the field of wireless telegraphy or telephony.
4. This licence excluded CGE from the use of wireless devices,
but it reserved the right to manufacture them. CMC had the
right to use and also to manufacture, but it could not pass to
third parties manufacturing rights under CGE patents. (It
seems quite clear that the Alexanderson alternator was the
focal point of this agreement.)
5. CMC was to issue to CGE 1,000,000 fully paid common shares
of CMC at a par value of $2.50 each.
6. CGE was to pay CMC $500,000 in cash.
7. CGE was to transfer to MWT about 200,000 fully paid shares
of CMC.
In order to implement this agreement, another agreement dated October
1st, 1920 was completed between CGE and CMC which provided that:
1. CMC should forthwith issue to CGE 800,000 shares of CMC
of a par value of $2.50 each for patent rights.
2. A further 200,000 shares of CMC were subscribed for and
allotted to CGE at par, such shares were to be paid up in
cash as CMC might from time to time demand.
World War I had given a great impetus to the development of thermionic
valves (or vacuum tubes, as they were coming to be called in America).
This development resulted, at least as early as 1920, in the experimental
use of valve transmitters, with output powers of a few kilowatts. The
introduction of the vacuum tube greatly improved marine communications
and created a demand for the installation of vacuum tube equipment on
coastal stations and ships.
At about this time, CMC was giving serious consideration to establishing
across Canada, a chain of commercial stations that could receive trans-oceanic
messages directly, thereby eliminating the necessity of transferring such
traffic to the land lines at Louisbourg. It was proposed that these stations
would also pick up traffic for trans-oceanic transmissions. Land was
acquired at La Prairie, Quebec; Toronto, Ontario; and Winnipeg, Manitoba,
and a station actually was erected at La Prairie which later carried out
tests. However, the plan was later abandoned.
In 1920 also, it was decided to consolidate all marine operations,
and a Marine Department was established in Montreal, with full responsibility
for all marine activities throughout the Company. Mr. W.J. Gray was
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transferred from Halifax to take over the newly created post of Marine
Superintendent.
By 1921, interest in radio programs had developed to a point at which
Canadian Marconi Company felt the need for a monthly publication that
would inform its readers of general progress in broadcasting and serve as
a medium for radio “Hams” and others interested in wireless as a hobby
to report their activities and exchange ideas. In June, 1921, Canadian
Wireless Magazine, under editor Darby Coats, was issued as a four-page
folder, price ten cents, “post free to subscribers.” The August, 1921
issue was enlarged to eight pages, and by July, 1922 had grown to a
20-page periodical, listing some broadcasting stations in Canada and the
United States and reporting items of interest to home-radio builders and
listeners.
During October 22-24, 1921, the Canadian challenger Bluenose defeated
the American defender Elsie in a series of races held off Halifax harbour.
Special arrangements had been made between the Canadian Press and
CMC, with the result that two special continuous-wave transmitters and
receivers were installed, one on the official press boat, the Tyrian, and
the other in the Halifax offices of Canadian Press. Communication by
Morse code was kept up continuously throughout the races and enabled
Canadian Press to bring the results to a wide audience in record time. At
the end of each day’s races, radiotelephony transmissions were also
made with great success.
Another important event that
occurred in 1921 was the institution
of a valve transmitter for continuous
wave operation at Glace Bay Station
using 24 (later expanded to 48) MT6
air-cooled transmitting valves (Figure
37). In addition, 48 rectifying valves
were used; the spark equipment was
retained as a stand-by. This system
operated on a wavelength of 7600
meters.

Figure 37. Glace Bay, Nova Scotia,
valve transmitter.
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I spent quite a bit of time at Glace Bay and its associated receiving
station at Louisbourg in the years from 1922 to about 1926 or ’27, partly
installing and rearranging equipment and partly as what was then called a
shift engineer. That involved keeping the apparatus in working condition so
that the operators would have full use of the circuits to Europe during the
whole day. This apparatus was very different from today’s. At the time I went
to Glace Bay, the spark equipment had very recently been supplanted by a
so-called valve transmitter which contained, at the beginning 24 and later,
48 valves each with its own individual grid leak condenser system. Any technical
man will know what a very unstable device this was. Incidentally it was a
self-excited animal without benefit of any master oscillator crystal control of
frequency and that sort of thing. It operated on 7,600 meters, roughly 40
kilocycles, which is a very different sort of thing to the frequencies used in
today’s long distance communications.
The then recently outmoded spark equipment was rather a fearsome
and wonderful thing to see and especially to hear. On a still day, the spark
itself could be read by ear five miles away, and that will give you some idea
of the noise that existed in the condenser house where the gear was installed.
They also at that time, prior to 1920, had a 20,000 volt wet cell battery which
was used as a sort of a stand-by, charged part of the day and then discharged
by telegraphing during the rest of the day. Anyone who loved batteries as
little as I did could have a real nightmare contemplating the upkeep of some
10,000 individual cells.
Unpublished recollections of S.M. Finlayson, CMC President from 1951 to
1964.

In 1921, a new agreement was concluded with the Canadian Government
covering the operation and maintenance of eight stations on the Great Lakes
and 18 stations on the East Coast and the St. Lawrence River. This agreement
was made for a period of five years and superseded all previous agreements
for the operation of Coast Stations. It provided for an annual subsidy of
$5,500 for each station, and CMC was still entitled to retain all Coastal
Station tolls. The agreement also stipulated that CMC would charge only
half the commercial rates for all Canadian Government messages.
During the latter part of the year 1919, ships almost halfway across the
Atlantic were communicating directly with Barrington on the south coast
of Nova Scotia and with WCC at Cape Cod, Massachusetts, thus eliminating
the toll charge from local stations along the coast such as Cape Race, Sable
Island, and Camperdown. During the years 1920 to 1922, these activities
intensified to a considerable degree and the Company set up station VAS
(“Voice of the Atlantic Seaboard”) with a high-power continuous wave
transmitter in Glace Bay and a receiving station in Louisbourg, Cape Breton,
which permitted it to offer shipping companies a duplex automatic high-speed
service up to 1,500 miles off-shore. In 1921, Louisbourg was also the site
of a demonstration of the practicality of operating two centrally controlled
wireless stations on one site, the so-called “radio central” concept.
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In 1922, CMC equipped its first formal broadcasting studio, located
in the Canada Cement Building on Phillips Square, Montreal, and the
Canadian Government assigned it the call letters CFCF, which are still
being used. Radio was in its infancy at that time, but a great deal of
interest had been awakened, and many studio and remote programs
were broadcast from that location. Later, the equipment for what is
now Canada’s senior French-Canadian station, CKAC, was assembled
and tested in a corner of CFCF’s new studio prior to its delivery to La
Presse newspaper. Marconi radio engineer Leonard Spencer worked
on the set in CFCF’s quarters and became engineer-in-charge in the La
Presse building.
Marine operations continued to expand during this year and the
first direction-finding equipment (which was developed by the Company’s
engineers) was installed on ships (MDFR-1, Figure 38). During this
year, also, a service was established at Glace Bay Station to supply
weather reports and news to ships.
At this time, Great Lakes ship spark transmitters and Coast Stations
spark transmitters were changed from 600 to 450 meters, as the former
interfered badly with broadcast reception. This change made it necessary
to rebuild certain parts of the equipment.
An event occurred in 1923 that was to have an important bearing on
the future activities of the Company for many years. This was the
signing of agreements on March 7th with CGE and the Radio Valve
Company of Canada Ltd. (RVC). The latter company had been
incorporated in November 1922 for the purpose of acquiring, as a going
concern, the business of
CGE in connection with the
manufacture and sale of
thermionic valves, which had
previously been carried on
by CGE at its factory in
Toronto.

Figure 38. Marconi Direction
Finding Receiver model
MDFR-1.
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The most important provisions of the agreement may be summarized
as follows:
1. CMC and CGE would each subscribe in equal ratio for the
Capital Stock of RVC. (The amount actually subscribed totalled
$100,000 each.)
2. CGE would be entitled to nominate three of the five directors
of RVC.
3. RVC would be entitled to receive the full benefit of all patent
rights, present and future, belonging to or controlled by either
CGE or CMC, for a term up to December 31st, 1944.
4. RVC undertook not to supply or sell thermionic valves to
any entity other than CMC but the latter agreed to ensure
that CGE would be supplied with its requirements at a price
equal to that charged to CMC plus a profit of 10%.
5. CMC agreed to purchase all its thermionic valves from RVC.
It appears that the agreement on the part of CGE to pay CMC 10%
profit on all valves supplied to CGE was mainly due to the dominant
patent position of CMC. Also, of course, CGE had, at that time, a
large shareholding in CMC. In any event, this arrangement remained in
effect until 1944 and provided a substantial source of revenue for the
Company.
Another important agreement, known as the “Canadian Radio License
Agreement” was also concluded in 1923. It was signed by CGE, MWT,
the Canadian Westinghouse Company Ltd., The Bell Telephone Company
of Canada Ltd., the Northern Electric Company Ltd, International Western
Electric Company Inc., and Rogers Majestic. It provided for cross-licensing
under the patents owned or controlled by the parties to the agreement and
was drawn for a minimum period of 10 years, after which any one or
more of the parties could withdraw by giving one year’s notice in writing.
However, with respect to CGE only, the agreement was to be terminated
in any case at December 31st, 1944. Actually, the basic principles established
by the agreement continued to be effective, with some minor changes,
until at least 1956.
In the Marine Department, 1923 saw the beginning of the conversion
from spark to the new 4KVA CW-ICW transmitters in all Canadian Government
Coast Stations. These new sets were designed and developed by CMC,
and the change-over program extended over a period of about two years.
The first experimental station was established in Montreal, but the first
production equipment was installed at the wireless station in Toronto.
Both the Montreal and Toronto stations had 2-kW plate input, all others
having 4-kW.
Broadcasting was continuing to gain popularity as new receivers for
domestic use became available, but this activity had not yet developed to
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the point of producing revenue. In 1923 CMC produced its second domestic
broadcast receiver, the Marconiphone Mk I (Figure 39). The set consisted
of two boxes with sloped front panels, a tuner/regenerative detector and
a two-stage audio amplifier. The list price was $50. In 1924 an electrically
equivalent set was introduced, the Marconiphone Mk II in a larger and
different style cabinet (Figure 40). The list price in 1924 was $90. The
complete record of CMC domestic receiver production from 1921 to
1931 is shown in Table 2.
The year 1924 also saw the introduction of a series of receivers with
tuned radio frequency (TRF) designs. The first of these was the Marconiphone

Figure 39. Marconiphone Mk I receiving set.
Source: Robert Murray collection

Figure 40. Marconiphone Mk II receiving set.
Source: Robert Murray collection
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Model
“C”
Amp
MkI
MkII
MkIII
Mk IV
Mk V
Mk VI
Mk VII
MkVIII
Mk IX
Mk X
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
26A&B
26C
26SW
27SW
28

Table 2. CANADIAN MARCONI COMPANY DOMESTIC RECEIVERS, 1921-1931
First
Produced
No. of
List
M M YYYY Tubes
price
Circuit type Band Style
Comments
PWR
?
1921
1/3
$105.00
DC
Regen
Table
ST-1 Tuner; VD-1 Det; AA-1
?
?
?
?
?
7
7
8
8
8
8
8
9
8
8
8
8
8
7
7
7
8
8
12
7
7
8
11
11

1923
1924
1924
1924
1924
1925
1925
1926
1926
1927
1928
1928
1928
1929
1929
1929
1929
1929
1930
1930
1930
1930
1930
1930
1931
1931
1931
1931
1931

3
3
5
4
7
4
8
5
6
7
6
7
8
7
9
9
9
9
7
8
7
9
9
8
7
7
9
11
4

$50.00
$95.00
$300.00
?
$600.00
$115.00
$250.00
$125.00
$115.00
$325.00
$160.00
$265.00
$475.00
$160.00
$175.00
$268.00
$365.00
$890.00
$150.00
$185.00
$225.00
$285.00
$385.00
$295.00
$89.50
$119.50
$164.50
$198.50
$49.50

DC
DC
DC
DC
DC
DC
DC
DC
DC
AC
DC
AC
AC
DC
AC
AC
AC
AC
DC
AC
AC
AC
AC
AC
AC
AC
AC
AC
AC

Regen
Regen
TRF
TRF
TRF
TRF
Super
TRF
TRF
TRF
TRF
TRF
TRF
TRF
TRF
TRF
TRF
TRF
TRF
TRF
TRF
TRF; AVC
TRF
TRF
Super
Super
Super
S
Super; AVC S
TRF

Table
Table
Table
Cabinet
Table
Table
Table
Console
Console
Console
Console
Console
Console
Table
Console
Auto

Console
Mantel
Console
Console
Console
Mantel

Chassis only
Queen Anne

“Thermionic;” Combo
“Triumph” Series; 6V
“Triumph” Series
“Triumph” Series
“Triumph” Series; Combo
“Deluxe Triumph;” Combo
“Superior;”2V
“Junior”
“Standard”
“Senior”
“Senior” Combo
“Junior” Combo
“International”
“DeluxeInternational”
“Bantam”

Note: The entire
production table
until 1950 has
been published by
Roger Hart in the
Ottawa Vintage
Radio Club Newsletter, 1999, Volume
7, Numbers 1 to 3,
and as a supplement to Radio
Waves, the publication of the Canadian
VintageRadioSociety,
1999, Volume 7.

Mk III, a sloped front receiver of substantial proportions (the panel was
14.5” x 22”) whose presence would have been noted in anyone’s parlour
(Figure 41). It used five tubes, and its price in 1924 was also substantial
at $300.

Figure 41.
Marconiphone Mk III
receiving set. Source:
Robert Murray
collection

Little information remains about the Marconiphone Mk IV, except
that it was also a TRF set made in 1924, which used four tubes. The
Marconiphone Mk V (Figure 42), also produced in 1924, appears in its
original advertising photo to be of a similar panel layout to the MK III.
It is again a TRF housed in a stylish floor cabinet, and is described as
the Queen Anne model. It used seven tubes and cost $600 in 1924!

Figure 42.
Marconiphone
Mk V, Queen
Anne model of
1924.
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For many years prior to 1924, the subject of a communication system
to serve the entire British Empire - the so-called Imperial Wireless Scheme
- had been under discussion in England and between the British Government
and the Governments of other Empire countries. As early as 1913 a
plan had been completed for the establishment of a network of stations
in different parts of the Empire, but the outbreak of WW I brought
everything to a halt. Following WWI there was a great deal of further
discussion on this subject but it was not until 1924 that a decision was
reached to proceed on the basis that the British Post Office would own
and operate all wireless stations in Great Britain communicating with
the Empire.
In the meantime, experimental results had convinced Marconi and
his engineers that a new means of long-range communication was now
feasible which would completely outmode the long-wave high-power
stations that had originally been intended for the scheme. This revolutionary
method was to achieve the required performance by means of short-wave
“beam” stations, which would cost much less than the original design,
use only a fraction of their power, and have a theoretical capacity of up
to 400 words per minute.
The proposal to erect the new beam stations was put before the
Governments of the various Empire countries by MWT and was unanimously
accepted. As a result, CMC entered into an agreement with MWT
which provided that the latter would construct the Canadian stations,
CMC acting as their agents for this purpose, and that upon completion,

Figure 43. The opening of the Transoceanic Beam Service from
Montreal, August 1926.
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CMC would purchase the stations from MWT on what amounted to a
cost-plus basis. Sites were acquired in Yamachiche and Drummondville
for the receiving and transmitting stations respectively. They were to be
connected to a Central Telegraph Office to be established in the Marconi
premises on St. Sacrement Street in Montreal (Figure 43). The final cost
of these stations was in excess of $1,000,000.
During 1924, the first revenue was received from the operation of
broadcasting station CFCF.
The construction of the new Beam Stations went forward rapidly in
1925, and negotiations with the British Post Office towards an agreement
for handling traffic between Canada and England were started.
During the period 1923-1925, several new CW/ICW valve transmitters
(type 100 W3, W4, and W5 sets) with power outputs of 50 to 500-Watts
were installed in Canadian coastal stations. One Alexander McLean, having
a bad hair day, is shown operating the Belle Isle station in the winter of
1925 (Figure 44).
Under the date of June 12th, 1925, an amendment was issued to the
Company’s Act of Incorporation, which provided for the following changes:
1. The name of the Company was changed to Canadian Marconi
Company.
2. The par value of the Capital Stock was reduced from $2.50 to
$1 per share, and the authorized Capital increased to $7,500,000.
3. The Company was permitted to conduct a business of telephonic
communication by means of wireless telephony and to transmit
telegraph and telephone messages for the public and collect
tolls therefor.

Figure 44. Alexander McLean operating Belle Isle Radio, winter 1925.
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In 1925, Further progress was made in the production and sale of
broadcast receivers and accessories. The Marconiphone VI broadcast
receiver was introduced in July of 1925 (Figure 45). It was another
TRF set in a large (28” wide) table cabinet. It consisted of four tubes
and cost $115. Also in July of 1925 came the Marconiphone VII, CMC’s
first superheterodyne (Figure 46). It used 8 tubes and cost $250. Sales
must have been disappointing because CMC did not try another superhet
until model 26 in 1931. Broadcasting activities also increased, and CFCF
earned a total of approximately $12,000.
The new beam stations were officially opened on October 25, 1926,
when the circuit between Canada and England was put into operation.
This inaugurated a new era of wireless communication, which later led
to the extensive “Via Marconi” Empire network. Also, in the same
year, an agreement with the British Post Office, covering the handling
of traffic on the circuit between Canada and England, was concluded.
During 1926, negotiations were entered into with both the Canadian and
Newfoundland Governments with a view to obtaining a revision of the
subsidy for the operation and maintenance of Coast Stations owned by
these Governments. Also in 1926, a new 500-Watt CW-ICW long-wave
transmitter was produced and installed on ocean-going vessels.

Figure 45. left
Marconiphone
Mk VI receiving
set.

Figure 46. right
Marconiphone
Mk VII receiving
set.
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Figure 47. Marconiphone Mk VIII receiving set.
Source: Robert Murray collection

With the opening of the beam service, the Company’s high-power
station at Glace Bay, previously used for communication with England,
was closed down and the cost of the necessary transfer of operations
was written off during the year.
In August of 1926, Marconiphone receivers models VIII and IX
were added (Figures 47 and 48). Model VIII used 5 tubes and sold for
$125, while model IX used 6 tubes and sold for $115. Both used a TRF
design. Looking at these models today, it is difficult to see why the
model VIII should have been the more expensive of the two.
In 1927, 2,250,000 shares of CMC stock were sold to a holding
company in which Robert Brand and Sir Robert Kindersley, on behalf
of Lazard Brothers Ltd., were the major force, with the Radio Corporation
of America a non-voting partner. The new company was incorporated

Figure 48. Marconiphone Mk IX receiving set.
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on June 25, 1927 under the name “Canmar Investment Company Limited”
with an authorized Capital of 5,000 Class “A” shares at a par value of $1
each, and 18,500 Class “B” shares at no par value. Voting rights were
held exclusively by the owners of Class “A” shares. MWT received
1,000 Class “A” shares as part payment for the CMC shares sold to
Lazard Bros, which of course gave them control of Canmar and indirectly
of CMC. This situation existed until 1940 when the interests of Lazard
Bros and MWT were acquired by Cable and Wireless Ltd.
The main objectives of this agreement appear to have been to ensure
that ownership and control of CMC would remain in British hands, and
to provide that RCA and its connections would be the normal routing for
all radio traffic received by CMC from stations of the British Empire
radio chain or other places, destined to the United States and other countries
of the American Continent south of Canada. RCA and Lazard wanted a
CMC alliance with the Canadian Pacific Railway (CPR) in order to forestall
the possibility of CPR (Canada’s leading telegraph company) joining with
American telegraph companies in a competing wireless venture. CPR
did, in fact, acquire a small interest in CMC, but not before CMC had
switched its receiving and distribution contract to the Canadian National
Railway (CNR), (effective November 1, 1928).
The relationship between the par value of CMC shares and the trading
price during this period is interesting. In 1927, when CMC stock with a
par value of $1 was selling on the New York Curb Exchange at around
$3, the company president, J.W. Flavelle issued a statement saying that
the price was unwarranted. Still, by November 1928, the price had risen
to over $28.50, giving the Company a market value of $129,789,000,
despite the fact that it had assets of only $5,000,000 and earnings of $.01
per share! Deeply concerned by this situation, Flavelle gave an interview
with Floyd Chalmers of the Financial Post in which he repeated his earlier
statement that the stock had been overpriced even at $3.00. In two days,
it fell from $28.00 to $8.00, then rallied to $9.00 to $10.00, still 900 to
1000 times earnings.
On July 1st, 1927, an historic event took place in which the Company’s
beam station at Drummondville and station CFCF in Montreal played an
important part. This was the great Jubilee Broadcast from Parliament
Hill in Ottawa, which was arranged to commemorate Canada’s Diamond
Jubilee. Through the co-operation of the telephone and telegraph companies
and broadcast stations throughout the country, the broadcast was heard
across Canada, and the transmission from Drummondville was heard in
many other countries. H.M. Short, then Managing Director of CMC,
was a member of the Diamond Jubilee Broadcast Committee.
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The factory was concerned with basically two things. The supply of equipment
for our marine services both on ships and on coast stations, and allied to it
a certain amount of broadcast equipment which was, in part at least,
manufactured in our factory at William Street. The other major effort was
concerned with production of broadcast receivers, which at that time tended
to be produced only from about the beginning of July until around Christmas
time. Then there was a complete lull and absolute cessation of production
from about the beginning of the year through until early Summer. This period,
although an idle one from the factory point of view was a very busy one
from the design point of view. It was during the early months of the year that
the sales people provided the design engineers and the factory with their
ideas as to what the market would require and then there were the usual
processes of technical design, the preparation of drawings, the preparation
of models, certain kinds of field testing and finally an authorization for
production. In those days, the quantities manufactured were relatively small
and as I recall our output was limited to 50 or 100 sets a day at the peak.
Unpublished recollections of S.M. Finlayson, CMC President from 1951 to
1964.

Arising out of the Canadian Radio License Agreement of 1923, a
new agreement was drawn up dated January 19, 1927 that covered the
incorporation of Canadian Radio Patents Ltd., which was established
for the purpose of pooling the patents of the shareholding companies
and issuing licenses to other Canadian manufacturers on a royalty basis.
Under this agreement, CGE, CMC, Canadian Westinghouse Company,
Ltd., and Northern Electric Company Ltd., each received 6,250 shares
of the new company, and Standard Radio Manufacturing Corporation
Ltd., received 2,500. The par value of the shares was $1 each.
In the Marine Department, short-wave transmitters were designed
and installed for point-to-point communications. By that time, government
regulations made it compulsory for certain types of vessels to carry automatic
alarm devices, enabling them to dispense with one of their operators,
the ‘watcher.’ The auto-alarm operated a bell when a signal of three
3-second dashes, spaced one second apart, was received. Twelve such
dashes and spaces were always sent out before an SOS signal. CMC
manufactured these devices, and benefited greatly from sales to meet
the new requirement.
The volume of business in broadcast receivers and valves continued to
expand and the Company produced its first AC receiver, the Mark X in
August, 1927 (Figure 49). This was a seven-tube TRF set costing $325.
By this time, broadcasting was becoming established as an advertising
medium, although CFCF was still operated as a branch of the Sales Department.
In June, 1927, the station was moved from the Canada Cement Building
to the Mount Royal Hotel, where it remained for several years.
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In 1928 an Empire Government Conference was held in England and
resulted in the formation of a merger company to combine the respective
interests of Cable and Wireless and MWT in Great Britain. This new
company was called “Cable and Wireless Ltd.” and had as its object the
acquisition of the stocks, shares, debentures and other obligations of the
various companies concerned, including MWT. In addition, a separate
communications company was formed under the name “Imperial and
International Communications Ltd.” This company acquired the physical
assets of the same group of companies relating to communications, in
exchange for shares, thus segregating in one company the communications
aspect of the undertaking. The inclination of Joseph Flavelle, President
of CMC, at that point seems to have been to sell CMC to I&IC, thus
retaining British control. This move, however, appears to have been
blocked by David Sarnoff and Owen Young of RCA, who felt that a new
manager should be found for the company and that it would then be
capable of a greater degree of independence, and by Canadian Prime
Minister R.B. Bennett, who was diametrically opposed to greater British
control of Canadian industry. As a result, Flavelle offered to resign, but
was convinced to stay until 1934, when he handed over the post of President
to Perry, the same year in which CMC was, in fact, finally acquired by
I&IC. Two years later, Flavelle resigned his post as Chairman of the
Board and retired. The Beam
Services were extended in
1928 by the opening of
circuits for communication
with New York and Australia.
Also during this year
CM C ’ s m a n u f a c t u r i n g
business continued to increase
and the first broadcast
receiver components were
manufactured.

Figure 49. Marconiphone
Mk X receiving set.
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Broadcasting activity continued to expand in 1928 as its value as an
advertising medium became more widely recognized and the gross revenue
from CFCF increased. Broadcasting, however, was having a difficult
time getting established in Canada because the economics of the business
were at best difficult. As historian Michael Bliss puts it, “The trouble
with Canadian radio was American radio. Powerful American stations
had always covered Canada more thoroughly than home-grown transmitters.
With the creation of national radio networks by the end of the 1920s, the
Americans began broadcasting hugely popular entertainments that no Canadian
producer could possibly match.”
The year 1928 also saw the first of many trans-Atlantic broadcasts.
When a Thanksgiving Service for the recovery of King George V was
broadcast by the BBC from Westminster Abbey in London, England,
this transmission was picked up by the CMC station at Yamachiche and
sent all over Canada via the CNR network. The Thanksgiving Service
was followed on November 11 of that year by the Armistice Service
from Whitehall, and two months later by a live broadcast of King George
V speaking at the opening of the Navy Parley in London.
The year 1928 also saw the introduction of three new broadcast receivers,
models 11, 12 and 13. The Model 11 was a seven-tube battery operated
TRF set that cost $160 in a console cabinet. Models 12 and 13 were
seven and eight tube sets respectively, both TRFs, costing $265 and $475
in console cabinets. Both were
AC operated. The Model 13 was
the company’s first combination
radio and record player (Figure
50).

Figure 50. Marconiphone
Mk 13 radio-gramophone
combination.
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I well remember that our whole shipping department would be completely
plugged by say 30 or 40 receivers at one time. It must also be appreciated
that although these receivers were in both the mantle or table form, and in
the self-supporting cabinet form, they were all very much bigger than what
was to be the norm in later years, at least until we got into the production of
Hi-Fi units. The reason for this was that the market seemed to demand a
larger unit than was the case in the 1930’s, and also because structurally it
was not possible to reduce the size very much. One of the major elements
was that in the very late twenties we began to include loudspeakers and
these in themselves were quite large, probably 18” x 18”. The components
available at those days were much larger than we are accustomed to in recent
times, and we had a number of deficiencies I suppose you would call it in the
methods used in assembly. Consequently space was wasted as compared
with later years.
Our receivers of the self-supporting cabinet form were crated in what
were then called wirebound boxes, which in turn were rather cumbersome
things. They were certainly a lot more awkward and difficult to deal with than
the modern carton, with its very appropriate packing elements. In many cases
we had difficulty in storing in the limited space in the factory the components
and in particular the cabinets that were needed from day to day. Consequently
we had to work on a somewhat hand to mouth basis, depending upon suppliers
to deliver perhaps twice a day or maybe even three times a day in order that
our incoming and outgoing shipping, boxing and unloading facilities would
not be completely swamped.
Unpublished recollections of S.M. Finlayson, CMC President from 1951 to
1964.

In the Broadcast Receiver Division, sales continued to increase for
the first nine months of 1929. The dynamic speaker was introduced.
Towards the end of the year, however, the depressed state of the economy
resulted in a sharp drop in demand for domestic receivers, and inventories
grew rapidly.
There was a further expansion of broadcasting activities in 1929,
and the gross revenue increased to almost three times that of 1928. The
net profit on the operation of CFCF also increased.
From the Company’s point of view, the most important event in
1930 was undoubtedly the move of the production facilities on May 1,
to a new factory that had been erected in the previous Fall and Winter in
the Town of Mount Royal (which is now, in 2001, a suburb close to the
center of Montreal), at a cost (including land) of approximately $275,000.
This new plant represented the latest in modern manufacturing efficiency,
and the public was invited to the official opening, which took place
during the week of September 8th to 13th. The original land consisted
of three acres between Canora Road and the Montreal city line.
The rear section of that area was then owned by the CNR, who had
reserved it for a line leading to a team track to be erected at Rockland
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Avenue. The original parcel was purchased for 15 cents per square
foot; a subsequent parcel was purchased for a mere 5 cents per square
foot when the Town of Mount Royal sold it to recover unpaid taxes.
The move to the new facilities marked the beginning of a new era in
CMC’s development, as it provided much improved working conditions
as well as ample room for future expansion. The Head Office of the
Company, however, remained in the Marconi Building at 11 St. Sacrement
St. in Montreal.
In the Marine Department, a new agreement was entered into with
the Canadian Government covering the operation and maintenance of
Canadian Government Coast Stations for a period of one year on the
basis of cost plus 10%. Also, during 1930, short-wave radiotelephone
service was established between the Glace Bay Station and ships at sea.
Revenues from station CFCF continued to increase.
An interesting event in 1930 was the unveiling of a monument to
General Wolfe, the victor in the 1759 battle to take Canada from the
French. It took place at his birthplace in England. The ceremony was
broadcast on a national network in Canada in which CFCF was the key
station, and the Marconi facilities at Yamachiche were used to send the
broadcast across the Atlantic.
Also in 1930, CFCF became an affiliated station of the National
Broadcasting Company (NBC) and thus had available to it most of the
programs originated by NBC on its Red and Blue networks. It is interesting
to note that up to the time of this affiliation, listeners in the Montreal
areas spent much of their time
tuning in American stations.
However, after the advent of
NBC programming on CFCF,
they stayed with the local station
and not only heard the programs
of foreign origin but were content
to listen to the majority of the
programs which were of local
origin.

Figure 51. Marconi model 26
broadcast receiver.
Source: Robert Murray
collection
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Figure 52. Broadcast receiver assembly line, 1931, showing
mostly model 26 mantel sets.

The total sales of manufactured products increased during the year
but higher distribution costs reduced the Net Profit. There was also a
loss shown on the operation of the Beam Stations, but operations for the
year resulted in a small net profit. On the domestic side, fierce competition
forced price reductions, with a resultant decrease in margin.
This was the depression period and business was carried on under
very difficult conditions. Sales revenue dropped to less than 50% of the
1930 volume and despite every effort to reduce costs, the manufacturing
and selling operations showed losses in each of the three years. Operations
in other departments were similarly affected, with the result that the
Company showed losses in 1931, 1932 and 1933.
Five new broadcast receivers were introduced in 1929. These were
models 14 (a seven-tube battery console for $160), 15 (a nine-tube table
set using AC, for $175), 16 (a nine-tube console using AC, for $268), 17
(a nine-tube radio-record player combination for $365), and 18 (a ninetube deluxe combination for a whopping $890!). All of these sets
were TRF. Evidently the year’s models were designed and released (in
August) before the impact of the depression was felt.
Six new models were released in 1930, models 19 to 24. All were
again TRFs. CMC did not return to manufacturing superhets until the
following year, 1931. The 1930 model prices ranged from $150 to $385,
a slight decline from the 1929 prices. CMC’s first mantel (or “Depression”)
set did not appear until 1931—the model 26 (Figures 51 and 52). To
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describe this set as small is a euphemism, since it stands over 18” tall.
Its price in 1931 was $89.50, and it was a seven-tube superhet. CMC
had not charged a lower price than this for a receiver since the Mk I in
1923 (assuming that there was no effect of inflation at the time). Also in
1930 there was a model 28 TRF 4 tube “Bantam” mantel set for $49.50.
In 1931, CFCF, now located in the King’s Hall Building at 1231 St.
Catherine St. West in Montreal, was the moving spirit in the creation of
Canada’s first radio network. This comprised a group of stations in
London, Ont., Hamilton, Toronto, Ottawa, Montreal, Moncton, Halifax,
and Fredericton. The CNR, which owned stations in Ottawa and Moncton,
contributed its telegraph lines and the stations in turn made programs
available to the network.
4. Epilogue
Canadian Marconi survived the depression of the 1930s although its
revenues fell like those of many other companies. The advent of WWII
led CMC into the military communications sector, where it made a major
contribution to the war effort with equipment such as the famous No. 19
“tank” transceiver. After the war, product lines were diversified to include
commercial radio equipment, military electronics, and avionics (electronics
apparatus for aircraft). By the early 1960s CMC was deemed to be in
conflict of interest due to the fact that it both owned a broadcasting
station (CFCF) and manufactured domestic radio and television sets.
Consequently, the Company sold its broadcasting interests and ceased
the manufacture of domestic equipment. The 1950s brought the
development of new airborne systems, notably the Doppler Navigation
System, sophisticated military communications equipment, and highreliability electronic components. During all of that period, GEC in
the United Kingdom held a controlling interest in the outstanding
shares, and when part of that empire was sold to British Aerospace, the
Canadian Marconi name disappeared, the Company being re-named British
Aerospace Systems (Canada) Inc. (BAeS(C)I). By April, 2001, ownership
had again changed hands, with the sale of BAeS(C)I to Onex Corporation.
As of April 10, 2001, BAeS(C)I has been re-named CMC Electronics, Inc.
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Like many collectors he at first emphasized diversity in his collection.
He attended the Minnesota regional meetings of the AWA where Joe
Pavek would demonstrate his early spark apparatus, and members would
offer help and advice to fledgling collectors. From there he learned
about the annual meetings in Canandaigua. Gradually his collection
shifted to emphasize broadcast receivers made in Canada in the 1920s.
He participated in AWA contests and was further motivated by winning
the Bruce Kelley OTB Award in 1992 and again in 1995.
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he still has friends in the head office who have eased his access to the
Bell archives. On his first visit there, one of the staff said, “There is
some fellow in Winnipeg writing about radio history in the OTB. Do
you know him?” The Northern Electric archives are held by the Bell
Historical Collection, and Bob has been working on and off on this
story of Northern Electric radio for more than ten years.
Correspondence may be sent to Bob Murray, 3216 Assinboine Ave.,
Winnipeg, MB, Canada R3K 0B1. E-Mail rmurray32@home.com.
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It was only a century ago that a young man entered these words in
his journal: “At last, at last, after long planning and plotting, years of
study, and weeks of patient, weary waiting, I have the opportunity offered
for the work that I have chosen, experimental work in wireless telegraphy.
… It is the opportunity of a lifetime to enter first at the start on a scientific
art all new, all to be developed, of a boundless, ever-widening, everenriching future.” [1, 2] The date was April 8, 1900, the location was
Chicago, Illinois, and the author was Doctor Lee de Forest. His great
enthusiasm was prompted by a new job in the service of Professor Warren
S. Johnson at the American Wireless Telegraph Company of Milwaukee,
Wisconsin. While the story of Dr. Lee de Forest is familiar and well
documented, the stories of the American Wireless Telegraph Co. and its
founder Warren Johnson are more obscure, but every bit as interesting.
The good news is that a wealth of information is available to wireless
historians about AWTC and Professor Warren Johnson.
Doctor Lee de Forest
Bored with his first post-doctoral employment as a new engineer and
sometimes mechanic in the Western Electric dynamo department, de Forest
applied for transfer to the Experimental Lab under William Dean. Lacking
an immediate opening, Dean arranged for de Forest's transfer to the
Telephone Cable Section, pending a position in the lab. As his impatience
to enter the wireless field grew, Prof. Henry Bumstead, one of de Forest's
Yale mentors urged him to “Work on your own if you must…Set up a
laboratory at home…in the basement if need be.” [3] Taking this advice
to heart, de Forest set about searching the contemporary technical literature
for clues to the secret of wireless and assembling a laboratory at his
rooming house.
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During this time he acquainted himself with the disadvantages of the
coherer. [3] The detector was slow and clumsy, not self-restoring, and
subject to atmospheric interferences. It was during one of his systematic
searches of the French and German physics journals that he discovered
the work of Achkinass and Neugschwender in the journal Wiedemann’s
Annalen. [2] Their device consisted of alcohol placed over a narrow
razor cut separating two pieces of tin foil mounted on a glass slide.
This form of electrolytic detector had the advantage of being self-restoring.
Unfortunately, its responsiveness to wireless impulses was short-lived
in service and it functioned for only minutes of use.
During his attempts to verify and improve on their work, de Forest
was promoted to the Experimental Lab in October of 1899, [4] noting;
“now at last can I be fascinated in my work.” [5] His efforts for Western
Electric at the time must have been of merit, as he received a raise to
$10/week by December 30 of 1899. [3] It soon proved to be an assignment
that involved less and less work on the telephone as he began spending
increasing efforts in the development of a wireless detector.
Eventually, de Forest approached the lab supervisor Wm. Dean
and asked for extra-curricular use of the Western Electric facilities
for experimentation on his wireless apparatus outside of the expected
working hours. Dean approved de Forest’s request, provided he would
not take time from his assigned telephone work. [4] Subsequently, the
wireless apparatus was brought into the lab. This arrangement was
not to last long. De Forest began to extend his experiments with the
device he had named the ‘Responder’ into his working hours. The lab
staff grew interested in de Forest’s devices. The beginning of the end
came when his co-workers “wasted” one half-hour of working time
listening to the Responder’s reception of a spark transmitter located
across the lab. At this point, Dean told de Forest “You’ll never make
a telephone engineer. As far as I’m concerned you can go your own
way. Do as you please.” [3] Surprisingly, de Forest was not dismissed,
but he took his supervisor’s comment to heart. He spent most of his
working hours on the Responder, a work pattern that was to be repeated
throughout his life.
De Forest continued to look for more promising employment.
Applications to work as an assistant for both Nikola Tesla and Guglielmo
Marconi had been rejected. [6] One of his friends and colleagues in the
Experimental Lab was Ed Smythe, who took interest in the young engineer’s
pursuit of wireless opportunities. Smythe had heard of a recently organized
wireless firm and urged de Forest to apply for a job. [3] It appears that
de Forest heeded the advice and sent a letter of introduction to the head
of the American Wireless Telegraph Company, Professor Warren S.
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Johnson. Johnson apparently found the young doctor’s credentials of
interest and arranged an interview during a business visit to Chicago.
De Forest was offered and accepted a job with the new firm at an agreed
upon salary of $15 per week. [2] That date was April 8, 1900.
Professor Warren Johnson
Warren Seymour Johnson was born in Leicester, VT, on November
6, 1847. He was the son of Charles de Forest Johnson and Emeline
(McCollough) and a ninth generation descendent of John Johnson, Constable
of Roxbury, MA in the 1630s. [7] By 1850, his parents chose to leave
the familiar New England states to seek their fortunes in the developing
western frontier. First by boat, and later by wagon, his mother, father,
an older brother, and young Warren emigrated as far west as Waukesha,
Wisconsin. [8] Although he obtained some formal education locally,
much of his youth was spent working and most of his learning was done
on his own. The growing frontier proved ripe with vocational opportunities.
By age 18, Warren Johnson was a print shop foreman. At various times
he worked on the family farm, lumbered in northern Wisconsin, and
served as County Surveyor in Dunn Co., WI. He began teaching in the
county schools, eventually reaching Menomonie, WI. Here he married
Cora E. Smith in 1873. [7,8] From this marriage, two children would
be born, Paul Franklin (10/13/1874) and Carl Francis (6/21/1879). [7]
In addition to caring for a new family, 1874 found Mr. Johnson
beginning work as Superintendent of Schools in New Lisbon, WI. By
1876, Warren Johnson accepted a position as teacher of drawing and
penmanship at the Wisconsin State Normal School in Whitewater. [8,9]
This move would set the stage for a profound change in Mr. Johnson’s
career. During his tenure at Whitewater, he has been variously credited
with additional responsibilities for instruction in Chemistry and Physics,
[10] Mathematics, [11] and as Professor of Sciences and Arts. [12] We
do know that in 1881, he was appointed Professor of Natural Science.
[9,13]
Concurrent with his teaching responsibilities, Professor Johnson
constructed a private laboratory in his home. [8] The home laboratory
included a 1-hp Shipman steam engine with kerosene-fired boiler to
power a dynamo for charging electric accumulators (storage batteries).
[14, 15] Some of his activities included experiments with accumulators
while working both at Whitewater [14, 15] and at Madison. [11,16]
It was during this same period, that the Professor realized that his
students would perform better in a room which was not frigid one hour,
and near sweltering the next. [11,13,17,18] He directed his creative
powers toward the institutional heating plants of the day. Contemporary
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temperature control consisted of periodic visits to each classroom by a
janitor, whose subsequent task was to manually readjust dampers for
each of the rooms. Clearly this was not a very efficient way to regulate
a multi-story building. Johnson’s first attempt at improved temperature
regulation consisted of an electrically operated annunciator to alert the
janitor in the furnace room that a readjustment was necessary. [9,11,13]
As distributed electric service was not available in the building, a 6-volt
battery furnished current to the temperature regulating annunciator system.
Recognizing that the janitor was not always available to respond to the
annunciator, the Professor developed a temperature sensitive switch that
would automatically activate an electric damper positioner. One set of
apparatus was installed for each room being controlled.
Confident in his approach, Johnson partnered with William Plankinton,
a wealthy Milwaukee businessman, for financial support in perfecting
his inventions. [17] The Professor resigned his teaching position at
Whitewater in 1883. As a fitting tribute, one of his colleagues, Professor
Lewis H. Clark stated, “He was, perhaps, one of the most versatile
teachers ever connected with the school. Whatever branch he undertook
to teach, he taught well...His work in science led him into inventions
and away from teaching….Professor Johnson was one of the most striking
original teachers I have known.” [9]
Johnson’s concept proved to be most novel, forming the basis for the
Electric Thermoscope Patent 281,884, issued April 1883. This patent,
along with five others of similar vintage, provided the basis for a complete,
automatic temperature control system. [8, 19] On May 1, 1885, the
Johnson-Plankinton partnership was incorporated as the Johnson Electric
Service Co. Plankinton and Johnson jointly assigned patents previously
obtained by Johnson to the newly founded Company. Plankinton served
as President and Johnson as Secretary/Treasurer. The Professor agreed
to assign all future patents that he might obtain related to temperature
regulation to the Company. [17, 20] About this time, the Professor was
persuaded to move to Milwaukee. There the Company grew and prospered.
Five years later, it was reported that “At the time the company was
incorporated, the matter of heat regulation had received little or no attention,
and this still remains the only company in the world that offers what may
be considered an efficient and complete system for the regulation of
temperature.” [21] By 1898, total sales were nearly $160,000 and dividends
amounted to just over $21,000. [19] The Professor was involved not
only in the development of temperature controls but also a myriad of
inventions, some successful, others long since forgotten. Included in
this list are: trucks and automobiles, railroad steam couplings, pneumatic
clocks, pneumatic bicycle seats, beer carbonators, springless door locks,
push-button toilets, and, yes, wireless. [11]
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American Wireless Telegraph Company
An association between Warren Johnson and Charles L. Fortier developed
during the fall and winter of 1899. [11, 22] It is not known how Johnson
and Fortier became acquainted. Fortier was a telegraph operator by occupation
[23] as well as an electrical experimenter and inventor. The earliest
reported public demonstration of the Johnson-Fortier wireless system
took place on November 22, 1899, at the Plankinton House Hotel in
Milwaukee. The Professor presented a talk on the general theory of
wireless telegraphy, but avoided revealing detailed descriptions of the
workings of their system. As proof of theory, witness’ messages were
sent from a private second floor dining room to the club room about 400
feet away. Attendees included Geo. W. Peckham (a former East High
School Principal), Jeremiah Quinn, C.E., Dr. E. W. Bartlett, “Chambie”
(an internationally known spider and wasp expert), M.C. Lenegan, and
R. Bruce Douglas (a real estate and insurance representative). Mr. Fortier
transcribed the messages as they were received. Of those present, R.
Bruce Douglas suggested the first message, “This is a practical demonstration
of wireless telegraphy.” It took two tries to complete reception of the
entire message. The message, as received, was transcribed on Form
No. 2 of the Electric Wave Telegraph Company, which proclaimed:
“Etherial Lines Around the World. No Pole or Cable Franchise Needed.
Johnson-Fortier System.” The document has survived in the hands of
Mr. Douglas’ daughter. [24]
The technology must have proven very promising, because a written
agreement between the two men was signed on January 30, 1900, establishing
their mutual interests and activities. It states in part, “in consequence of
the concerted action and effort…(they) made certain new and useful
improvements in the art of telegraphy, to be practiced without the use of
wires, and in that behalf have devised, invented and created certain new
and useful apparatus, devices, processes and agencies and combinations
thereof, which have contributed to the accomplishment of said invention…in
the apparatus now in their possession.” [25] The agreement continued,
establishing joint and equal sharing of all inventions, gain, and profit.
This document was witnessed by Paul F. Johnson, Warren’s son and the
superintendent of the Johnson factory at the time. [25, 26, 27]
In only two months, the fruits of their efforts must have proven very
encouraging, as a second agreement was executed on March 17, 1900,
regarding “present and future inventions in the field of wireless telegraphy.”
[26, 28] The agreement went on to establish the formation of a corporation,
the American Wireless Telegraph Company, hereafter abbreviated AWTC.
The company was established “for the purpose of carrying on the business
of wireless and other telegraphy, as fully set forth in the articles of
association.” All inventions set forth in the January 30, 1900 agreement
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were assigned to AWTC for the consideration of 10,000 shares, to be
divided equally between the two partners. This agreement set the stage
for the actual organization of the AWTC.
By March 20, 1900, the first meeting organizing the AWTC was held.
[26, 29] The AWTC “has been organized for the express purpose, among
others, of acquiring the said inventions and of exploiting the said discoveries”
of Warren S. Johnson and Charles L. Fortier. It noted, “the stockholders
of the AWTC having heretofore investigated the merits and values of the
system of wireless telegraphy recently discovered and invented by Warren
S. Johnson and Charles L. Fortier, of Milwaukee, and having satisfied
themselves that the same are of very great value, to wit: of the value of
more than one million dollars.” During the subsequent first directors
meeting of the same date, Warren Johnson was elected President, Henry
Herman, Vice President, and Charles Fortier, Secretary and Treasurer.
Up to 3000 shares were to be sold initially at $100/share. [22] Early
shareholders, representing friends and family of the inventors were: [26]
Frank Bigelow
William Bigelow
Frank J. Kipp
Charles F. Pfister
Henry Herman
Benedictus Schwartz
Henry Winkenwerder
Paul F. Johnson
Carl F. Johnson

60 Shares
60
60
60
60
50
25
100
100

$1000
$1000
$1000
$1000
$1000
For Services Rendered
For Services Rendered
Gift from WSJ
Gift from WSJ

Clearly the actual share price was somewhat less than $100. No other
stock was issued except to Johnson and Fortier. [26] The first certificate of
AWTC stock, serial number 1, to Warren Johnson, is illustrated in Figure 1.
It appears that in addition to Warren Johnson and Charles Fortier,
the other early operators were Paul F. and Carl F. Johnson. Collectively,
they operated both transmitter and receiver. The American Morse Code
was used for signaling and this appears to be a logical extension of Mr.
Fortier’s telegraphic experience. [30]
Except where noted, the following material was excerpted from documentation
prepared by Paul F. Johnson at a later date in reference 30.
Early experiments covered a broad range of major topics:
· Coherer materials
· Coherer shape and dimensions
· Methods of decohering
· Spark gap tips and spacing
As a means of comparison, a Marconi Coherer was borrowed from the
U.S. government.
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Figure 1. Copy of AWTC Stock Certificate #1

Transmitting and receiving locations were many and varied, depending
on the state of development, throughout the Milwaukee area. Known
AWTC operating locations are highlighted on a section of a contemporary
Milwaukee County map in Figure 2. Locations, with approximate distances
from the Johnson building, include:
· (1) The five-story Johnson Service Co. building at 120 Sycamore
Street [31]
· (2) A boathouse at the foot of Mason Street, 0.2 mile [26]
· (3) Fortier’s room at the Aberdeen Hotel (909 Grand Avenue), 0.6
mile [26]
· (4) A flagstaff in Juneau Park, 0.7 mile
· (5) Lohmann’s saloon on Jones Island, 1.2 miles
· (6) The end of the pier on the mouth of the Milwaukee River, 1.1
miles [26]
· (7) The water tower at North Point, 3.1 miles
· (8) A 150-ft. steel tower erected for the purpose on South Point,
near present-day Cudahy, Wisconsin (blown down on July 3, 1900),
6.2 miles
· An unspecified house on Milwaukee’s South Side [26]
· A small boat out on Lake Michigan, up to 2 miles [31]
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·

Several Goodrich Line steam ships sailing between Milwaukee and
Chicago (The Virginia, the Columbus, and the Racine departed from
the Goodrich dock at the foot of Sycamore Street and the Milwaukee
River for daily round trips to Chicago.) [32]

The choice of the pier location was particularly expedient. Operators
at the transmitter and receiver could alternately view wigwag (flag)
signals to communicate the status of a particular experiment when wireless
reception was not accomplished.

Figure 2. Map of
AWTC operating
locations (based
on Reference 59)
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Figure 3. Wireless Station
in Johnson Electric Service
Co. factory

Early message transmissions were sent at approximately ten words
per minute, which was the maximum coherer operating speed. The greatest
distances covered were five to seven miles during daylight hours. The
potential increase in signal distance at night was unknown and no one
thought to try the apparatus after dark.
The transmitter consisted of a battery-powered induction coil with
built-in condenser, operating a straight spark gap mounted on the coil.
An otherwise undated photograph, Figure 3, shows the experimental apparatus
located in the Johnson Electric Service Company factory. In the foreground
are the accumulators, four boxes of three cells each, which would generate
24 volts. Directly in front of the gentleman is the induction coil and
spark gap. This appears to be the 12-inch spark coil. The small apparatus
to the left of the induction coil appears to be the coherer. The gentleman
shown is unidentified, but believed to be Paul Johnson. Various coils
were available and capable of producing 6-inch or 12-inch sparks with
correspondingly sized storage batteries or motor generator. The motor
generator (Figure 4), was manufactured by the Browning Mfg. Company
of Milwaukee. The 12-inch spark coil is illustrated in Figure 5. Transmitter
operation typically was at less than ½-inch spark. [33] The antenna and
ground were connected directly to the spark gap terminals. In Paul Johnson’s
words, “Nothing was known about tuning,” “Fortunately there were no
other stations to either interfere or be interfered with, as the waves must
have been as broad as they were long, and no one knew how long they
were.”
The receiver consisted of a coherer with aerial and ground connected
directly to the coherer terminals. Decohering in early designs was accomplished
by pneumatic disruption, either by directing a blast of air through the
cohered particles or by a pneumatic tapper, as Marconi had already patented
the electric tapper. In later designs, the optimum coherer filling was
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Figure 4. Above
Motor generator,
Browning Mfg. Co.

Figure 5. Left
Twelve-inch
induction coil
transmitter

found to be magnetic iron oxide from Labrador, which was used in the
form of small grains similar to those of sand. It proved more stable
than any other material tested and was self decohering - eliminating the
need for tapping. [20, 33, 34] A bottle of surviving material is shown
in Figure 6. An ordinary telegraph relay and sounder, powered by a
local dry cell battery completed the assembly.
A later public demonstration was reported, in which the apparatus
was operated at the April 17, 1900, meeting of the Northwestern Associates
of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. [22, 35] The Bismarck
Hotel at 180 Randolph Street in Chicago was the site of this room-toroom exhibition. A message speed of 25 words per minute was claimed.
A clipping from an unidentified (Chicago?) newspaper the following
day reports that the apparatus was “investigated a short time ago by the
War Department (with) messages being sent from Fort Wadsworth to
Governor’s Island, a distance of 7 miles.” In addition, plans for the
construction of a 150-foot tower on the Lake Michigan shore between
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Figure 6. Labradorian iron oxide
coherer filling

Milwaukee and Racine were described. The
intent was to communicate with each city and
with ships offshore. [35] The location was
referred to as South Point. The tower was
reportedly located about 400 feet from the Lake
Michigan shore on the highest point of a bluff
in present-day Sheridan Park, just east of the
skating lagoon. [36] Although shoreline erosion
has claimed most of this bluff, what appears
to be a single concrete footing remains today
near the described location.
Based on early successes, a decision was
made to exhibit the Johnson-Fortier system at
the Paris Exposition in the summer of 1900. To make the system portable,
a transmitter was built using a Queen & Co. portable induction coil,
capable of producing a 4-inch spark (Figure 7). A compact receiver with
telephone headset completed the assembly. [33] Charles Fortier traveled
to Europe to demonstrate the apparatus, apparently in the spring of 1900.
Aside from participation in the Paris Exposition, Fortier’s activities in
Europe during his four-month absence are unknown. His travels left a

Figure 7. Queen
& Co. 4-Inch
induction coil from
Paris Exhibition
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vacancy at AWTC, which Warren Johnson set out to fill. His choice
was young Dr. Lee de Forest from the Western Electric Company in
Chicago. On May 1, de Forest took up residence at 809 Grand Avenue
in Milwaukee and “Started on my work at last” for AWTC. [1] Unfortunately,
de Forest’s personal journal lacks any significant technical description
of the experiments or responsibilities that he may have engaged in while
working for AWTC.
In a personal letter many years later, de Forest described his affiliation
with AWTC as follows. [37] Warren Johnson, or his assistant, Fortier,
had recently invented a new form of coherer using wire filings and a
periodic puff of air to blow the filings apart. De Forest’s chief occupation
with AWTC was at the South Lake Shore, where a wireless station (Figure
8), had been erected to receive signals from a transmitter erected on the
roof of the Johnson Service Company building. De Forest had earlier
described the South Point location: “There I have the Lake, the fresh
and boundless water prairies! My work is mostly there on its brink and
far above the tossing line of surf, far from the town. It is a privilege of
life to sit here.” [1] Unfortunately, the experiments met with “only
indifferent success” and “the device was very insensitive and quite discouraging
to me.” During these experiments, de Forest stated that he had surreptitiously
tested his Responder at the South
Point station and it “responded
beautifully to the signals from
the city.” De Forest described
his Responder of this period as:
tinfoil fastened to a glass plate.
The tinfoil was razor cut into
two pieces. The gap was bridged
with a solution of glycerine and
“certain other liquids.” [37]
Electrically the Responder has
been described as an anticoherer. An anti-coherer
interrupts the local circuit when
a radio signal is received,

Figure 8. South Point Station
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resulting in a click. This is in direct opposition to the operation of the
Branly coherer, which completed the local circuit with each pulse received.
[38, 39]
From a surviving notebook describing some of the AWTC experiments,
[31] the work in progress during the June-July period consisted of testing
different coherer fillings. An entry dated July 17 states: “We have then
two kinds of filings, both magnetic, one (the iron-brass) being quite
sensitive to waves and yet never breaking down by itself from engine’s
running; the other iron-silver No 2, extremely sensitive. By mixing these
two in proper proportion a very sensitive filling can be had which yet
will not break down from the engine’s running.” The “engine” apparently
was an apparatus used to develop the compressed air used for decohering.
Although a detailed description of this device has not been found, it
apparently was often the source of vibration that interfered with proper
coherer operation.
“The best proportions of these two vary with the form of coherer
used. In the cup-coherer, 3 parts of brass-iron to 2 of silver-iron No 2
break down for bell at 2 ft. (no aerial), yet does not break from engine.”
“For the cross-strip coherer a larger proportion of brass-iron is necessary
to prevent breaking down from engine (2 to 1) yet the sensitiveness is
practically as good as with more of silver-iron.”
On July 15 it was noted “After working the 12” coil with Wehnelt
Interrupter etc. getting sparks of 10” etc we find all the filings which
had been so sensitive virtually non-sensitive – not only those in the
coherers but all in the room. Their working distance was not half of that
before. S. (Benedictus Schwartz? see ref. 26) made other filings apparently
the same but these were not so sensitive as the first.” Over the next
week, efforts to reproduce the proper filings finally succeeded and “approached
the sensitiveness of the first in the double cup-coherer….But next morning
their sensitiveness was much diminished” With the clarity of hindsight,
it would appear that sufficient atmospheric corrosion of the filings had
developed so that their usefulness in the wireless detector was destroyed.
An interesting entry appears for July 25: “Jones Island. Transmitted
at Lohmann’s Saloon on beach. Wire 40-ft-upright to staff on top the
house. 12 volts storage batt’y. Magnetic interrupter ½” gap ground to
river behind house. Receiver box on skiff upright 22 ft. Boat out ½ ¾ mile. Of 12 H’s sent 10 came perfect. Two came 2 dots only. Ground
here was iron plate 2 X 2.5 ft. dragging in water but signals were as
good when plate was out of water.”
“The last time I was nearly one mile out. Tried at 1½ to 2 miles
out. But lake came up rough and rocking caused the armature to work
continually by itself.” [31] Unfortunately, the identity of the intrepid
sailor is not clear from the entry.
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Figure 9. Medal awarded
at the Paris Exhibition

Meanwhile the Paris Exposition opened to the public on April 15 for
a six-month venue. [40] “A brilliant display is expected in the new Palace
of Machinery and Electricity.” [41] There, “In the centre of the Palace
of Electricity was found Class 26, or the class embracing Telegraphy
and Telephony. Here the variety was infinite and displays novel, owing
to the fact that so many vast strides had been made of very recent years
in both branches of electricity. The Hall of Honor stood in the very
center of the Palace…In its immense area, surmounted by a lofty and
imposing dome, were collected and arranged the principal gems of the
French and foreign electricians. The United States was brilliantly represented
by the latest discoveries of Edison, Tesla, and other distinguished electricians.”
[42] Roentgen, Wehnelt, and Marconi were among the other electrical
specialists represented. With this august group, Charles Fortier was
demonstrating the Johnson-Fortier wireless apparatus in competition with
three other exhibitors of wireless equipment, including Marconi and a
German firm. [43] In fact, AWTC was the only American firm exhibiting
wireless apparatus from among some 60 American exhibitors in the Telegraphy
and Telephony Class. [43, 45] After Fortier’s return to America, the
Germans reportedly were awarded first place. On August 18, AWTC
was awarded a silver medal, Figure 9, and a diploma, Figures 10 and
10A, for second place in wireless telegraphy development at the exposition.
[11, 24, 44] In the words of one contemporary critic who found little
new in technology, [40] “The only significant breakthrough on display
was in wireless telegraphy.” [46]
While detailed specifications of the Paris apparatus have not survived,
Fortier later stated that the placement of the local battery between the
telephone receivers “was used on the Paris Exposition set and was favorably
commented on.” [26] Based on Fortier’s post-Exhibition work, [31] it is
likely that pneumatic decohering was employed, although it is unclear if
this was accomplished by passing a puff of air through the filings or with
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Figure 10. Diploma of Award
from the Paris Exposition

Figure 10A. Enlargement
of Diploma text

a pneumatic tapper. It is uncertain what other features may have proven
attractive to the Exposition judges.
After Fortier’s return from Paris in August, before the awards were
announced, several events took place:
- A memorandum was drafted by Fortier “after reading the meager
account given in this journal of the work done during the period mentioned”
i.e. during his absence. In part it reads: “I arrived at Milwaukee from
Europe on Saturday, August 4, 1900. Learned of the wrecking of our
mast at the South Point, and the condition of affairs generally. When
told of the ‘leaky’ condition of our outfit at Sending station (Boat house,
foot of Mason St.) I ordered boxes sent there to be used as a table for
the Induction Coil, and 4 large glass insulators to put the coil on, also
increased the ground wires and plates. This did away with the “leak”
which, I thought, dissipated, or robbed us, of a great deal of our “Energy.”
The receiving apparatus at the light house was in, apparently, a satisfactory
condition as regards Aerial and Ground wires.”
- “During the fortnight beginning August 6, I tried several ways of
eliminating the mechanical jarring of our decohering engine on the cup
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coherer, and of directing the air decohering impulse so as to prevent
any prolonged flow of air through the filings, and constructed a pneumatic
tapper and electrodes for a 4 point, and a 3 point glass tube coherer,
which I had thought of during my trip abroad, the idea being to construct
a coherer having a short gap, possessing the sensitive qualities of the
Marconi coherer, and at the same time have means for connecting the
aerial, ground, and circuit wires an inch away as to avoid the Marconi
patent claims containing tube made to seal up so as to prevent the air
from affecting contents.” After describing experiments with two coherers
in parallel, he concluded, “I arranged the coherer (4 point cup) so that
each had a separate aerial wire, and a common ground. The result was
a marked improvement over the previous arrangement, but still ‘breaking’
occurred…. I concluded that some of the trouble lay in the sounder. I
then started the construction of a polarized Electro-magnetic pneumatic
sounder with adjustable magnetic strength.” [31]
- The Johnson-Fortier system was demonstrated at the Milwaukee Exhibition
Building. Messages were sent from the Superintendent’s office on the
east side of the building and received in the middle of the large exhibition
hall. A contemporary newspaper article declared, “It is claimed on
behalf of the Johnson system that his is simpler and more practical than
Marconi’s, requiring less cumbersome apparatus, thus better for military
use. This set does not require experienced operators, as does Marconi’s,
because it brings into use the ordinary telegraph apparatus.” The Professor’s
sons Carl and Paul operated the demonstration. [11]
- Lee de Forest’s employment at AWTC came to a crashing end. Although
the exact date of his termination is not recorded, on September 3, 1900
in Chicago, de Forest stated: “I was fired, with much wrath by the
‘Prof.’ - not at all sorry to leave his presence. Now for our own patent.”
[1] The stories of de Forest’s termination as reiterated in various de
Forest biographies, revolve around ownership of the knowledge and
apparatus embodied in the de Forest Responder. The record appears
clear that de Forest had begun development of the Responder before his
AWTC employment. It is also clear that he had clandestinely tested the
device while conducting reception experiments for AWTC. [36] While
the disclosure of the Responder’s existence was blamed on a worker
named Lehman, [2, 3, 4] Fortier later indicated that de Forest also was
obtaining parts for his apparatus at the Globe Wire & Iron Works while
on AWTC errands. This served at least in part as cause for de Forest’s
dismissal. [26] The acrimony of the parting evidenced in de Forest’s
biographies [2, 3, 4] seems quite likely. One long-time Johnson employee
once described the Professor as “eccentric, hot tempered, and a hard
worker.” [34]
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After de Forest’s departure, active experimentation continued at AWTC
into the fall of 1900. On September 6, an aerial of 30 - 35 ft and a 1-inch
spark were used to transmit to the factory receiver on Sycamore Street.
The receiver apparently incorporated a polarized relay. The receiving
antenna was a wire about 90 feet long. Good signal reception was reported
with very few breaks (requests for repeats). The AWTC experimental
record for September 16 -17,1900, mentions Lehman doing general labor
work, apparently moving antenna wires, cleaning transmitter points, sending
signals, and “cleaning and tidying the office.” During this series of
experiments, an iron sheet, 3 ft x 8 ft was nailed to the office wall in
place of the usual antenna wires, with the reception of “indefinite signals.”
[31]
When Marconi succeeded in sending his famous signal, “S,” across
the Atlantic on December 12, 1901, [47] Professor Johnson reportedly
stated: “It is this most marvelous thing that has yet been accomplished
in electrical science. If Marconi has really done what he is reported to
have done, the results that will follow are almost beyond human prophecy.”
[11] Although his interest in wireless had begun to wane, it is told that
the Professor apparently lost all active interest when he heard the news
that Marconi had signaled across the Atlantic. His attention had already
shifted to another new and promising technology. After bringing one of
the first automobiles to Milwaukee, a Locomobile steam roadster, the
Professor embarked on the construction of his first steam-propelled vehicle
in 1901. [11, 12]
Experimentation in wireless at AWTC apparently continued for several
years, probably carried on by Fortier. The surviving experimental notebook

Figure 11A. Above
Enlargement of coherer
tube

Figure 11. Right
Johnson-Fortier coherer
receiver
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Figure 12. Autographed photo
of Lee de Forest to Seymour
Johnson, dated June 22, 1953
Inscribed “To Seymour Johnson
with recollections of my
association with your
Grandfather in 1900.”

lists dates of experimentation between May 18, 1900 and May 14, 1902.
[31] Charles Fortier subsequently filed a patent application on April 17,
1903, for a coherer using magnetic oxide and magnetic electrodes. [26]
The receiver described in the application is shown in Figures 11 and
11A. The patent was issued to Fortier on August 1, 1905, under the
title: Electric Wave Telegraph Receiver, U.S. Patent number 796,403.
A copy of this patent can be found in the appendix. Unfortunately,
superior methods of detection were already being put into service.
The American Wireless Telegraph Company apparently ceased to
exist in a practical sense when the considerable friction which always
existed between Johnson and Fortier, developed to a point where they
“busted up” in Fortier’s words. [26] The division occurred sometime
after Fortier’s coherer patent was issued, but the date is not otherwise
recorded [26]. Paul Johnson observed that “Both were cranky and never
pulled well together.” [26] Warren Johnson, having repaid all of the
AWTC investors except Fortier and his sons, stated that the wireless
experiments had cost him $5,000. [26] A resolution to dissolve AWTC
was proposed on December 18, 1914, but was not acted upon, reportedly
due to the dissolution expenses. [22, 48] The dissolution papers passed
to Fortier in 1921. [49]
In 1926 a receiving inductance and a transmitter from the AWTC
facilities were exhibited as part of a display portraying the progress of
local amateur radio activities at the Milwaukee Radio Show. The exhibits
were reportedly donated to the Milwaukee Public Museum for ‘permanent’
display. [50] Unfortunately, the materials eventually were transferred
to Chicago’s Museum of Science and Industry, where they apparently
were disbursed at a later date.
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As late as 1944, dissolution of AWTC had not been completed and
the American Wireless Telegraph Company simply faded into history.
[48] As a final effort to document AWTC activities, the Professor’s
grandson, Seymour Johnson, contacted de Forest in his later years.
The result was the autographed photo shown in Figure 12. However, no
new significant technical details were revealed.
Epilogue
After his dismissal from AWTC, de Forest returned to Western
Electric and subsequently patented his Responder with assistance from
Ed Smythe. [2, 6, 51] The original 1898 electrolytic detector of Aschkinass
and Neugschwende with modifications by de Forest and Schloemilch
was reportedly one of the most common detectors in use in 1908. [52]
Sewell reported that the de Forest responder was the most prominent of
the ‘anti-coherer’ detectors and provided a description of its operation.
[53] It was also characterized as “exceedingly sensitive and quite reliable”
[39] The device consisted of a non-conducting tube, two metallic electrodes
(which may be hollowed out), and an intervening space filled with a
paste of metal filings or pulverized lead oxide in glycerine or vaseline
mixed with water or alcohol. [38, 39] The rest of the de Forest story is
history.
Charles Fortier retained the AWTC materials for a number of years
before turning them over to Paul Johnson. He continued to live at the
Aberdeen Hotel, listing his occupation as ‘electrician’ in 1903. [54]
Later years find Mr. Fortier living on Milwaukee’s northeast side. His
occupation was listed as ‘mechanical engineer.’ [55] Despite their
disagreements, Fortier apparently remained in the employ of Prof. Johnson
and his company for the rest of his working life. As late as 1931, he
listed his occupation as ‘inventor’ employed by the Johnson Service
Company. [56] Charles Fortier died on February 21, 1933 at the age of
80 years. [57]
Professor Johnson lived a long creative life before passing to his
eternal rest on December 5, 1911. [7] His legacy of numerous inventions
and enterprises has grown through the years. From the humble electric
thermoscope, Warren Johnson’s business has culminated in today’s Johnson
Controls, Inc., a multi-billion dollar company specializing in building
control systems and automotive systems.
Paul Johnson never lost his interest in radio communications, becoming
licensed as 6XR. With his son, Seymour (6OE), he operated the Altadena
Radio Laboratory, apparently for the sale of amateur radio equipment in
the San Francisco Bay area. [26] In the early 1920s, broadcast station
KGO was licensed to Altadena Radio Laboratory and operated commercially
on 833 kc (360 meters) using a 500-Watt transmitter. [58]
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THE BAKELITE RADIO:
AN ICON OF THE 20TH CENTURY
Barbara Havranek
The Bakelite Radio is the embodiment of the advances in technology,
industrial design and communication of the middle part of the 20th century.
When one looks at the variety of these radios with Bakelite cabinets,
which were produced from the 1920s through the 1950s, one sees the
culmination of radio and plastic technology. The Bakelite radio also marks
an important stage in the evolution of electronic mass media. To understand
the impact of the alternating current “AC” Bakelite radio, we need to
examine the fascinating and rapidly changing evolution of the radio.
The First Radios
The first radios were cumbersome “science experiments” consisting
of a large collection of apparatus, mounted on pieces of wood and connected
to bulky batteries. They required the listener to sit around a tinny-sounding
horn speaker or to clamp earphones to the head. The majority of these
models were produced from 1921 to 1929. Some early manufactures
include Federal, Amrad and de Forest who all manufactured early table
model radios. The creation of the first radio cabinets was influenced by
the Victorian conceit of many women who did not want their parlor
filled with glowing tubes, knobs and acid batteries. Eventually, all of
the various radio components were hidden within a single piece of furniture,
often disguised as an ornate hutch or highboy [1].
Despite the complexity and cost of these early radios, their growing
popularity prompted companies to improve and develop new radio technology.
One of the key technological advances was the development of the vacuum
tube. The vacuum tube enabled better detection, tuning and, above all,
increased the amplification of the radio signal (Figure 1). Vacuum tubes
could change ac to dc, thus eliminating the messy and short-lifetime
batteries [2]. The invention of the vacuum tube power amplifier, which
powered the loudspeaker, enabled designers to move the speaker inside
the radio cabinet. This new unified self-contained and ac-powered unit
inspired designers to create new and unique forms for the compact radios
that rapidly became a permanent fixture in the American home [3].
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Early radio cabinets reflected established furniture designs and often
included elements of the Gothic and Gingerbread Rococo styles. Stylistic
Gothic elements such as the tracery or the trefoil rosette shapes were
cut into the front of the cabinet and covered with fabric to conceal the
speaker. Radio cabinet legs often tapered into a Rococo s-scroll. The
cost of these large pieces of furniture, such as the Kolster K24 radio ran
as high as $350 without the tubes in 1928 [4] (Figure 2). This represented
a significant investment for the consumer whose average monthly salary
was $169 a month. Nevertheless, in 1928 the radio factories were producing
70,000 radio sets each week for shipment to music stores, department
stores, and furniture outlets [5]. Before too many years had passed, the
radio had become a focal point of the home around which the household
would gather and its visual appearance became an important selling point.
The majority of early radio cabinets were created from wood, but the
advent of the plastics age changed the appearance of the radio forever.
Bakelite
The Belgian-born chemist Leo Hendrick Baekeland invented the first
man-made synthetic plastic, Bakelite, in 1907. Baekeland lay the foundations
for a new phenolic plastic technology that represented a significant milestone
in 20th century science and technology [6]. Bakelite was particularly
important for the history of radios because it was a thermosetting plastic

Figure 1. A selection of radio tubes, tube boxes, and radio tube signs.
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Figure 2. Kolster radio
K24 image from the
book The Story of
Kolster. This radio is a
fine example of the
popular Rococo s-scroll
legs and the finely
crafted wood cabinet.

that did not warp from the heat of radio tubes. Bakelite allowed for the
development of an economical, uniform, and dependable molded radio
cabinet that could be produced with great rapidity for sale to the consumer
market. The perfecting of injection and compression molding machines
was also a key influence upon the design, quality and shape of 20th
century plastics [7].
Injection and compression molding were the most common processes
used for creating Bakelite products. Both techniques use Bakelite in a
solid granular or pellet form that becomes fluid and fills the mold spaces
during high temperature and pressure molding. Fillers such as wood
flour, cotton flock, shredded or chopped fabric, or inorganic fillers
such as asbestos, silica, and mica were used to create properties such as
heat resistance, strength or color in the finished mixture [8].
Injection molding is a quick-molding technique that produces a product
with fewer flash lines or excess material that have to be manually filed
down. The Bakelite compound is loaded into a specially provided loading
chamber, heated to a semi-liquid state and then pressurized to flow through
channels into the molding cavity where the final curing occurs. The
completed bakelite radio cabinet is removed at the appropriate time while
it is still hot without any fear of distortion [9].
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Compression molding involves using a closed mold with horizontal
parting lines. The two parts of the mold are fixed to the platens of a
hydraulic press, one of which moves vertically to close and open the
mold. The lower half is the die and the upper half is the punch. The
molding compound is placed between them in the form of solid granules
or pellets, which, on being subjected to the heat and pressure, become
fluid and flow to fill the space between the die and the punch. When
compression molding is used with thermoplastics the product must be
cooled before it is removed [10].
The injection molding cycle for Bakelite is considerably shorter because
the product can be removed from the mold while it is still hot. Injection
molding therefore became the most economical method for the highquality low cost mass-production of Bakelite radios for the consumer
market [11].
Plastics engineers design molds that follow the laws of hydraulics.
The thickness and size of the radio cabinets depends upon the flow and
the even rate of hardening of Bakelite. The streamlined mold enables
the semi-liquid plastic to flow to all parts and shapes of the mold and to
form streamlined and ample curves for an economical design (Figure 3).
A sharp-edged mold in which plastic is unable to flow evenly creates gas
pockets filled with air and moisture that cannot escape. These pockets
create blisters in the radio cabinet [12].

Figure 3. Zenith Model 6-D-311 from 1938. The streamlined
contoured cabinet compliments the horizontal bands and allows
the liquid Bakelite to flow evenly through the mold.
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Industrial Design
With the advent of the Great Depression, companies were required
to produce better products for less money. Because of its malleable
properties, radio designers used Bakelite extensively during this time.
It provided them with the ability to create radios that reflected the streamlined
contours of the popular Art Deco style. Art Deco designers wanted to
create three dimensional sculptural objects. Popular motifs were inspired
by Aztec and Egyptian ruins that were explored during the early twentieth
century. These early industrial designers drew upon Ruskin’s nineteenth
century Arts and Crafts belief that artists should embrace the inherent
material that was being used in the creation of the object. Therefore,
plastic was now viewed not as a substitute for wood but as a medium
whose own unique qualities were to be emphasized (Figures 4, 5, and
6). The industrial designer’s vision and personality, combined with the
modernization of consumer goods, led to a boost in radio sales in the
late 1920s despite the otherwise bleak economy. In 1929, 3,900,000
radio sets were purchased, with retail sales of radios, parts and accessories
such as tubes totaling $805,328,000 [13].
As radio manufacturers sought to find new markets to generate sales
during the Depression, their strategy was focused on the creation of an
affordable Bakelite radio. Many families had already invested in large,
expensive wooden cabinet radios and most did not want a second radio.
To overcome this problem, companies turned to Industrial Designers to
create affordable Bakelite radios in styles designed for every room in

Figure 4. Zenith Model 6-D-512. The wrap-around horizontal
grille leads the eye to the modernistic “lightning bolt” Z tuning
arm.
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Figure 5. Emerson Model 8CW-334-2 ca. early 1940s. The suitcase
style suggests a portable radio even though it is not battery operated.

Figure 6. Emerson Model
8CW-334-2 ca. early 1940s.
A close-up view of the Art
Deco dial with a stylized
skyscraper tuning needle
framed by a sunrise
background.
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the home [14]. Radios with unusual styles and the colorful plastic radios
of the 1930s, sold very well even at a time when there was little disposable
income [15]. For example Colonial Radio hired famed industrial designer
Raymond Lowey to help improve their radio sales. In 1933 Lowey designed
the Globe Radio, which incorporated the current fad for using globes,
and radios as gifts (Figure 7). Colonial’s sales increased by 700% in
1933 as a result of their radios’ unique industrial designs [16].
Thus, the industrial designer became an important contributor to the
creation of the new Bakelite radios. These Bakelite radio designers did
not have any historical precedent on which to base their designs. Hence
these radios reflect the visions and the personalities of their designers
and the times in which they worked.
The world that emerged after World War-I wanted to forget the past
and look forward to the future.The world-renowned Swiss architect and
painter Le Corbusier stated that “the house is a machine for living in”
...with functional and aesthetic machines that championed the new
architecture inspired by Cubism. Cubism was abstraction with a new
kind of realism. Cubism rejected the naturalistic traditional forms of
painting and sculpture and explored the later works of Cezanne and
African tribal sculpture. Forms were reduced to plane geometry which
presented an object from various viewpoints and fragmented it into planes
which resulted in an ambiguous
sense of space. Cubism reflected
the volatile modern lifestyles and
captured the dynamics of time
and space [17]. Le Corbusier
encouraged and promoted the
modern world of the machine. His
premise was that the visible object
is to be approached as a geometric
shape and that the contemporary

Figure 7.
Colonial Radio
Corporation Globe Radio. This
radio was designed by Raymond
Lowey and increased Colonial’s
sales by 700%.
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Figure 8. Maguire Model 6L ca. 1946. This architecturallystyled radio suggests a Cubism-inspired design by incorporating
geometric forms on separate planes.

Figure 9. Maguire
Model 6L ca. 1946. A
close-up view of the
dial. Note the Art Deco
numbering and the
geometric triangular
style of the knobs.

Figure 10.
Westinghouse
Model H-122A ca.
1946. The
horizontal band
decorations
enhance a very
straight-forward
box design.
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world can express itself with logical scientific designs to reach all classes
of society. He felt that decorative objects should have a sense of order
that is identical with that of the Machine Age in the modern urban culture
[18] (Figures 8, 9, and 10).
The artistic ideas of the Modern Age spread particularly to the Bauhaus
in Germany, the De Stijl movement in Holland and the Abstract-Creation
movement in France. Artists and designers were producing geometric
patterns and forms in startling colors, and proceeding ahead into the
Machine Age [19]. The rejection of ornament along with a simplification
and purification of design and color culminated in the work of Le Corbusier
and the Bauhaus artists [20]. Bakelite radios were originally brown or
painted various colors. Fillers were removed and dye was added to Bakelite
to produce Catalin radio cabinets with startling colors that were inspired
by fashion designer Paul Poiret [21]. (Figure 11.) The industrial designers
created the new variety of Bakelite radio styles with streamlined geometric
forms for the non-traditional world that was changing around them. Ribbon
decoration was used by Art Deco designers for verticality or a streamlined
effect (Figures 12-16). The streamlined objects designed by Norman Bel
Geddes and Raymond Lowey embodied the aesthetic of the Machine Age
in which these Bakelite radios were created [ 22].
Industrial designers and artists, including Isamu Noguchi, Norman
Bel Geddes, Wells Coates, Harold Van Doren, Jesse Collins, and Misha
Black, were hired by companies to create a variety of new Bakelite radio
styles that reflected the changing world around them. The medium of
Bakelite combined with the new molding technology enabled beautiful

Figure 11. Addison Model 2A ca. 1940. This Catlin
radio cabinet emphasizes the startling colors that can be
produced in bakelite.
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Figure 12.
Westinghouse
Model H-122A ca.
1946. A close-up
view of the Art
Deco tuning dial
band. This is a
wonderful example
of the Industrial
Designer’s
attention to detail.

Figure 13.
Lafayette Model
FE 141 from
1940. This is a
streamlined radio
with a threedimensionality of
forms. The visual
appearance of
the Bakelite
“wood grain” is
embodied in this
radio.

Figure 14. Lafayette Model FE 141 from 1940. A
close-up of the dial. Note the triangular dial opening
which compliments the uniquely streamlined shape
of the radio. The popular Art Deco Sunrise background
is the backdrop for the “skyscraper” inspired radio
needle as a symbol of the Modern Age.
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Figure 15. Airline “Midget” produced by Montgomery Ward
and Company ca. 1940s. The small size made this a popular
radio. The beautiful swirl graining is a testimony to the
Industrial Designer’s desire to utilize the inherent properties
of Bakelite.

Figure 16. Stromberg-Carlson Number 1500H from 1951. The
Art Deco revival of the 1950s inspired the production of this radio.
The wrap-around grille bands embrace the cabinet on all three
sides giving the radio a streamlined solidarity.
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Figure 17. Emerson Patriot Radio ca. 1940. This radio
was designed by Norman Bel Geddes to commemorate the
25th anniversary of the company.

and streamlined radios to be designed. In 1937, Isamu Noguchi created
the Zenith “Radio Nurse” intercom in the shape of a face. Norman Bel
Geddes was commissioned in 1940 to create the Emerson “Patriot” radio
to commemorate the 25th anniversary of the company (Figure 17). The
Sears, Roebuck and Company’s streamlined 1938 “Silvertone” Model
6110 which looks like a black cylinder on its side was created by designer
Clarence Karstadt.
The designer Harold Van Dorn stated that economic necessity
determined the geometric forms of the modern style. The streamlined
designs of the 1930s and motifs inspired by Aztec and Egyptian

Figure 18. Air King Radio (85.9) Brooklyn,
NY ca. 1933. Designed by Harold van Doren
and J.G.Rideout. This radio made use of
the pyramid inspired ziggurat geometric
designs which were popular during the Art
Deco Period.
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archaeological expeditions of the early 20th century resulted in new and
unique innovations in the appearance of radios. For example, Van Dorn’s
skyscraper-influenced “Air King” radio of 1933 was one of the first
radios with a plastic case to make use of the pyramid inspired ziggurat
geometric designs and ornamentation that was so popular during the Art
Deco period (Figure 18). Although mass-produced, these radios had the
appearance of intricate, expensive handcrafted models [23].
Among the most popular Bakelite radios were Well Coat’s series of
round Ekco radios. E. K. Cole (hence the name Ekco) was one of the
pioneer manufacturers of Bakelite radio cases in the United Kingdom.
In 1930, Ekco switched to Bakelite after a series of manufacturing problems
with their mass-produced wooden cabinets. After the switch to Bakelite
radio cabinets, the low sales of the traditionally styled imitation wood
cabinets prompted Ekco to abandon furniture-style cabinet designers for
the new modern school of Industrial Designers [24]. These new Industrial
Designers embraced the qualities of Bakelite and used this new medium
to its fullest potential. Their radios embody the marriage of Art Deco
geometric forms and the scientific achievements in plastics design. The
creation of a round wooden radio was technically difficult and costly for
a cabinetmaker to produce, but a round plastic radio was easy to produce,
cost effective, and structurally strong [25]. The public loved Coat’s round
Ekco radio and it became the most popular radio of its time and remained
in continuous production throughout the 1930s and 1940s [26].

Figure 19. Volksempfanger
VE301 Radio. This radio was
distributed to the German
people at low government
subsidized prices to help
spread Nazi propaganda.
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Figure 20. Volksempfanger DKE Radio.
These simple radios and their tubes were
produced in very large quantities and sold
to the German people at low government
subsidized prices.

Entertainment and Propaganda
With more families owning inexpensive Bakelite radios, the full
potential of the electronic mass media began to be realized. Radio
broke down regional barriers and narrowed the gap between urban and
rural areas. The mass appeal of the radio created a new niche in the
entertainment industry for former vaudeville entertainers [27]. The
large radio audience revolutionized the advertising medium and the news
reports, and live broadcasts could now be heard around the clock. Sporting
events such as prize fights, political conventions and broadcasts such as
Franklin Delano Roosevelt’s fireside chats gave the listeners the sensation
of “being there” at the event [28]. Radio had a tremendous impact
upon the average citizen, who could now obtain information and entertainment
from all around the world. Members of the family would gather around
the radio to listen, dream and enter the magical dimension of sound that
created pictures in the mind of the listener [29].
In a more sinister vein, the prewar Nazi government also realized
radio’s potential for disseminating information to civilians and to the
enemy. The Nazi Party owed its success in propaganda more to the
spoken word than to the printed word. The Bakelite radio was a key
tool that the Nazis used as a propaganda instrument. To increase the
number of listeners, the Nazi government subsidized the manufacture
of the Bakelite Volksempfanger (People’s Radio) VE 301. Its model
number referred to the date of January 30, 1933 when Hitler became
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chancellor (Figure 19). The Volksempfanger VE 301 cost no more than
a worker’s weekly salary at a time when the cost of a radio in other
countries was more than three times higher. The Nazi Government also
subsidized the production of the cheaper model DKE as well as the tubes
for these sets (Figure 20). As a result, the number of private radio sets in
Germany quadrupled between 1933 and 1939. Propaganda Minister Joseph
Goebbels regarded the radio as an “important means towards the uniformity
of the German people in the north and south, east and west, of Catholic
and Protestant, of bourgeois, workers, and peasants.” Goebbels told the
heads of his radio stations that “with this instrument, you can make public
opinion.” and that “the radio would do for the 20th century what newspapers
had done for the 19th century” [30].
The Bakelite radio had an impact upon many levels of the history of
the 20th century. This article only touches upon a few of the influences
that led to the countless innovations in the fields of industrial design,
plastics, and the designs of other electronic devices and even computers.
The Bakelite radio was more than just a functional object. It was a
reflection of the pivotal role of plastics technology and industrial design
in the history of the 20th century.
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